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NO B\RT-TIME TRACTOR
John Deere 750-M -tim e features in a ‘sundowner’size
Take a hammer to the 750 
tractor and lightly tap the trans­
mission case.You’11 hear a 
familiar ring.
The sound of cast iron.
We put it in the engine, clutch 
housing and final drives to give 
the 750 extra strength. The 
same kind of strength our big 
tractors have.
The 750 also comes with a lot
of other big tractor features, too.
Like a 20-hp, liquid-cooled, 
diesel engine.
A 540-rpm PTO.
A  locking differential.
And an adjustable 3-point 
hitch that adapts to over 30 dif­
ferent implements.
But for all this quality, there’s 
one feature the 750 Tractor 
doesn’t come with.
A  high price. So if you’re look­
ing for full-time performance in 
a “sundowner” size, ask your 
dealer for a demo. Or write, 
John Deere, Dept 67, Moline, IL 
61265 for more information.
LEADERSHIP YOU 
CAN COUNT ON
®
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If your garden is 30’x50’ or less, here’s why it w ill pay you 
to get the fu ll story about the Newest, Greatest Breakthrough 
in rear-tine tille rs in over 50 years!...
SAVES YOU MONEY! Goes for half the price of larger rear- 
tine tillers— which you don’t need for your small-sized garden
HALF THE PRICE OF 
OUR LARGEST MODEL
•  SAVES YOUR BACK! Forget spading and raking! The 
“ JUNIOR” prepares your garden in a fraction of the tim e!
SAVES HAND WEEDING! It’s adjustable to shallow depth 
perfect for chopping, uprooting and burying weed seeds 
killing them. Simply guide the “ JUNIOR” up and down 
the row.
SAVES GARDEN SPACE! Narrow 14”  tilling w idth 
allows you to plant your rows closer together. 
Grow more in less space!
The BIG JOB tiller...for small, high yield gardens!
•  EASY TO USE! W ith its tines in the rear and engine 
out front, the “ JUNIOR”  is so well balanced you 
can handle it w ith JUST ONE HAND. W on’t shake 
you to pieces like front-end tille rs  do!
“J U N IO R ”
At Last! A Rear-Tine Tiller 
Decially for Small Gardens!
the 3*2HP TROY BILT*
•  EASY TO TURN & MANEUVER! Because the 
“ JUNIOR” is light and com pact (but strong!) you 
can turn it and maneuver it in tigh t places w ith 
wonderful ease!
There’s much more to know about this wonderfully 
different and better idea in small garden tillers...like how 
you can use it to build super rich soil, no matter what 
your soil conditions...or, how it can help you grow two, 
even three crops of vegetables where you could only 
grow one before!
So why not mail the coupon TODAY and get all the 
exciting facts about the amazing TROY-BILT “JUNIOR” ... 
Plus our mid-sized PONY and large garden HORSE 
Models. We II include prices, attachments and complete 
information about our special “OFF-SEASON” Savings 
discount now in effect!
if you need a machine to do your whole garden...
P lease d on 't buy a  
“to y  tiller"!
Hand-held units with chainsaw engines 
are not really tillers. They work O.K. as 
spot cultivators, but are too LIGHT­
WEIGHT to till deeply or bust sod. You 
have to drag them BACKWARDS to make 
seedbeds. And, they are too UNDER­
POWERED to compost effectively.
“Grow more in less space!” “ No more hand weeding!”
“Turns on a dime!”
Mail this 
coupon
today
f  TROY-BILT® Roto Tiller-Power Composter
I Dept. A2570102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180
YES! Please send me complete information on 
the newest JUNIOR and all other TROY-BILT Til­
ler Models ranging from ihe 5 HP PONY to the 8 
HP “ PROFESSIONAL” including details on prices 
and big “ OFF-SEASON Savings now in effect!
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i M a k e  jams & jellies, regular or light calories. Preserve fresh 
I  I l C C / L i I l l  \ J  fruit. Freeze your own tomato sauces, and ketchup!
f > A  ]\J Quick process® or pickling lime picklers. Canning salt. Citric acid.
V / i m l  1 1 1 1 1 1  \  J  Fruit pectins. Fruit preserver. Tomato mixes.
p p c p  Quick mixes for spaghetti & pizza sauces. Chili & sausage 
F U U U  *  t \ L L l  seasoners. Vegetable pickier. Ice cream base. Fruit preserver.
Mrs. Wages can help!
W hether you ’re planning tonight’s dinner will help you prepare and preserve foods with 
or putting up the harvest, let Mrs. W ages a consistent high quality, and a more natural 
help m ake it...easier. flavor and goodness.
The growing family of Mrs. Wages products For freezing, canning and prep foods, let
Mrs. Wages help!
On sale where you 
buy hom e canning 
supplies or write. MraWAGES
Dacus, Inc./P.O. Box 2067/Tupelo, MS 38803-2067
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Country Correction
Dear FARMSTEAD:
Regarding your Winter ’85 issue 
article “ How Long Have You Been 
in the Country?’ ’ it says “ Look at 
strangers and you can tell by these 
signs’ ’ (and be completely in error)!
I bought my farm outright in 
1970—no mortgage. These are some 
of my “ signs.’ ’ Shoes: Arctic Pacs 
(seven months o f the year). Tennis 
(five months of the year). Trousers: 
Jeans for dress-up, anything else for 
work. Winter coat: Quilted jackets 
and sweaters. Hat: Bandana in 
summer, knitted wool cap in winter. 
Car: 1972 Dodge pick-up. Serves 
when entertaining: Coffee, tea, 
bread and outter. Favorite topic of 
conversation: Recent events, books, 
broadcasts, artistic endeavors, pro­
jects, sheep. Favorite political 
cause: Acid rain, nuclear waste 
disposal sites, peace efforts, arms 
reduction, project ELF. Livestock: 
12 sheep, 1 ram, 3 dairy goats, 1 
buck, 2 guard dogs, 2 pups, 1 indoor 
pet mini-dachshund, 3 spayed fe­
male cats, remnants of chickens, 
geese, pigeons. Person You’d Like 
to Be: Heidi’s Grandfather. Finan­
cial Aim: Surviving without too 
much hardship.
I am, of course, female, 62 years 
old, a sheepraiser, spinster and 
weaver. So I do not wear hunting 
clothes, enjoy deerhunting, snow- 
mobiling or six-packs. But I do enjoy 
reading, bird watching, identifying 
rare plants and watching the sky on 
clear nights. Try again!
Ursula Schramm 
Hurley, Wisconsin
A Loss an d  P lea
Dear Farmstead,
It was with great pleasure that I 
wrote the story on Dick Crawford, 
Ted Edwards and Dan McGee, their
“ farm in process,’ ’ and their goat- 
milk products business for FARM­
STEAD (Garden, 1986). Therefore, it 
was with anger, frustration, out­
rage, grief and downright fury that I 
learned of the events of December 4, 
1985. On that Wednesday morning, 
Dick walked to the back pasture to 
feed and water the goats. What he 
discovered there was pure carn­
age—six of the goats were dead or 
dying on the ground, their faces 
gory pulp, their beautiful udders 
ripped off, their limbs tom and 
mangled. Two dogs were attacking 
the remaining doe. Dick managed to 
tear the dogs away from her, and 
they fled. Although the doe, Kale, 
was badly injured, she’s recovering, 
at least physically.
As a result of this tragedy, I have 
been interviewing livestock owners 
and animal control officers with a 
view to writing about the problem of 
dog predations. What I have disco 
ered is that the problem is wide­
spread, but that it is not at all a 
“ dog problem.”  It is definitely a 
“ dog owner”  problem. It’ s just that 
the trust is misplaced. No dog 
behaves the same in its owner’s 
absence as when the owner is 
around. No dog can be trusted to 
stay on its own property without 
supervision or restraint. No dog is 
immune to the instincts which lead 
to livestock molestation when it has 
the opportunity to “ pack up”  with 
other dogs. For the dogs, it’ s 
“ play” ; for the livestock owner, 
tragedy.
So this is my plea. If you own a 
dog (no matter wher you live, how 
“ used to”  livestock the dog is or 
how large your property) PLEASE 
keep your dog kenneled or restrain­
ed whenever it is not under your 
immediate supervision and control. 
Do not take your dog to “ visit”  
neighbors with livestock—this gives 
it “ permission”  to go onto that 
property when you’re not there. Do
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Enzym es a  G row th  M ira c le ?
by Pat Branin
Branin was the organic gardening col­
umnist tor the San Diego Union.
Some readers will remember a story 
published in the San Diego Union April 6 
reporting a new soil conditioner made from 
enzymes. The first inkling I had concerning 
this product for gardening and commercial 
agriculture came from Acres, U.S.A., a 
farmers’ newspaper published monthly in 
Raytown, Mo.
The editor and publisher, Charles Walt­
ers Jr., gave permission to quote the story 
about Frank Finger, a biodynamic farmer 
near Larned, Kan., and his experiments 
with enzymes on his soy bean and alfalfa 
fields.
The difference between an inkling of 
information and an in-depth probe is about 
the same as Mark Twain’s definition of the 
difference between a lightning bug and 
lightning. So when the opportunity offered, 
I made a trip to Frank Finger’s farm.
There I set foot on the first enzyme-treat­
ed soil I have ever knowingly trod upon. All 
of central and eastern Kansas looks like a 
beautifully planned and meticulously main­
tained park, and Frank Finger’s farm 
seemed to have an extra glow of well­
being.
To understand what agricultural en­
zymes are and what they do, you must first 
know what they are not. Enzymes are not a 
fertilizer nor a plant nutrient.
They are a catalyst in the form of 
positively charged electrical particles called 
ions. They have been on Earth since the 
beginning of time. Without enzymes, life 
could not happen in any form, so there is no 
question here of which came first, as in the 
chicken or the egg argument. Enzymes 
came first.
The importance of enzymes to animal life 
has been known for centuries, but their 
adaptation for improving the soil is a very 
recent discovery. Research on enzymes for 
many different uses is going on at a fast 
rate throughout the world under the 
general name of enzymology.
Agricultural enzymes were developed by 
Dr. K.K. Richardson as a result of basic 
research in cancer and aging, which began 
in 1958 and which ultimately led to 
Richardson’s Formula A-35. This liquid 
mixture contains 13 families of enzymes 
processed by brewing, similar to making 
beer. It is said to have a shelf life of 20 
years or more and it does wondrous things 
to the soil.
Used over a period of time, enzymes can 
relieve problems of shallow soil by penetra­
ting hardpan and even marl. Finger 
demonstrated this on a field where he had 
hardpan near the surface. He pushed a 
3/8-inch steel rod its full length of 36 
inches into the ground without effort. This 
could be a boon to hundreds of thousands 
of acres of land in Southern California.
Agricultural enzymes also will detoxify 
soils that have been chemicalized to death 
with inorganic fertilizers, herbicides and 
pesticides. They also will adjust the 
acid-alkaline balance to a favorable pH 6.5 
to 7, which nearly all plants prefer. Even 
high alkali soils can be restored to 
production.
They will cause heavy soils to flocculate 
(to loosen and break down) so the structure 
is loose and plants can develop a more 
massive root system and irrigation water or 
rain can penetrate more quickly, evenly 
and deeply.
Perhaps the most important thing of all
that enzymes do is improve the soil’s 
“ cation-exchange”  capacity. Cation-ex­
change means the release of the natural 
minerals and plant nutrients by unlocking 
them and converting them to a form the 
plant can use to make its food by 
photosynthesis.
No matter how bad your soil is, it is 
almost certain that you have considerable 
ancient minerals and trace elements which 
it needs but which are locked in by an 
imbalance because of a lack of organic 
material and enzymes. By adding both to 
the soil, the enzymes supply the magic key 
to unlock these things and thereby adjust 
the cation-exchange capacity.
When I wrote the first story back in 
April, several readers wrote letters and 
made telephone calls asking where they 
could buy Richardson’s Formula A-35. I did 
not know and was embarrassed. Now I 
know: It is manufactured by Nitron 
Industries Inc., P.O. Box 400, Fayetteville, 
AR. If you’ re in an all-fired rush, their 
telephone number is (501) 521-0055. (I have 
no financial interest in this product 
whatsoever; my interest is entirely aca­
demic.)
Maybe some enterprising nurseryman or 
agricultural supplier will read this and 
negotiate for a local dealership so it would 
be available here in San Diego.
Researchers have identified about 8,000 
types and species of enzymes and all of 
them serve different purposes. No doubt 
mankind is just beginning to understand 
life processes, and learning to control them 
will be beneficial. We will likely see 
enzymes at work in medicine, animal 
husbandry, pollution control and sewage 
purification.
For example, Richardson already has 
developed one enzyme formula which will 
turn ordinary dirt into an almost concrete- 
hard substance. It is now being used to 
stabilize airstrips, parking lots and dirt 
roads, eliminating use of cement or 
blacktop.
Farmers in many states are practicing 
fish farming in relatively small ponds. In 
Larned, Finger told me he raises an 
abundance of 3-pound channel catfish in 
his pond, and if you have eaten channel cat 
you know there is no fish more delectable.
But in Kansas a pond is likely to leak 
faster than nature can replenish its water 
supply. There is now an enzyme available 
to seal the pool and eliminate leakage. Who 
knows but what you’ ll some day be able to 
afford to buy a fresh channel cat for dinner 
when every farmer has a waterproof 
reservoir?
This column is interested in farming and 
gardening — with natural organic methods. 
How does formula A-35 fit in?
Whether you are a giant agricultural 
producer or just a little guy like me with a 
small city lot, you can be sure that enzymes 
are going to make your soil healthier and 
more productive.
On the Finger farm, they have arrived at 
some basic conclusions: One gallon of A-35 
per acre diluted with 20 times as much 
water, sprayed on the soil in two different 
applications and worked into the soil each 
spring and fall, will turn indifferent soil 
into a dynamic growing medium. Please 
understand this is the total amount; in 
other words, V2 gallon of enzymes per 
application a couple of days apart.
If you are a small city gardener, you have 
to divide 43,560 square feet by the number 
of square feet in your garden area. If your 
garden is 1,000 square feet, you would use
approximately 1/43rd as much as required 
for an acre in two separate sprayings.
I brought home a quart and sprayed my 
garden as above. I ’ ll report results later, 
after my wishful thinking has yielded to 
actual result.
More meaningful to you will be the 
following experiences of hard-headed farm­
ers with a “ show-me”  attitude. These are 
all exact quotes, because some of the 
reports are spectacular and I don’t choose 
to be accused of stretching things.
Joseph B. Mahaney of the Colorado-New 
Mexico Land Co., in Pueblo says:
“ Formula A-35 was applied to a 50-acre, 
second-year hay field; the east one-third 
was poorly drained. The year following 
alfalfa planting we cut 800 bales the first 
cutting and considered plowing it out. I 
decided to test Formula A-35 on the bad 
side of that field. The next season the field 
had alfalfa in places we had seeded twice, 
and we got more penetration in the same 
irrigation time with less runoff. The happy 
part was 4,000 bales the first cutting.”
Robert Herlocker of Girard, Kan.:
“ I applied Nitron to 200 acres of soybean 
ground at the rate of V2 gallon per acre in 
two applications. They received approxi­
mately 1 V2 inches of rain before harvest; 
the normal for this period is 5 inches. Even 
though these beans were hailed on, there 
was no ledging (bruising or loss of foliage), 
and the 200 acres averaged 35 bushels per 
acre.”
Frank Finger’s wife, Gay, takes care of 
the vegetable garden, shrubs and house 
plants:
“ Last spring I sprinkled my row of carrot 
seeds with 1V2 gallons of water with 1/4 cup 
of Nitron added before covering the 
carrots. In five days the carrots were up so 
thick I had to thin them several times. We 
ate them through the season and mulched 
them when freezing weather came. We 
have been digging and eating them all 
winter.”
Also, she has a cucumber story: “ I 
accidentally over-treated one of my cucum­
ber plants with a mixture of half water and 
half Nitron which I had intended to dilute; 
however, I watered the area deeply and 
that cucumber plant took over the whole 
patch. One day in July I picked 79 from it 
and picked 50 on each of three other days 
that week. I pulled up all my other 
cucumber plants to give this one room to 
spread.”
There are many other stories about 
enzymes that border on fantasy. Perhaps I 
can tell about them later. Richard G. 
Wellman, my wife’s brother, farms several 
thousand acres near Alden, Kansas. He 
visited the Finger farm with me and 
listened to Frank’s rapid-fire enthusiasm.
When we were ready to leave for home, 
Wellman had decided to treat a problem 
field down on the bank of the Arkansas 
River which is so alkaline it has never 
produced anything. I hope to report his 
experience with enzymes on that land. I 
expect it will be positive.
Among the top six winners of the Mother 
Earth News 1985 Garden Contest is David 
Fisher [pg 63, Jan/Feb 1986 issue] who 
uses the Nitron enzymatic soil conditioner 
to promote plant growth.
For complete information, write:
Nitron Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 400, Fayetteville, AR 72702 
or call: 1-800-835-0123
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NOW— END GUTTER PROBLEMS FOREVER WITH NEW
THERMAR WEATHER-FOIE
THE A M A Z IN G  GUTTER ALTERNATIVE
Ordinary
Gutter
THERMAR
Weather-Fpjl
N\V \\
\ w \
•  Can’t clog
•  Stays clean automatically
•  Eliminates downspouts and 
dry wells
•  Works to prevent ice damage
•  Helps stop water leaks
•  Installs easily in 3 hours 
(average home).
STOPS TRENCHING. EROSION.
Air Foil designed THERMAR WEATHER-FOIL breaks 
up water sheet which usually runs from roof edge. 
Weather-Foil DISPERSES WATER— produces mil­
lions of tiny droplets which fall harmlessly to 
earth— pleasantly as a light spring rain. NO DOWN­
SPOUTS NEEDED! Eliminates TRENCHING, ERO­
SION. Helps prevent basement water leakage too.
AVOIDS SNOW & WATER DAMAGE.
In winter snow can freeze on roof edge making gut­
ters ineffective. Heat “ leaking" from inside home 
and through roof causes some melting where ice 
and roof meet. Water trapped inside this ice blanket 
can then flow under shingles causing costly damage. 
WEATHER-FOIL'S ‘ WEB" design helps prevent ice 
dams.
NO CLOGGING, NO CLEANING.
Gutter maintenance can be a constant problem. Gut­
ters tend to fill with leaves, twigs, and debris. 
WEATHER-FOIL design avoids these problems. If 
cleaning should ever be necessary just use ordinary 
garden hose— right from ground level . . .  Amaz­
ing— because it's so very simple!
INSTALLS IN JUST THREE HOURS.
First Really New Advance In Gutter Design In 100 
Years. Units snap in place using simple mounting 
brackets. Installation for an “ average" home can be 
made in three hours or less— with just a hammer 
and screwdriver. No experience necessary. 
WEATHER-FOIL is rustproof, corrosion p r o o f -  
should last the life of your home. AND THE COST 
IS MODEST TOO— usually less than the cost of a 
traditional gutter system with its downspouts and 
leaders. WEATHER-FOIL IS VIRTUALLY INVISIBLE 
ONCE INSTALLED.
If your gutter system is more than ten years old, you should investigate 
THE THERMAR WEATHER-FOIL NOW!
Protected by US patents —  Made in USA
SEND COUPON TODAY FOR SIMPLIFIED LAYOUT AND ORDERING INFORMATION. DETAILS FREE
______\ \ \ ^x
THERMAR
JOHNSON POWER TECH
THERMAR CENTER 
TRUMBULL, CT 06611-0398
Call Toll Free 
1-800-854-8679
Connecticut Residents 
452-0055
YES , please rush— FREE— all details of the new THERMAR WEATHER-FOIL system 
designed to end old fashioned gutter problems forever! I understand that I am under 
NO obligation whatever.
, ^
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY. .STATE. ZIP.
Canadian Residents send to 56 Bramsteele R d , Suite 8, Brampton, Ontario L6W3N4 FMR046
not assume that any distance is “ too 
far’ ’ for your dog to go.
I have one further request. I 
started out to write a short article for 
a regional publication here in the 
Northwest about this problem. It is 
now obvious that several subjects 
are involved, and that the situation 
deserves national public attention. 
Since it is nearly impossible to locate 
statistics and information through 
public agencies, I’d be grateful to 
receive communication from any 
readers about the following matters: 
incidence of dog predations (as well 
as compared to wild animal preda­
tions, such as coyotes) ;kinds of stock 
chased, attacked, mutilated or kill­
ed; predations on wild animals 
(deer, etc.); urban dog problems; 
official animal control efforts (or lack 
thereof); agency under which animal 
control is conducted in your area; 
problems of animal control officers 
(number of officers per number of 
square miles to cover, funding, 
public image); state and county laws 
covering dog predations/attacks 
(urban and rural); breeds of dogs 
involved (urban and rural); stock 
guard-dog programs and experi­
ences; livestock owners’ legal op­
tions and right to compensation; 
personal experiences as either live­
stock owner, victim of personal 
attack or owner of dog accused o. 
attack.
Many thanks for your help in both 
these matters.
Lee Crawley 
6164 NW Logan Rd. 
Otis, OR 97368
W elcom e Back
Dear FARMSTEAD:
I’m enclosing a check to cover 
both your bill and also for the 
Animal Husbandry Journal. It has 
been a few years since last taking 
your magazine. The entire family 
really missed it. It’ s really great to 
have it coming again. Overall and 
considering every aspect, I would 
say it is the finest publication 
printed. I could say more but I’m 
sure you hear all those good things 
every day.
Sam M Angel 
Evansville, Indiana
I found a way to
d )/8SELL  
M AKE
CD 1T M
i i INCOME!
earned $7,700 f ro m
m y  f irs t  P a c e  o r d e r . . .p lu s  f in a n c ia l  
s e c u r ity  in  m y  o w n  b u s in e s s .
1st person story by Tedd Mainwaring
worked on an oil drilling crew out west. We drilled 11
JL wells one year, every one a gusher! But did I strike it 
rich? Not on your life— I was paid by the hour and struggled 
to feed a growing family. That started me to thinking, 'Why 
should I do all the work while someone else gets all the 
gravy.’
"About that time I got injured and ended up having to 
move my family to a different area to take a job as a main­
tenance mechanic. That idea of controlling my own destiny 
kept gnawing at me. By now I had five children with extra 
expense of about $2,400 a year sending the oldest one to a 
speech and hearing center.
"How could a guy like me save up enough money to start 
my own business? To get into most businesses you have to 
own a corner of Fort Knox. If I could only ease into a business 
without giving up the regular salary I had to count on to put 
food on the table. And without making any investment. As 
long as I was dreaming, wouldn’t it be great to find some­
thing where every single spare time order could bring in 
really big extra money.
"Sound like the impossible dream? Well, I had seen a Pace 
Products story about a man who earned $4,154.65 on just one 
Seamless Spray order. And he didn’t have to invest a penny. I 
sent for the free information. Believe me, when I received 
their literature and saw how easy their field-tested sales kit 
made everything— I knew it could all be more than just a 
dream. I decided to become a Pace distributor. And it was the 
best decision I ever made.
YOU NEED ABSOLUTELY NO EXPERIENCE
"Now I haven’t mentioned anything about Pace— I’ve 
saved the best for last. As you know, it costs a fortune these 
days for schools, hospitals, plants and other commercial 
buildings to have roof contractors repair or re-do their roofs. 
Pace saves them that fortune— by-passing the contractor. 
The building owner uses Pace’s Seamless Spray process to 
apply Pace Roof Renewal Sealant right over the old roof. The 
cost is so low, the proven results so satisfactory for such 
well-known firms as General Motors, American Airlines, 
Holiday Inns and hundreds more, that there is little if any 
sales resistance.
"Pace ships the Pace Seamless Spray equipment on Free 
Loan. The customer pays only for the roofing products from 
Pace. His own men apply it. And the clincher— I would get 
my big commissions up front. Paid in advance. Weekly.
it is to set up a business and keep it running profitably. So all 
I had to do was go out and find somebody with a leaky roof, 
and tell him about Pace products.
"Quite frankly, my first prospect didn’t buy. But I made a 
call for a school building with a roof the size of a football field. 
They called it the "Bucket Leaker,” because every time it 
rained they had to put out buckets— in classrooms, hallways, 
even the cafeteria— to catch the water. I got the job and 
made $7,700 on it.
"That school building is now leak-free for the first time in 
25 years, so they had me do five other roofs with Pace’s 
Seamless Spray. I was on my way. Today my family and I are 
enjoying a life we never thought possible before— all thanks 
to my accepting Pace’s invitation to return that little coupon 
in the ad I read.” ___— * t
MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR 
FREE FACTS— NO OBLIGATION
Would you like to earn big money, starting out in your 
spare time, like Tedd Mainwaring? Would you like the free­
dom and independence of your own business? It can be yours. 
Let us mail you the facts. Simply send in the coupon below 
and we’ll rush you all the details. There’s no obligation. No 
salesman will call.
Our field-tested sales kit gives you all the know-how you 
need to get into the Pace business. There’s no waiting, no 
training needed. And no investment required. You can get 
into the Pace business that offers a way to make $1,000 or 
m ore on one sale  — even  up to $ 7 ,700  lik e  Tedd 
Mainwaring— and more!
This is your once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Get all the 
facts. Study them in the privacy of your own home and then 
decide for yourself. But don’t delay. Mail the coupon now.
I
l
I
l
l
1
I
l
l
Pace Products Inc., Dept. FA-386 
Quality Plaza, 112th & College Blvd.
P.O. Box 10925, Overland Park, Ks. 66210
WITHOUT OBLIGATION send free material that tells how 
I can have my own Pace business. No salesman will call. 
PLEASE PRINT
N ame_______________________________________________ ________
Address______________________________________________________
City---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
State Zip IJ
"With my mechanic’s job, I was able to start out with Pace 
in my spare time. I didn’t know a thing about roofs, but Pace 
told me everything I had to know. They showed me how easy
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SMALL-ACREAGE
FARMING
Ford Tractor presents 
Enterprise Farming, a valuable 
guide for anyone interested 
in small-acreage farming.
It’s free!
Read about people who 
have realized big success in 
small-acreage farming. Like the 
Texas man who has profitably 
revived an almost extinct breed 
of hogs. The Oregon woman 
who raises and sells llamas for 
as much as $20,000 each. A 
Seattle woman who raises veal 
using European methods...
And much more!
Learn how a 91-year old man 
grows incredible produce...
A chemistry professor grows 
high-yield tomatoes using his 
own fertilizer concoctions...
And how a California family has 
brought a pre-prohibition 
winery back to financial health.
Enterprise Farming is yours 
free with a visit to a participat­
ing Ford Tractor dealer. Or, 
write for a copy at Enterprise 
Farming, Post Office Box 
10138, Des Moines, Iowa 
50340 and enclose $2.50 for 
postage and handling. Allow six 
to eight weeks for delivery.
FORD TRACTORS
I would like to know if there is any 
way a farmer can keep deer out of 
his garden.
There are several ways, but none 
of them are guaranteed to keep deer 
out! Fencing is one option. If you 
decide to fence, make sure it is at 
least four feet high, with no deer­
sized spaces between wires. Deer 
have a tendency to go through or 
under fences more often than they 
go over them.
Electric fences seem to be the 
most effective in keeping deer out. 
Here’s one simple fence Resign to 
try: Stretch a single-wire fence four 
feet off the ground. Attach alum­
inum foil flaps to the wire with 
adhesive tape, making sure you 
don’t interrupt the current, then 
smear peanut butter on the tape. 
When deer sniff the peanut butter, 
the shock should encourage them to 
go elsewhere for browse.
If you have a large area to protect, 
you might consider investing in a 
five wire fence designed by re­
searchers at Pennsylvania State 
University. Penn State 5-Wire 
Fence is constructed of high 
tensile wire, strong comer end post 
and brace assemblies, special acces­
sories to maintain the 250-pound 
tension and high-voltage/low-im- 
pendance energizers. The folks who 
designed the fence claim it is a good 
low-cost alternative to eight foot 
high, woven-wire fencing. For more 
information on the design, write 
Max Green, Steve Regan Co., 4215 
South 500, West Salt Lake City, UT 
84123.
Another idea we heard about from 
a fellow gardener is to use monofila­
ment fishing line as an invisible 
blockade. It is stretched around the 
garden and fastened to comer posts 
three feet high. Ideally, the deer 
brush against it and become leary.
Some gardeners have found that 
horizontal blockades work better
than vertical fencing in keeping deer 
out. Chances are, the animals are 
entering your garden at specific 
points, so look for their tracks! 
When you’ve discovered their route, 
try laying coarse rock, fencing or 
black plastic in those spots at the 
garden’s edge. In some cases, you 
may have to put “ blockades”  
around the perimeter. (For other 
tips on keeping deer out see the 
article “ Plant Protectors”  on page 
22. )
Last year we had terrible problems 
with leafminers, especially on our 
peppers and in the flower beds. Do 
you have any suggestions?
There are several kinds of leaf- 
miners. The type that caused a stir 
last year was probably the serpen­
tine variety. It makes winding whh 
tunnels in the upper leaves of 
plants.
Unfortunately, there are few sure­
fire controls for this pest, since it 
has developed quite an insecticide 
resistance in the past few years. 
However, researchers at the Univer­
sity of Califomia-Riverside have 
been testing a biodegradable non­
toxic alternative: the extract of 
Neem tree seeds (Azadirachta in- 
dica: A. Juss). When applied as a 
foliar spray against early- and 
late-stage larvae, the extract was 
very successful in controlling leaf- 
miners. Since the extract also has a 
complex structure, researchers hope 
the pest won’t build a resistance to 
it. A Wisconsin firm is making the 
extract under the name Margosan- 
O.
If you aren’t overrun by the 
insects, you might try controlling 
them with plain water sprays and 
hand-picking. Crop rotation is an­
other good policy to thwart the 
pests.
Now., .turnunsightly
brush piles into valuable FREE 
wood chips and organic mulch!
...with the amazing New SUPER TOMAHAWK 
Chipper/Shredder...exc/us/ve/y from Garden Way!
• 2  groat m achines in one: completely sep­
arate shredding and chipping chambers for 
superior performance!
• It's  a pow erfu l ch ipper...handles big 
branches up to 3”  in diameter with ease!
• it 's  an effic ient shredder...turns  almost 
any organic matter into perfect mulch and 
compost almost immediately!
• Revolutionary N ew  Compact Design...7 
ways better than bulky “ old-style”  chipper/ 
shredders!
• Beautify your p roperty ...get rid o f ugly 
brush piles...use the resulting wood chip
mulch around trees and borders to give your 
home a “ professionally landscaped”  look!
• Make mountains o f FREE mulch and
compost... Have your most productive garden 
ever... w ithout having to buy expensive store 
bought mulch and fertilizer!
• Save time and w ork... shredded mulch 
means less weeding and watering!
• Shred all those fall leaves into fine textured 
mulch or com post material instantly!
• Professional quality.,. Industrial strength 
construction... designed, sized, and priced 
for the homeowner!
Address.
Turn a brush pile like this...
INTO
FREE
MULCH
in less 
than 
one
I  City—  
| State.
• NO RISK 3 0  Day TRIAL OFFERI
• Exclusively from the m akers o f the 
famous T roy-B iliT iller!
Why put up w ith unsightly brush piles any
longer? Turn all your organic throw ­
aways into useful wood chip 
mulch and com post material 
...have the kind of place you’ve 
always dreamed of...with 
the quick and efficient 
SUPER TOMAHAWK 
Chipper/Shredder!
S end for FREE  
d e ta ils  today! 
PRE-SEA SO N  savings  
an d  FR EE Bonus O ffer 
now  in  e ffe c t!
i
l
i
i
i
i
G a r d e n  W a y  M f g .  C o . ,  Dept, a  24 1
102nd St. & 9th Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180
□  YES! Please send me complete 
SUPER TOMAHAWK Chipper/Shredder 
details including prices, m odels and 
SPECIAL SAVINGS OFFER right away!
*1986 Garden Way Inc -
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pH TE S TE R — $9.95
FERTILITY TESTER— $9.95
Tells you accurately, quickly pH or fertilizer 
level o f soil A musi for every gardener who 
wants to grow thriving plants $9.95 plus 
$1.50 shpg Order both for S22 including 
shipping WA residents add tax 30day 
money-back guarantee Send c k /M C /V IS A  
info to: Maxwell Scientific, Inc.,
Dept FF3 P.O.Box 55309. Seattle W A 9P155
M o a t plant p roblem s are caused by im p ro p er light |  
o r m oisture  leve l, th e  m ost im portan t p lan t nu­
trien ts  T h is  tester can m easure bo th  in  seconds, 
charts instructions inc luded  3 0  day m oney back 
guaranteed $ 9 .9 5  4  $ 1 .5 0  shpg. O rd e r  any 2 
testers fo r $ 2 2 . any 3 fo r  $ 3 0 , in c lu d in g  snpg 
S end  C K / V I S A / M C  in fo  to  M a x w e l l  S c ie n tif ic .  
Inc. Dept. FF3 P.O.Box 55309. Seattle W A 98155
4
t « r
$ 3 0 0  a W eek "...Now I'm a
Tiiie LO C K S M ITH
S  “Because o f a disability, l  needed work that didn’t 
require much physical effort. /  investigated  
Foley-Belsaw and now I'm working fu ll  time 
earning as much as S300 a week.
Tom Tipton —Covington, Ga. 
Make up to 526 an hour— EvenWhileLearning! Send tor tacts! 
Don't let age, education or a handicap stand in your way. Be 
your own boss in a business of your own. Learn at home in 
spare time. All equipment and supplies furnished. Special 
tools, picks, and a pro Key Machine are yours to keep. Send 
for FREE Book.
No O bligation...N o Salesman Will Call
• FREE FOLEY-BELSAW INSTITUTE 
I BOOK 10889 Field Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. 64111 
i  \Z -  <  Please rush FREE Book “Keys to your Future."
,  *•««
L i t  d e u i t s t  _guj.jT.TE.ri
YOU CAN GROW HERBS!
Nursery catalog/handbook is brimful 
with culinary, tea, and decorative 
herbs, scented geraniums, flowering 
perennials, dye plants, seeds, garden 
plans, growing guide, recipes, books, 
and more. Over 500 varieties! Send 
$2.00 - refundable first order to.
SANDY MUSH HERB NURSERY 
Rt. 2, Dept. FM, Leicester, NC 28748
AGR^O%UN,INC
Renewable Energy Systems
Sand $3.00 for com plete catalog or call: 
P .O . Box 37, Boontboro, M D  21713 
(301) 834-7560
MELLINGER’S Country Living 
Garden catalog - Yours Free!
Thousands of home-&-garden related items! 
Seeds, plants, shrubs, trees, supplies!
Gifts too! 112 Colorful Pages!
M ELLINGER’S Inc.
2378 Range Rd., North Lima OH 44452-9731
THE
FEEDBAG
NEWS IDEAS 
INFORMATION
A
Builder's
Book
The Cooperative Extension Serv­
ice at the University of Massachu­
setts is compiling a reference direc­
tory of New England area builders, 
contractors and designers who work 
on agricultural buildings. If you 
have experience with commercial 
agriculture buildings (animal hous­
ing, greenhouses, fruit and vegeta­
ble storages, etc.) and you wish to 
be listed in the directory, please 
contact Robert Rynk, Extension 
Agricultural Engineer, Food Engi­
neering Dept., University of Massa­
chusetts, Amherst, 01003 (413-545- 
2547).
The directory will be available 
upon request from the cooperative 
extension service, and will list 
individuals according to the nature 
of their work and the type of 
structure (dairy housing, green­
houses, etc.). The directory will also 
provide additional information such 
as geographic area covered and 
specialized expertise.
Breathe 
Easy 
with
G reenery
Each year, thousands of people 
may be poisoned in their homes by 
toxic substances such as carbon 
monoxide (from tobacco smoke or
kerosene heaters), nitrogen dioxide 
(from gas appliances or wood burn­
ing stoves) and formaldehyde (from 
synthetic carpets, clothing or build­
ing materials). Fortunately, house- 
plants can help curb these indoor 
pollutants. National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) 
research has discovered that certain 
plants, particularily spider plants, 
can reduce indoor toxics. Eight to 15 
well-placed spider plants would 
continuously purify the air in an 
average-sized home. Chinese ever­
greens, golden pothos and peace 
lilies have also proved effective 
pollution fighters.
—National Wildlife Federation 
and Louisiana Cooperative 
Extension Service
G arden in g  A broad
If your garden plot can spare you 
for two weeks this summer, you 
should consider taking in one of two 
European gardening tours sponsor­
ed by Green River Tools of Brattle- 
boro, Vermont. Green River’s Brit­
ish tour, slated for June 23 to July 5, 
includes a tour of Hidcote Manor, 
bio-dynamic gardening demonstra­
tions at Emerson College, a tour of 
the Royal Society’s Wisley Garden, 
a visit with well-known gardener 
Penelope Hobhouse and trips to 
working historical farms. A similar 
agenda is planned for the Germany/ 
Switzerland tour, set for the begin­
ning of July.
Both tours are traveling work­
shops and seminars lead by garden­
ing experts. With only 27 people per 
tour, there should be lots of hands- 
on opportunities and discussion. 
The total cost for either trip, 
including airfare from Boston, 
Massachusetts, is $2,050. For 
details write Green River Tools, 5 
Cotton Mill Hill, Box 611, Brattle- 
boro, Vermont 05301.
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Mother Nature can supply you 
with all the fresh, pure water 
you'll ever need... F
Did you know that vast quan­
tities of fresh, sparkling clear 
water lie within 200 feet of the 
surface of the ground almost 
everywhere? To tap this great 
gift from Mother Nature, 
195,380 wells were drilled in 
the U.S.A. last year.
The cost of having a water well drilled 
by a commercial driller ranges from $5 
to $25 per foot.
NOW YOU CAN DRILL YOUR OWN WELL 
FOR LESS THAN $1 PER FOOT!
With a HYDRA-DRILL, you can drill your own 
water well 50-100-200 feet deep. It’s as simple 
to operate as a power lawn mower. Thousands 
of HYDRA-DRILL water wells have already 
been drilled by families who are now enjoying 
an abundance of pure, fresh FREE water.
SEND FOR FREE INFORMATION
Find out how you can cut your water bill 100% 
by drilling your own well. Let us send you 
our HYDRA-DRILL information kit. It’s 
FREE— there’s no obligation.
Don’t wait for the next drought or a big in­
crease in your city water bill. Call or write 
TODAY! Deeprock Mfg. Co., Opelika, AL. 
36802. _________________
VISITORS WELCOME 8~|
CALL TOLL-FREE
1- 8 00 - 8 2 1 -7 7 0 0
(Ask for Operator 5017)
Call anytime including Sundays 
OR CLIP COUPON AND MAIL TODAY!
i’Seepitocii
I 5017 Anderson Road 
| Opelika, Alabama 36802
Please send me the big information package.
Print Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone ©1986 DeepRock
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A Better BT
Today’s insects are tougher than yesterday’ s. In the 
past few decades, over 400 species have developed 
resistance to insecticides. BT (Bacillus thurigiensis) is one 
widely used natural bacterium that is taking some knocks 
in the insect world. Recently, government scientists in 
Kansas found that fourth-generation Indianmeal moths (a 
major common grain pest) were resistant to BT. This 
discovery, along with the widespread resistancy trend, are 
leading scientists to create more useful and efficient 
strains of BT. Using genetic technology, they hope to 
revamp the current bacterium’s cells and make it tougher 
than the toughest bug.
—U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, 
Farm & Ranch Research News Briefs
Russian 
Tom ato 
from
Siberia  Seeds
As the first step in developing a brand new 
test-gardening program that will, hopefully, bring the 
heirloom favorites of one gardener to the palate of another, 
Siberia Seeds is introducing an exceptional variety of 
tomato to any gardener who wants to try it. It’ s called 
“ Landry’s Russian.’ ’
Landry’s is an indeterminant plant that produces 
deliciously sweet, eight-ounce tomatoes that are 
consistently uniform in color, size and roundness. Eighty 
red tomatoes per plant is a conservative figure for plants 
that grow in warm climates, and Landry’s beat out four 
other well-known varieties in taste tests last summer.
If any FARMSTEAD reader is interested in trying out 
this excellent tomato this summer, all he or she has to do 
is send a self-addressed, stamped envelope and a donation 
of 50 cents to cover handling charges (no profit is being 
made on this) to Siberia Seeds. They hope to discover how 
Landry’s Russian does in other areas before offering the 
seed in their catalog. The company hopes this will be the 
first of many such testing programs. They ask that 
gardeners who participate in the offer write them at the 
season’s end with results.
U.S. gardeners should write to Siberia Seeds, Box 2026, 
Sweetgrass, MT 59484. Canadian gardeners should write to 
Siberia Seeds, Box 3000, Olds, Alberta ToM 1P0.
Have you ever thought about using zebra manure on 
your zucchinis? Or ostrich excrement on your eggplants? 
Well think again. A Seattle company has developed a 
zoo manure program to educate the public on the rich 
rewards of zoo leftovers. In addition to a demonstration 
garden, portable garden and travelling slide show, Seattle 
Tilth is offering a menagerie compost product to the 
public. For more information, write them at Seattle Tilth, 
4649 Sunnyside Ave. North, Seattle, WA 98103.
—Rain, Nov./Dec. 1985
Vitam ins for V igor
Now you can buy your vegetable seeds with an added 
punch —a B-l Vitamin coating. According to the folks at D. 
Landreth Seed Company, the coating makes for seedlings 
with extra vigor, faster growth and stronger adult plants. 
This year, they’re offering seven B-boosted varieties: 
Black-Seeded Simpson Lettuce, Detroit Dark Red Beet, 
Purple Top White Globe Turnip, Cherry Bell Radish, Giant 
Southern Curled Mustard and Landress Stringless Green 
Pod and Commodore Bush Beans. Though the 
vitamin-coated seeds cost 30 percent more than their 
non-coated counterparts, the company claims they’re well 
worth the small investment. For a price list 
write D. Landreth Seed Co., Leadenhall and Ostend Sts., 
Baltimore, MD 21230. Include $2 if you’d like to receive a 
current catalog.
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FREE to Readers of This Publication 
All-Season Strawberries for Spring Planting
One Berry Makes a Mouthful Just Like This
PICK BIG, JUICY STRAWBERRIES 
ALL FOUR SEASONS OF THE YEAR
N ew  ‘B righton ’ Laughs at S um m er’s Long 
‘Dog D ays’ — Bears Sum m er, Fall, W inter & Spring  
Starting in Just 60  Days.
Three Berries Fill Both Hands (Just like this)
There has never been a strawberry like 
Brighton, yielding big, juicy berries all four 
seasons of the year. Other strawberries have 
built-in time clocks’ that automatically stop 
them bearing as soon as long summer days 
arrive. Even the so-called Everbearer' types 
stop bearing except during short, cool days 
of spring and fall. But NOT Brighton.
New Brighton strawberry is the first of a 
new race of perpetual-bearing strawberries 
officia lly called day neutrals' (a scientific 
name meaning unaffected by day length ). 
They even continue their non-stop produc­
tion in temperatures up to 95 degrees, and 
will keep on bearing during winter when tak­
en indoors.
New  Breakthrough in Strawberries
Developed by plant scientists at the Uni­
versity of California, from a single plant dis­
covered near Salt Lake City, Utah, Brighton 
requires no special care to start bearing loads 
of fruit, continuously. Each plant is so eager 
to bear fruit it starts flowering and fruiting 
within 60 days, THEN sets an exceptional 
number of strong runners' and daughter 
plants that ALSO flower and bear fruit the 
same season. What's more, these bonus' 
plants will produce flowers and fruit whether 
rooted in soil or not. This makes them great 
for decorative planters and hanging baskets
Imagine just two plants in a pot with beautiful 
white star-shaped flowers and cascades of 
delicious red fruit hanging all around the 
sides.
Plus, with each order of Brighton straw­
berry plants, we send you FREE complete 
planting instructions, including tips on plant­
ing in containers, growing indoors, ensuring 
heaviest yields, largest fruit and other help­
ful ideas.
FREE O FFER
The best news of all is that Spring River 
Nurseries has secured almost all the avail­
able supplies of Brighton strawberry, allow­
ing home gardeners to grow as few as two 
plants to test —  or plant a whole patch of up 
to 100 plants. What’s more, Spring River 
Nurseries is giving readers of this publica­
tion the opportunity to grow these incredi­
ble ‘perpetual-bearing’ strawberries FREE. 
If you want just two plants to test send only 
$1.25 to cover postage and handling. The 
plants are on us! Spring River Nurseries 
supplies healthy rooted plants ready to 
start bearing fruit this coming spring.
Guarantee
Plants are guaranteed to arrive in good 
condition. If not completely satisfied return 
plants for replacement or refund, no quibble
COUPON
MAIL TO:
Spring River Nurseries, Dept. SP-DFS-86
Spring River Road, Hartford, Ml 49057
□  2 Brighton Plants..................FREE
(Send only $1.25 postage and handling.)
□  6 Brighton P lants..................$1.75
(plus $1.25 postage and handling.)
□  12 Brighton P lants...................3.55
(plus $2.00 postage and handling.)
□  24 Brighton P lants...................7.20
(plus $2.00 postage and handling.)
□  50 Brighton P lan ts................. 13.00
(plus $2.00 postage and handling.)
□  100 Brighton P lan ts ................24.00
(plus $2.00 postage and handling.)
Send (total plants) ________________
Amount enclosed ________________
Complete growing instructions 
sent FREE with every order.
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
C ity ___________________________ _
State_____________ Zip_____________
Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.
GARDEN
Gardening My W ay  
Is Easy.. .  In Stages
This master gardener’s plan 
gives the healthiest, most productive 
garden ever—for only minutes a week.
I
 garden practically the 
year around. I actually 
look forward each week 
or so to the next steps in 
raising healthy, vine- 
ripened vegetables. I’ve developed 
a system for making gardening fun. 
I never let things get ahead of 
me. I break it all down into nice, 
manageable pieces.
In my part of the world—northern 
Vermont—Memorial Day weekend 
is the average date of final spring 
frost. About that time gardeners can 
get overwhelmed. They’re trying to 
locate supplies, buy seeds, get their 
soil tested and tilled. It’ s easy to get 
discouraged, to say “ Why bother?’ ’ 
or*‘It’ s too much trouble,’ ’and quit.
On the other hand, there are those 
folks who do all their chores that 
weekend and say “ Well the gar­
den’s in, I can relax.’ ’ They feel the 
lion’s share of effort is over and, in 
fact, it is. But this thinking can be 
deceptive. It often can limit a 
gardener’s motivation for accomp­
lishing the simple but essential 
growing season steps that guaran­
tee vigorous and healthy crops.
Even when a gardener takes care 
to water, thin, cultivate, side-dress, 
dust or spray, mulch, stake and so 
on throughout the summer, he or
by Dick Raymond
she sometimes stops the garden 
maintenance in August—right at the 
peak of the harvest.
That’s when I imagine so many 
vegetables shout in protest. They 
still need to drink. They still want 
some modest but regular doses of 
insect-damage relief and a side 
boost of fertilizer—organic for slow 
release or chemical for a quicker fix. 
Members of the cabbage family, 
chards, and several of the greens, 
will keep on producing right through 
first hard frost and the entire 
autumn if we keep them picked of 
young, edible portions. Remember 
that what we eat as vegetables are 
often the seedpods. If we prevent 
the plant from reproducing itself 
and completing its cycle, it will keep 
on sending forth new shoots.
Here’s the important point: I 
believe we can stretch the pleasure 
of a gardening season over 
many more months if we take it a 
little at a time. For instance,T like to 
begin eating fresh from the garden 
several weeks before most of my 
neighbors have even planted their 
gardens. It’ s easy to work with 
Mother Nature and warm up small 
sections of soil in March or April. I 
till up or rake just the top inch or so 
on sunny days to speed up the
drying of the upper layer. (Better 
yet, I remind myself in the fall to 
build some simple sections of raised 
beds while the soil is loose and 
crumbly; I do it with just a rake. 
These elevated beds drain and dry 
first, the following spring.) In go 
some onion sets, which are almost 
indestructible; early peas; lettuce 
seeds; radish; chard; probably some 
spinach. Why wait to plant? Or, 
to put it another way, why have it all 
come to maturity at the same time?
If I’ve got a plan, and I’m 
organized, I can plant a “ succes­
sion”  or follow-up crop in the very 
same space where I’ve harvested my 
early beets, peas, greens, and so on. 
If I get these extra seeds and keep 
this fall bounty in mind when I put in 
my first spring plantings, and have a 
reminder so I actually do the second 
sowings in mid-July, we have won­
derful eating right through Septem­
ber, October—straight through to 
Christmas, especially in the 
case of cabbages, leeks, brussels 
sprouts, turnips, kale and more.
Whether your garden is small or 
large, succession planting is super 
for taking advantage of already pre­
pared soil. All you have to do is 
remember to (1) turn under or 
remove first crop residues; (2) add
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Bottom: Late February is when Dick Raymond checks 
garden tools and makes any needed repairs. Top left: In 
late April, Dick begins transplanting some hardened-off 
seedlings that were started indoors. Top right: Direct 
seeding can begin in late March in specially prepared 
areas. Note Dick’s wide-row bed.
some fertilizer; and (3) have the 
extra fall crop seeds on hand.
I’d like to set forth right here a 
sample checklist of gardening 
stages. It should help spread out the 
gardening workload no matter 
where you live. You don’t have to do 
all the gardening projects or steps I 
undertake, such as setting out a few 
early tomatoes under plastic protec­
tion or starting onions. You just 
need to learn how to break a vege­
table garden down into many small 
and simple steps.
If there’s something to do each 
and every week, that can often be 
hectic. What if you’re away? I’ve 
found that planning my garden in 
monthly thirds works nicely. I plant 
my main potatoes and com in 
mid-May. I side-dress my squashes, 
peppers, eggplants in early July. 
And so forth.
Remember my checklist is for my 
particular garden, my region of New 
England. But after hearing from 
gardeners all over the country, 
talking to them on radio phone-in 
shows from California to Massachu­
setts and visiting gardeners every­
where, I know my checklist can work 
because the sequence of gardening 
activity is pretty much the same for 
all of us.
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My biggest and simplest message 
of encouragement to all gardeners is 
that keeping on top of a garden 
means that tending it only takes 
minutes a week. If you try my 
system, I bet you’ll have your 
healthiest, most productive and 
pleasureful garden ever.
A word on “ wide-row”  growing 
before we review my gardening 
steps. This is my special technique 
of sowing seeds (and spacing sever­
al already started seedlings) in a 
wide band of 16 to 36 inches, instead 
of planting in the ordinary way, 
single-file. This method works won­
ders for a whole host of reasons 
which I’ve spelled out backwards 
and forwards in my several books, 
so I don’t want to take your time 
here. Please accept that it works! 
Wide rows conserve moisture, cut 
down on weeding since vegetables 
mulch themselves, save tons of 
space in the garden and simplify 
care and harvesting. Wide rows 
aren’t mentioned in my checklist but 
are the basis for growing and 
tending a high-yield, easy-to- 
manage garden in a limited area. I 
hope you’ll try them.
Calendar
of Gardening Steps
•JANUARY. Early: Review last 
year’s garden, hits and misses; 
choose vegetables for new garden. 
Middle: Use seed catalogs to make a 
list of actual varieties—trying some 
new, sticking with the old. Late: 
Make a garden sketch, row by row. 
Wallow in the process; dream; cut 
down on some quantities; beef up 
others.
•FEBRUARY. Early: Buy seeds 
for starting indoors; shop for some 
supplies while not rushed—fertili­
zers, soil test kit, things often put 
aside in spring; think twice about 
size and location of garden—a better 
slope? More sun? Middle: Collect 
home or purchased supplies for 
indoor seed starting: small contain­
ers, waterproof marking pen; ar­
range sunny window space for 
seedlings once they have sprouted; 
plant from seed the onions (exciting 
new varieties), leeks, celery—the 
real slow growers. Late: Time for 
checking over tools; any need re­
pair? Help is easier to get now than 
later.
•MARCH. Early: Plant indoor 
flats of extra onions, herbs, annual 
flowers, all tomatoes, early head 
lettuce, early cabbage, broccoli, 
cauliflower, brussels sprouts, pep­
pers, eggplants; cover with plastic, 
out of draughts, until sprouted. 
Middle: Keep indoor seedlings 
watered, in good light; ready plant 
protection materials for some early 
in-ground seeding and transplant­
ing. Late: Plant seed flats of cukes, 
melons, squashes. Take soil test; 
build a raised bed for early planting; 
sow some peas, onions and spinach 
in first-to-dry area.
•APRIL Early: Transplant seed­
lings to larger containers to encour­
age stronger root development; 
plant more head lettuce to stagger 
the supply; trim tops of leeks and 
onions to encourage bottom growth; 
turn soil in garden when first 
possible; sow main crop peas, early 
potatoes, more onion sets, kale, 
garlic, radishes; gamble on some 
com. Middle: Harden-off cabbage 
family seedlings raised indoors; 
also, greens, celery, onions and 
leek plants; keep remaining indoor 
flats watered. Dust off outdoor 
cold frame, if one’s available. Late: 
Transplant a few tomatoes indoors a 
second time, for superior root 
-o growth, for early garden yields; sew 
c main crops of hardiest vegeta- 
bles—root crops, greens, kohlrabi, 
52 parsnips, more peas and onions 
5. perhaps; plant indoor-raised or pur- 
o  chased plants of onion, garlic, 
Jerusalem artichoke, shallots; trans- 
plant to garden the hardened-off 
cabbage family crops, plus head 
lettuce, leeks and celery; try some 
tender things like melons and 
vine-family members under protec­
tive coverings—not caps, plastic 
tunneling; buy plants to set out, if 
not raised yourself.
•MAY. Early: Care of remaining 
indoor plants; hardening off the last 
of them—eggplants, peppers, toma­
toes, vine crops; “ hill”  or mound 
soil over sprouting potatoes, in 
garden; plant a few early tomatoes 
outdoors under protection; keep 
turning unplanted soil, to uproot 
weed seeds and aerate to dry. 
Middle: Plant main crop com and 
potatoes; harden off any purchased 
plants; cultivate and “ harvest-thin”  
early scallions from the onion sets, 
beets, all salad greens; thin carrots 
when Vi-inch high; harvest
Jan Raymond gets an assist from her grandchildren with the pea harvest. The 
Raymond’s peas are ready to pick in early July.
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New from America’ s #1 Gardener...
DICK RAYMOND’S/
90-Minute Full-Color
VIDEOTAPE b l e u
on
Vegetable Gardening
Now YOU can learn Dick’s 
amazing techniques that have 
made gardening easy...fun... 
super-productive!
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Grow 3 times as much in
the very same space with “ wide 
row growing.”  Cut way down on 
the area you use. Watch how 
Dick clusters but not over­
crowds his plants.
Your very own “ salad 
bar”  —  6 vegetables in-
terplanted. A real delight.
Slash weeding time in half 
with Dick’s simple one-stroke 
“ rake-thinning!”  Looks brutal 
but works like the dickens.
13 heads in just 3 feet of a
wide row! Have a continuous 
supply of lettuces or cabbages, 
as larger harvested heads make 
room for developing ones.
Follow step-by-step with 
the man who has made 
gardening fun and super- 
successful for millions!
You can become the most 
envied gardener in your area! 
You’ ll be able to watch over and 
over exactly what Dick does 
when to get those spectacular 
results so easily. Your garden 
will be more than ever a total 
joy! Your children/grandchild- 
ren will see and understand how 
gardening can be one of life’s 
most rewarding skills.
This new videotape covers the 
entire growing, season —it’ s bet­
ter than a personal visit to the 
gardens made famous by Dick’ s 
TV show and books!
Mail Your Order Today!
Full Money-Back 
GUARANTEE!
Information
available.
Literature also
Dick shows just how to.
■/ grow vegetables as “ living 
mulch!”
/  harvest snow-white cauliflower 
with his easy blanching method 
/  get 3 to 5 cuttings of lettuce, 
spinach, chards from the same 
plants
S keep broccoli sideshoots pro­
ducing well into fall 
S tell when corn is perfect for 
picking (w’ithout puncturing 
kernels or stripping ears!)
/  “ trick”  melons into ripening 
on the vine weeks earlier 
v' “ block-plant”  peas and beans 
to eliminate weeding 
/  make a trellis or tepee of pole 
beans
/  raise big, beautiful peppers on 
small plants
/  spoon feed certain plants a 
booster dose of fertilizer 
/  grow straight juicy carrots and 
plump beets on easy raised 
beds
tend your garden in minutes 
not hours each week. All basics 
covered and simplified: plant­
ing, cultivating, hoeing, thin­
ning, side-dressing, watering, 
mulching, pruning and stak­
ing, spraying.
/
Partners in space saving.
Lettuce under broccoli: each 
keeps the other cool. See dozens 
of other great ideas.
A treasury of harvesting 
know-how. . .picking vege­
tables at their prime and contin­
uing the harvest.
Pick ripe tomatoes weeks 
earlier! Learn Dick’ s 
breakthrough method of 
“ trench-planting”  tomatoes on 
their side, for much earlier, 
heavier yield.
New videotape is packed with tips— you’ll want to play it 
again and again. It’s the best-ever instruction and 
inspiration for all gardeners.
Dick Raymond is author 
of The Joy of Gardening, Dick 
Raymond’ s Gardening Year, and 
other best sellers, plus he is fea­
tured on the national TV series.
Dick Raymond Family Gardens, Inc. 
RD 42, Greenbush Rd., Dept. FS1 
North Ferrisburg, VT 05473
Please send me___
VIDEOTAPE program, “ Vegetable Gardening with Master Gar­
dener Dick Raymond: Grow More in Less Space The Easy W ay!”
Enclosed is $59.95 per copy, postpaid. I understand you will offer 
me a complete no-questions-asked refund should I return the tape 
to you in sound condition.
The format I would like is □  BETAMAX □  VHS
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED (made payable to: Dick Raymond
Family Gardens) is $____________
□  Please send FREE LITERATURE only at this time.
Name.
Address.
City. .State. .Zip.
This bountiful harvest was the result of doing garden chores in stages. Using 
Dick’s method can make your gardening more pleasurable.
asparagus and radishes; side-dress 
and hill again the early potatoes. 
Late: Plant final, tender items, now 
hardened off; also plant seeds of 
vine family members and the beans 
of all sorts; water the whole garden, 
one inch per week, a piece of advice 
I repeat throughout growing sea­
son-under-watering stunts growth! 
Keep harvesting all the early salad 
ingredients.
•JUNE. Early: Cultivate and thin 
all seed-sown seedlings; uncover 
hotcaps; plant late com; use insect- 
preventive dust on tomatoes, pota­
toes, cabbage-family crops; stake or 
let sprawl tomatoes; sow winter 
squash for storage, also, drying 
beans, lima beans, okra, rutabagas, 
herbs as started plants, peanuts, 
last of vine crops. Side-dress and hill 
early com; side-dress head lettuce 
and chards; “ crew-cut”  looseleaf 
lettuce, spinach and other greens, 
and they’ll re-sprout; patrol for 
bugs; and always water each week, 
unless there has been a real 
downpour that sinks in. Middle: 
Side-dress tomatoes, leeks, pota­
toes; mulch tomatoes, eggplants, 
peppers if very dry—otherwise wait 
until next month; hill main crop 
potatoes and early com once more; 
dust potatoes every 10 days; tie 
tomatoes with soft cloth up to 
supports; continue to harvest the 
salad crops. Late: Sucker tomatoes; 
harvest asparagus, first peas, salad 
vegetables, some early potatoes 
(which the plants will compensate 
for by sending extra energy into 
those already formed); watch toma­
toes that need additional support; 
water weekly. Side-dress the cab­
bage family crops, early com at 
tassel stage; harvest young head 
lettuce, allow others in wide row 
room to expand.
•JULY. Early: Harvest peas, re­
sprouted looseleaf lettuce and 
greens; mulch now if not before, if 
needed; spray or dust any insect- 
damaged crops and continue to do 
so every week to 10 days; side-dress 
and hill main crop com; blanch 
celery; cultivate and thin all seeded 
crops; side-dress squashes, pep­
pers, eggplants, onions, cukes; keep 
suckering tomatoes to train energy 
into already established branches 
and fruit; succession-plant for fall- 
root crops and greens; train pole 
beans up stakes; keep watering. 
Middle: Blanch cauliflower when
head is small; continue preventive 
dust or spray program as neces­
sary—remember, home gardeners 
use only a fraction of this material 
compared to what is on our purchas­
ed foodstuffs; harvest the sweetest 
vegetables when they are small- 
beans, kohlrabi, carrots and beets, 
first squashes of summer, tiny 
varieties of tomatoes. Late: Harvest 
heads of cabbage family crops while 
tight, before spreading and tough­
ening; also, keep squash picked 
for continual harvest; side-dress 
brussels sprouts; hill main crop 
com, if weedy; train cukes if 
supported; sow a ground-cover, 
“ green-manure”  of buckwheat or 
annual ryegrass on idle garden 
space—it turns into a rich source of 
soil-building organic matter; don’t 
neglect that weekly inch of water— 
the larger the vegetables, the thirs­
tier they become!
Well, that brings us to the height 
of my summer garden. In the fall 
issue of FARMSTEAD, I’m going to 
pick up from this point, offering my 
checklist of harvest hints for extend­
ing the fresh-eating season well past 
heavy frosts. In addition, I’ll review 
the best of my ideas for simple 
composting and soil building. It’ s at 
that time of year when we’re less 
busy as gardeners. Also, we’ve just 
been so well fed that we are ready to 
return the favor to our wonderful 
garden soil.
I’ll also offer a few tried-and-true, 
garden-to-kitchen harvesting and 
cooking tips so that you preserve the 
very most of your vegetables’ flavor 
and vitamins. A little root cellar 
know-how, too.
If you’d like more information, 
especially color illustrations that are 
real close ups, on my technique's, I 
hope you’ll refer to my latest book 
just published by Simon and Schus­
ter. It’ s called DICK RAYMOND’S 
GARDENING YEAR, and it at­
tempts to show and tell readers 
exactly what to do when in the 
course of all these activities. Takes 
out the guesswork! Folks report that 
it’ s of value to total beginners as 
well as old pros—especially old pros: 
they got that way looking and 
listening to new ideas! DICK RAY­
MOND’S GARDENING YEAR is for 
sale in all bookstores, or directly 
from the FARMSTEAD Market 
Basket.
Good luck, and happy gardening! 
Let me hear from you. □
Dick Raymond is the nationally- 
known vegetable gardener featured 
in THE JOY OF GARDENING 
television series. His books, THE 
JOY OF GARDENING, HOME 
GARDENING WISDOM and DOWN 
-TO-EARTH VEGETABLE GAR­
DENING KNOW-HOW, as well as 
his latest book, are available in 
FARMSTEAD’S Market Basket.
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By the Light of the Moon
by Lee Crawley
W
hen Grandma used to talk about “ planting by the light of the 
moon,”  my childish imagination pictured her, a form of silver 
light and gray shadow in the night, slipping potatoes into their 
hills and seeds into their rows. Then I’d be puzzled upon 
seeing her in her garden in the morning, her robust figure 
topped by her floppy straw hat while she planted during daylight.
Of course, I’ve since learned that “ planting by the light of the moon”  has 
little to do with moonlight. The phrase really refers to the phase the moon is 
in at any given time. The sign of the zodiac through which the moon is 
passing on that date is an additional consideration.
Folklore has assigned responsibilities for plant growing, and for such 
diverse undertakings as fishing and warfare. There is evidence that the 
moon influences fertility, gestation and the bearing of young, as well as the 
human mind and emotions. Insects are so attuned to navigating by the 
moon’s light at night that any other light source, such as a candle, headlight 
or porchlight (or the innovative “ bug-zappers” ) will lure them into its 
artificial influence.
Continued on page 20.
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The most ancient of humankind’s 
astronomical structures and devices 
were made to follow the move­
ments of the moon, implying the 
great importance attributed to its 
influence. The dolmens at Stone­
henge and other Celtic monuments, 
the observatories and calendars of 
South America and Mexico, the 
astronomical structures of the an­
cient Egyptians and Chinese, the 
Medicine Wheel of northeastern 
Wyoming and the Southwest’s Ana- 
sazi Sunstone Dagger are all human- 
made relics and records which 
indicate that the moon always has 
been a major factor in humankind’s 
relationship to our earth.
Since most of these were agrarian 
cultures, many of the functions of 
these observatories and records 
were related to planting, growing 
and harvesting. Some systems were 
fairly simple, while others became 
quite involved.
We should feel fortunate that we 
have access to astronomical infor­
mation in almanacs and calendars 
that are easy for any of us to use.
Lunar planting demands an un­
derstanding of what the phases of
the moon indicate and what influ­
ences the signs of the zodiac have on 
various gardening activities.
The moon has four phases, called 
the First, Second, Third and Fourth 
Quarters. The period known as the 
“ light of the moon’ ’ consists of the 
First and Second Quarters, or the 
period from the time of the New 
Moon to the time of the Full Moon. 
This is also described as the period 
of the Waxing Moon. The “ dark of 
the moon’ ’ consists of the Third and 
Fourth Quarters, or the period from 
the Full Moon to the next New 
Moon. This is also called the period 
of the Waning Moon.
A general rule-of-thumb states 
that during the Waxing Moon (First 
and Second Quarters) you should 
plant, transplant or graft annuals 
which bear above-ground crops.
Root crops, bulbs, biennials and 
perennials should be planted during 
the Waning Moon, especially in the 
Third Quarter. The Fourth Quarter 
is the best time for weed and pest 
elimination, cultivation and harvest­
ing.
Other garden related activities are 
said to be governed by the moon’s
phase. You can retard lawn growth 
by mowing during the Fourth Quar­
ter or stimulate growth by cutting 
during the First and Second Quar­
ters.
Fruit harvested during the Wax­
ing Moon will develop rotten spots 
where bruised. It is best to pick fruit 
during the Third and Fourth Quar­
ters when bruises will dry.
Does planting by the moon’s 
influence make any difference? Per­
haps only you can tell. You can 
always try it and note the results. 
Some folks swear by it, and one 
suspects that there may be good 
cause for their enthusiasm. These 
practices have survived for many 
centuries, in spite of mass “ educa­
tion’ ’ in the sciences. While many of 
the ceremonies and traditions sur­
rounding planting practices have 
been lost, there is enough rationale 
behind the concepts of lunar and 
planetary influence to keep this 
portion of the heritage alive. -M.
Lee Crawley is a frequent contribu­
tor to FARMSTEAD. She lives on 
Roads End in Otis, Oregon.
A  Lunar Guide to Garden Activity
Weed, cultivate, harvest and eliminate pests. 
Mow lawn to retard growth.
THIRD
QUARTER
NEW MOON
Plant, transplant and graft 
W A X / A ^ s .  above-ground crops and
\  k annua Ic M Aur I a urnannuals. ow lawn 
to stimulate 
growth.
Plant bulbs, root crops, 
biennials and perennials. 
Harvest fruits.
FULL MOON
O  7 FIRST 
QUARTER
Plant, transplant and graft 
above-ground crops and annuals. 
Mow lawn to stimulate growth.
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Tips for Using Seed-Starting Kits
T hose little seed-starting kits are a convenience for many gardeners. These kits consist of a box filled with planting material as well as the seeds, and 
they require only the addition of 
water, warmth and light. You have 
the satisfaction of starting your own 
transplants and you save money on 
what the plants would cost if you 
purchased flats of transplants.
Many people complain, however, 
that their seedlings germinate well 
but the plants that develop are 
weak. Here are some pointers to 
help you grow healthier, more 
vigorous transplants from these 
handy kits:
•Follow the directions for starting 
the particular seeds for your kit, but 
as soon as any growth is evident 
move the kit to an area about 10 
degrees cooler than the ideal germ­
inating temperature listed on the 
package.
•Keep young plants in the sun­
niest window in the house. They will 
need more light in the first two or 
three weeks than at any other time 
in their growth cycle.
•Water sparingly. Keep the seed- 
starting medium moist but not 
soggy. Soggy soil will cause your 
plants to rot and can cause spindly 
growth.
•Don’t over-fertilize. Seeds start­
ed in the sterile, unfertilized soil 
which comes in these packages do 
need food, but too strong a mixture
by Patricia H. Morris
can bum the tiny feeder roots and 
cause stunting or even death of your 
seedlings. Prepare a nutrient solu­
tion of water containing one-fourth 
the usual amount of a liquid-based 
fertilizer and use this every time you 
water.
•Transplant early on. Seedlings 
move best when they are very 
young—as soon as the seedling 
leaves are fully developed, even 
before the second or “ true”  leaves 
have formed. The root system is 
more resilient at this stage and the 
tiny plants take hold of the soil much 
faster.
•Remember that transplants need 
cool temperatures and plenty of 
light to produce husky plants for the 
garden. Remember to use a light 
hand with water and fertilizer at this 
stage.
•Once temperatures are above 50 
degrees, begin to harden off your 
seedlings by putting them outdoors 
in a semi-shady spot for a few hours 
daily. After several days of harden­
ing off, you can feed and water more 
heavily and you’ll see a quick spurt 
in growth. Gradually increase the 
amount of outdoor exposure, but be 
careful to bring plants in when 
temperatures make that occasional 
spring plummet .
•Set your plants in the ground on 
a cloudy day or fashion little 
newspaper hats to shade them for 
the first day or two.
•Wait for new growth before you 
feed your plants. Then watch your 
garden grow.
Patricia H. Morris is a garden writer 
from Oak Hill, West Virginia.
The Moon’s Phases in Spring
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p L A N T  PROTECTORC
by Shash Georgi
W
hether you use a dis­
carded plastic jug, 
newspaper hat sun- 
tunnel, or a sophis­
ticated solar frame, 
you are protecting your plants. 
There is, however, more to think 
about than sun, wind and frost. 
Cats, deer, raccoons and other 
predators need fending off too.
Domestic cats help protect the 
garden by keeping the mice, mole 
and rabbit population to a minimum. 
But these assistants can be garden 
assassins too. They will decimate 
catnip grown without a protective 
cover. An old bird or gymnasium 
cage placed over the plants will 
curb the cats. Chicken wire can also 
be shaped to replace a cage.
Wild animals such as deer and 
raccoons play havoc with corn and 
orchards. Legends abound regard­
ing raccoon strategy. You can erect 
an electric fence around the com 
bed; keep a portable radio playing in 
the corn field all night; strew moth 
crystals between the rows; or touch 
each ripening ear with hot, red 
pepper. The strategy you select is 
not as important as when you apply 
it. Defend your com patch before 
the animals smell the sweetness and 
find their way into your garden. 
Deer enjoy nibbling in the orchard. 
Either hang a bar of soap on each 
tree or tie human hair into a nylon 
stocking and attach to various posts 
girdling the orchard. Both ploys 
work relatively well.
Coverings or caps for a seedling 
or plant assume many shapes—bell, 
hat, pyramid, round, square, rec­
tangle or tunnel. The covering 
materials are as varied—glass, 
brown paper bags, newspapers,
fiberglass or plastic. Almost any 
cloche is worth the effort. It allows 
you to plant earlier, protect plants 
from frost (in spring and fall), 
maintain an even germination, since 
the soil warms faster, and water 
less.
•Plastic jugs are durable and easy 
to use. Cut the bottom away from a 
gallon jug. Place over a tender 
melon or tomato seedling. Throw 
away the cap, and you will have 
created a frost-free mini-green­
house. The deeper you sink the jug 
into the ground, the more stable it 
will be against harsh elements. With 
the top left open, air will circulate 
inside, even on a sunny day. You 
can water through the hole in the 
top, but remember that cloches 
prevent evaporation so don’t overdo 
it.
•Newspaper hats are free, easy to
Rosanne’s Damp-Off Remedy
D
amp-off! Come quick!”  
My neighbor screamed 
irrationally through the 
earpiece of my tele­
phone. Before I left I 
grabbed a small bottle of water with 
yellow flowers floating in it. It’ s my 
“ magic”  solution to the problem 
of damp-off.
Damp-off is the sudden death 
syndrome of the plant kingdom. 
Technically known as rhizoctonia 
disease, it is caused by a soil-living 
fungus which attacks the tender 
tissue of young plants. Often the 
only clue to the problem is a small 
dark ring at the base of the plant. 
The ring looks a lot like a water 
mark, but don’t be mislead into 
thinking that your seedlings are 
being over-watered.
Most gardening experts recom­
mend the use of sterile soil to aid in 
combatting damp-off. However, 
even after using both commercial 
mixes and my own home-baked 
sterilized soil, I have lost plants to 
the deadly disease. The sterilization
by Rosanne Kramnicz
process also destroys many benefi­
cial organisms necessary for healthy 
plant growth.
DAMP-OFF RECIPE
Either German or Roman chamo­
mile can be used to make my 
“ magic”  solution. However, I’m
most fond of the German variety. It 
is the kind that is sold in health food 
stores as tea.
Chamomile contains a hormone 
which stimulates the growth of 
yeast. It appears that this growth 
ties up fungus that causes damp- 
off. Note that it does not kill the 
fungus, it just interferes with its 
ability to attack seedlings. Since 
seedlings are most vulnerable right 
after germination, persistence is the 
key to effective treatment.
To use chamomile, make a weak 
tea by soaking a teaspoon of the 
dried flower heads in a quart of cool 
water for two or three days. That’s 
all. Then strain (if you care to) and 
water your plants regularly until 
they have developed several sets of 
true leaves. At this point they are 
strong enough to fend for them­
selves. d?J|L
Rosanne Kramnicz has gardened in 
Hawaii and Maine as well as in 
several states in between. She 
currently lives in Brewer, Maine.
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construct and biodegradable. Fold 
two or three layers of newspaper so 
that they form a triangle with a 
pocket and staple the comers. Prop 
over a spring tomato or a fall melon 
for frost protection. Anchor the 
“ hat”  with dirt or small rocks.
____
•Brown paper bags placed upside 
down over four stakes around the 
plant can serve as cloches. The one 
drawback is that they don’t allow 
much light to reach the plant, so you 
must remove them during mild 
weather to encourage growth.
•Sun tunnels or row covers can be 
homemade or purchased from a 
catalog or nursery. These are basic­
ally hoops placed along the length of 
a row that are used to support clear 
plastic. Standard sizes measure 
about 14 feet long by 48 inches 
across. With this added space you 
may seed early beets, beans, car­
rots, cucumbers, tender herbs and 
edible greens.
•Solar cold frames are now avail­
able with thermostats that trigger 
automatic venting. The self-venting 
frame can be set directly into the 
ground, or placed on a deck, patio or 
porch by adding a plywoodbottom. 
A built-in thermostat is activated by 
the sun—opening at 75 degrees F 
and closing at 68 degrees F.
Dedicated gardeners who practice 
ecology will invent their own protec­
tors. Imagination is their only 
limitation.
Shash Georgi is a free-lance garden 
writer from Colden, New York.
Speed W  eeding by Daryl Anne Kyle
W
hen it comes to weed­
ing, who wants to 
waste time? If you’ve 
no desire to be slave to 
weeding your garden 
plot, read on. I’ve developed some 
methods which enable a gardener to 
truly work smarter, not harder.
Carrots, beets and parsnips need 
the least weedy ponion of the 
garden. A check in the fall will show 
where the best possibilities lie. The 
weedier spots are adaptable for 
onion sets, transplants or pota­
toes.
The first step in attacking the 
weeds begins with seeds sewn 
rather thickly—at least closer than 
normal. The reasons? First, it’s 
faster. Just sprinkle those seeds 
right on. Secondly, as more desired 
plants come up together there is less 
room for misfits.
Modified wide rows (six to eight 
inches)are my personal choice for 
beets, carrots, parsnips and leaf 
crops. Frankly, I find a wider row 
difficult to weed. However, this 
modified system allows far more 
plants per row than does single-row 
planting.
We try to leave plenty of room 
(about 36 inches) between rows. 
This allows easy tilling later, when 
plant  ar larger and take up extra 
space with foliage. It also provides 
workspace for a gardener on hands 
and knees.
Timing is critical to success. I 
begin weeding when seedlings are 
about one inch tall and have their 
first two sets of leaves (the seed leaf 
and character leaf).
If I get behind, I establish
A M A ZIN G  MULTI 
USE TILLER:
Women love Sunbird’s 
easy handling!
Use engine for 
other attachments!
Sunbird! The exciting new and 
different garden tool! Tills, 
weeds, cultivates large or small 
gardens. Super high speed tines 
zip through tough soil. Saves hours 
of backbreaking garden work. 
Precision German built engine 
detaches for use with host of 
useful tools: string trimmer, brush 
cutter, sprayer, much 
more. Save $100’s on all 
your power equipment! 
3-Week in Your 
Garden Trial!
Tills 12” 
wide.
Send for Introductory Sale Prices!
□  Please send 
complete Sunbird 
information plus 
details on your 30 
day garden trial!
Sunbird )
Cornwall Road, Dept. 100 
P.O. Box 906 
Middlebury, VT 05753
Name
j Address____________________
. C ity ----------------- -----------------------
'  State____________________Zip.
©  1985 Sunbird Products, Inc.
A Log Splitter 
That W on’t Leave You 
Out In  The Cold!
With winter just around the corner, 
you’H fill your woodshed in less time 
for less money with the Zappa.
Log Zappa™ log splitters by Better 
Built are designed for the cost-conscious 
homeowner with serious wood 
splitting in mind.
Compare these unchallengeable 
features:
■ Lowest price of any hydraulic 
splitter available
■ Optional gas or electric power
■ 12 tons ram pressure
• Super heavy-duty commercial 
cylinder with Anti-Drift head
■ Fits into the trunk of most cars
Rugged, dependable power, 
at a Better Built price.
Call collect for direct order, 
or write for FREE brochure.
Better Built Corporation 
(617) 938-1002
845 Woburn St., Wilmington, MA 01887
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MENHADEN FISH SOLUBLES
Apply
1-5 gal/acre 100% Organic, 100% Soluble, 100% Louisianian,
directly Superior quality, moneyback guarantee,
to soil
as needed ORDER NOW FOR THIS SEASON.
GULF CHEMURGICS, LTD.
P.O.Box 370, Empire, LA 70050 • (504)657-7281
This product is 100% organic, made from fish containing 5% nitrogen, 0.5% phosphorus, 
1.5% potassium, plus trace elements to include selenium to revitalize soil and promote 
microbial groth and tilth.
Send checK or money oraer when ordering single pints at $4.00, quarts at $7.00, & gallons 
at $10.00 each. Please add $5.00 for shipping and handling. Allow 2-4 weeds delivery. 
21/2gallons at $20.00 and 5 gallons at $40.00. Please add $3.00 (S&H) per gal. ordered. 
Also availagle in bulk: La residents add 6% state sales tax.
Product is superior FOLIAGE FEED for all plants and crops: field, pasture, garden & 
orchard. It is compatible with other water soluble products such as seaweed. Double 
strained, it mixes & sprays with ease.
Apply 
1-3 gal/acre 
as super Foliar 
Feed 3-4 times 
a season
THE ST-5
Breakthrough in Energy Independence
An all-new power system which:
• Makes a TOTAL HOME ENERGY SYSTEM a 
reality—simultaneous electricity, domestic hot water & 
space heating.
• Can be fuelled by any combustible material—wood, 
sawdust, agro-waste, natural gas, waste oil, etc.
• Powers water pumps, com pressors, small machines.
• Is user-serviceable and reliable—no oil, spark plugs, 
gasifier or fuel injection system.
• Operates quietly w ithout a muffler.
For complete package containing
the publication “ The ST-5 and Total Energy Independence”
including detailed info on the ST-5, its applications, the construction of
a “TOTAL HOME ENERGY SYSTEM” around it, economic analysis
and info on our warranty and order policy
mail coupon with $5.00 (refundable with order.)
Visa or Mastercard call 24 hours (614) 297-2054
Enclosed is $5 for complete info package on the S T ? "  *** ^
Name
( © City State Zip.STIRLING TECHNOLOGY, INC.
3-F Factory Street, Athens, Ohio 45701
Spring
weeding as a top priority. Some­
times I even offer myself a reward as 
an incentive to weeding. Other 
times I hire or barter for help with 
this chore.
The secret of a bountiful harvest 
is a brutal thinning of plants done 
during the first weeding. I was 
graphically taught this principle one 
spring. We were leaving on a 
three-week trip. Since the garden 
was newly sprouted, I was forced to 
weed and thin allowing proper 
growth space for a month. During 
our absence, my Dad hoed once. 
We returned to wall-to-wall lettuce- 
big, beautiful, and bushy, a delight 
to harvest.
One morning as I set out to weed, 
I grabbed a metal spatula (pancake 
flipper) on my way out the door. 
What a great garden tool! The thin 
blade slips under weeds and slices 
roots off quickly. It easily thins 
young seedlings to a spacing equal 
to the width of the implement itself.
Having such wonderful success 
with an alternative tool made me 
eager to “ invent”  others. I saw a 
small mason’s trowel at a garage 
sale for 50 cents—irresistible! I put 
it to work in place of the spatula and 
found it superior because its trian 
gular tip can scratch out weeds more 
precisely. The only drawback to the 
trowel is the slightly thicker blade 
which does not slice under roots as 
well.
Big gardens often support big 
families. Kids can help. I’ve found 
that much frustration can be avoided 
if I explain, show, and have the child 
demonstrate differences between 
the desired plant to stay and the 
weeds to go. The time spent in this 
introductory phase is well rewarded.
By preplanning, I often do a 
partial job which kids then com­
plete. For example, one day I hoed 
between the cabbages before the 
children were ready to weed. When 
they arrived, the desired plants 
were obvious.
I’ve been delighted with the 
results of good planning, efficient 
thinning, the right tools and employ­
ment of kid power. ^
Daryl Ann Kyle doesn’t let her large 
family keep her from writing. She 
lives in Athol, Idaho.
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Bring on 
the Birds
P
irds, in addition to being 
colorful and musical 
companions, are vora­
cious insectivores; their 
springtime diet is 95% 
insects, including many that are 
pests of garden plants and people. 
Many birds respond well to home­
made nest boxes of various con­
structions. They are, however, par­
ticularly sensitive to the diameter of 
the entrance hole, and they like a 
snug fit. Here’s a brief guide:
Hole Size Bird Species
1” House Wren
1V4” Chickadee, Carolina Wren, Be­
wick’s Wren, Tufted Titmouse, 
Nuthatch, Downy Woodpecker
IV2 ” Tree Swallow, Eastern Bluebird
2” House Finch, Starling, Larger 
Woodpeckers
2 V2 ” Purple Martin, Crested Flycatchers, 
Flickers
4 V2 ” Screech Owl, Wood Duck
Tight slit Bats
Nest Areas 
Half open 
Open
Pheobe, Robin 
Barn Swallow
rit. Green River Tools
Build a 
Garden 
Rowmaker
by Alan Liere
I
 can’t stand a messy gar­
den. Rows of carrots 
snaking crookedly across 
the soil or lines of com 
that are wider at one end 
than the other, detract from the 
appearance of an otherwise well- 
kept plot.
For years, I either tolerated 
serpentine rows of vegetables—the 
result of “ eyeballing,”  or struggled 
with the time-consuming task of 
setting strings and then running a 
hoe along their length. Neither 
method was satisfactory, and the 
latter took too much time. Last
spring, however, I built an inexpen­
sive, simple device from scrap 
lumber that allows me to give my 
garden the neat, “ finished”  look I 
desire. Now I plant my seeds in a 
fraction of the time the task once 
required.
To build my rowmaker, you need 
hammer, saw, pocket knife, long 
shingle nails, one medium wood 
screw, seven feet of lx4-inch lumber 
and a six-foot 2x2.
The device is constructed to meet 
the needs of the individual garden. I 
plant my potato and corn three feet 
apart for easier rototilling; my 
radishes, onions, carrots and lettuce 
are planted 18 inches apart. Peas 
and beans I put two feet apart. I 
designed my rowmaker with these 
numbers in mind, but you may 
choose to use different spacing. I 
place the teeth of my rowmaker 18 
inches apart on one side and two 
feet apart on the other. This allows 
me to make rows that are 18, 24 or 
36 inches apart .
To construct the rowmaker, cut a 
1 x 4 to the desired length for your 
crossbar; mine is three feet, four 
inches long. Determine how many 
“ teeth”  you will need, and from 
another 1 x 4 ,  cut eight-inch pieces 
and saw them to a point from the 
four-inch mark down. These 
“ teeth”  will scratch the row into the 
soil. Nail some of these onto the 
crossbar at the desired intervals, 
then turn it over and nail on the 
other teeth—pointing in the opposite
direction with the spacing you 
desire. Notch the middle of the 
crossbar to a depth of 1/2 inch. 
Next, fasten the handle to the center 
of the 1 x 4 crossbar with the wood 
screw and brace it with any type of 
sturdy scrap lumber. If you smooth 
down the 2 x 2  handle with a 
pocketknife, it will be easier on your 
hands to use.
To make a neat garden row, 
tightly stretch a string between 
stakes two inches above the ground, 
place the notch in the rowmaker 
over the string and pull it along with 
you as you walk backward down the 
line. The teeth will mark straight 
rows in the ground, and subsequent 
rows are created by pulling the 
device along with one tooth in a row 
already formed. The string is not 
used again. If you wish your rows to 
be three feet apart rather then 18 
inches, just ignore the middle line 
when planting. Used in good garden 
soil, there is no need for additional 
hoe work before planting. By adjust­
ing the downward pressure, you can 
create the desired depth for any type 
of seed.
It takes about an hour to build a 
rowmaker, but it will save you many 
hours of work come planting time. 
More importantly, you will have the 
straightest rows and the neatest 
garden in the area. jut.
Alan Liere is a junior high school 
teacher and avid gardener from 
Spokane, Washington.
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NOW! Get in on 
the PROFITS in
SMALL 
ENGINE REPAIR
Work part time, full time —  right at home —  we help you every 
step of the way. As a small engine pro, you can cash in on the huge 
demand for qualified men in one of America's fastest growing in­
dustries. Earn from $25.00 to $30.00 per hour and more. Plenty 
of business waiting for qualified men. 65,000.000 Small Engines 
Are In Use Today. And one-million new engines are being built each 
month With Foley Belsaw training, you can soon have the skill and 
knowledge to make top money servicing these engines.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Lessons are fully illustrated. . .  so clear you can't go wrong, and 
with our famous ‘ learn-by-doing method you get practical 
'hands-on' experience.
Eoley-Betsaw Institute •50877F ie ld  Bldg.
Kansas City, Mo. 64111 
SEND FOR YOUR FREE BOOKLET TODAY!
n YES, please send me the FREE booklet that gives full details 
about starting my own business in Small Engine Repair. I under­
stand there is No Obligation and that No Salesman will call on me.
NAME ___________________________________________________
ADDRESS________________________________________________
j CITY_____________________________________________________ [
{ s t a t e ____________________________ Z IP __________________ {
L_________ _______________________________________________ 1
Hem a friend quit
pbx-pHJl fiarm
350 herb varieties: culinary, medicinal, fragrant, bee, 
dye, scented geraniums, everlastings. Common and 
uncommon quality, container-grown plants. 
Information:
‘All You Need To Know About Herbs" (catalog). S1
"What You Need To Know About
Scented Geraniums"...........................................$1
"What You Need To Know To Preserve Herbs". $3 
Herb plant shopping lis t........................................ Free
440 W. Mich. Ave„ Dept FM10 Box 7, Parma, Ml 49269 
(517) 531-3179 
Cultivate Good Taste
Compare ah the facts on major 
brands of SiCkie Bar Mowers
cutting power, stability, ease of 
operation and more 
Discover 11 reasons 
why this incredible 
mowing machine is 
your BEST VALUE at a 
Factory-Direct price
* * * * *
MADE IN U S A
K D IN IC O  Dept. 9763,170 N. Pascal 
St. Paul. MN 55104.612  644-4666
WRITE FOR 
YOUR COPY TODAY'
Print Name
Address
City State Zip _ .
Spring cilmft-
A  Guide To Herbal Companion Planting
by Marilyn Miller
HERB
Basil
Annual. Good bee plant. 
Borage
Annual. Excellent bee plant.
Chamomile
Perennial.
Chervil
Annual.
Chives
Perennial. Good bee plant. 
Coriander
(Also known as cilantro, 
Chinese parsley). Annual. 
Good bee plant 
Dill
Annual.
Fennel
Annual.
Marjoram 
Tender perennial.
Mints
Perennial. Excellent bee 
plants.
Oregano
Tender perennial. Attracts 
pretty butterflies.
Parsley
Biennial.
Rosemary 
Tender perennial.
Sage
Perennial. Good bee plant. 
Summer & Winter Savory
Summer, tender perennial. 
Winter, perennial.
Thyme
Excellent bee plant.
PLANT BY
Tomatoes, peppers, squash, 
gourds, cabbages 
Tomatoes, squash, straw­
berries, cucumbers 
Onions, cabbages, roses
Radishes, lettuce
Carrots, tomatoes, straw­
berries, potatoes 
Beans, peas, squash, gourds
Cabbage, tomatoes, onions,
beans, peas
Good bee plant only
Oregano
Tomatoes, all cole crops, corn, 
celery, peppers (hot and 
sweet)
Cole crops, tomatoes, beets, 
turnips
Asparagus, mint, dill
Cabbage, beans, peas, carrots, 
strawberries, potatoes 
Cabbage, carrots, rosemary, 
tomatoes, potatoes 
Beans, peas, corn
Cabbages, other brassicas
DON’T PLANT BY
Beans, peas 
Fennel
Carrots
Beans, cabbages, tomatoes, 
carrots
Cucumbers, squash, gourds
A  Simple Sun Tunnel
by Reynard K. McClusky
I
 have designed a “ sim­
ple”  sun tunnel that is 
cheap, easy to build, and 
works in our area of the 
country. Here in upstate 
New York, I need any edge I can get 
on the frost and the growing season. 
My backyard garden is one of the 
most productive in the area, and I 
would like to think that my simple 
cover is at least partially responsible 
for my early crop of lettuce and 
spinach.
It is easy to build:
1. Cut the hooks or heads off 
several coat hangers.
2. Open them to form a wire 
frame in the shape of a house 
profile.
3. Insert frames a few inches into 
the soil at intervals of 12 to 18 
inches.
4. Cover frame with clear plastic 
(4 mil).
5. Hold plastic in place at the 
base of the frames with two-by-fours 
or scrap wood. Rocks or dirt will 
serve this purpose too.
You can leave the tunnel ends 
open for ventilation or closed for 
more protection, depending on the 
temperature. Each tunnel can be as 
long or short as your plastic sheet. I 
leave one set up all year as a 
miniature greenhouse for early and 
late crops. -2%i
“ Ray” McClusky gardens at his 
home in Delmar, New York.
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“We were amazed and speechless at the number 
of tomatoes we had this early. I think I will sit 
back and gloat about my good fortune.”
— J.K., KENTUCKY
Dear Gardening Friends:
In the last issue of Farmstead Magazine (See page 21, Jan./Feb.) we introduced you to Spray- 
N-Grow. Now we want to answer a couple of questions and to share with you what Spray-N- 
Grow users have to say. Thank you for using Spray-N-Grow.
Sincerely,
Qi'owG
WHAT IS SPRAY-N-GROW?
Spray-N-Grow is a liquid foliar spray that has to be mixed with 
water prior to use. Once it is mixed with water it must be used in 
4 to 6 hours. Spray-N-Grow is a biological catalyst which either 
causes the phytochrome pigment embedded in the 
chloroplast to enlarge, or causes new stomata to form, in­
creasing the plant’s ability to make sucrose. We believe spray­
ing dormant trees causes phosphate to concentrate in the 
cambium layer near the buds resulting in increased fruit set­
ting.
WHY SHOULD I USE SPRAY-N-GROW?
Spray-N-Grow will cause your flowers to bloom more than they 
ever have. You'll get more vegetables, fruit, nuts, etc. than you 
ever have and you’ll have more fun gardening than you ever 
imagined. It will relieve the built-up stressed condition caused 
by over fertilization, salt build up, and petrochemical use. Also, 
it is economical to use in that it increases the yield. Spray-N- 
Grow is proven to increase plant production; and you can ex­
perience yield increase of up to 200% and more.
WHAT DOES SPRAY-N-GROW WORK ON?
We have found that Spray-N-Grow will work on any vegetation 
regardless of type or size (vegetable or flower plants, indoor or 
outdoor, fruit trees, shade trees, lawns, field crops, etc.) as long 
as three things are present. The three things are normal 
moisture, proper light or sunlight and fertilizer.
Spray-N-Grow will also produce tremendous increases in 
foliage, flower, and fruit production of any plant grown in a con­
tainer. For instance, we conducted a test on 10 bell pepper 
plants grown in 4 gallon containers. All had tne same treat­
ment: proper sunlight, water, and fertilizer. Five of the bell 
pepper plants were sprayed with Spray-N-Grow every 30 days 
and the other 5 were not. This was the only difference in the 
treatment of the plants.
The untreated bell pepper plants produced 3 to 4 peppers per 
plant in 96 to 98 days. The bell pepper plants sprayed with 
Spray-N-Grow produced 15 to 18 peppers in 86 to 94 days, 
and the bell peppers were larger, thicker fleshed, and sweeter 
than the peppers on the plants that were untreated. Also, as we 
continued to spray the Spray-N-Grow every 30 days, the 
treated bell pepper plants kept on producing through the 
summer whereas the untreated plants quit producing entirely. 
The increase of the treated plants over the untreated plants of 
the initial 100 day test was 375%. The increase over the six 
month period of the test was 722%.
HERE’S WHAT CURRENT USERS SAY 
ABOUT SPRAY-N-GROW!
"Tomatoes —  very good —  25% increase over plants not 
sprayed.
Cantalopes —  30% increase over plants not sprayed.
Sweet Potatoes —  best ever, all plants produced heavy. 
Cucumbers —  30% increase.
Squash —  planted three hills —  one was enough!
Every vegetable sprayed —  same story —  heavy increase!"
N.C.
"The best yield of tomatoes we have ever had.”
F.P., M ich ig a n
"I have a seven year old Apricot Tree that never bore fruit. 
I sprayed just as it blossomed and boy, a lot of apricots this 
year. I still can’t believe it.”
E.C., C a lifo rn ia
"I’m most delighted, overwhelmed, and amazed at the great 
increase in my beans and garden after using Spray-N-Grow.”
E.G., V irg in ia
"Within two weeks everything I sprayed, indoor plants, roses, 
strawberries, outdoor container plants —  all greened up sen­
sationally and next crop of roses were 1 V2 times the size —  I’m 
buying bottles for Christmas gifts.”
M.R., CA
"Thought you were blowing smoke about what this stuff 
would do. But I sprayed it on one test rose bush and it out­
shines the others."
J.S., C a lifo rn ia
r Mail coupon to 
SPRAY-N-GROW 
Dept. FM2 
P. O. Box 722038 
Houston, TX 77272
------------------ORDER FORM----------------
n  1 Spray-N-Grow 8 oz Bottle? $14 95 
(Makes 8 Gallons o! Spray)
f~ l 2 Spray N-Grow 8 oz Bottles $1995 V  
I Makes 16 Gallons of Spray)
„  TOTAL $
‘Satisfaction, money-back guarantee!" =
Prices include postage & handling
Sheet.
City.
S ta le. Z ip.
I've included: 
□CHECK
□  MONEY ORDER
□  MASTER CHARGE
□  VISA Card No. - Exp Date.
You m ay m a il your order on separate  paper i l  you p re fe r n ot to cu t page, or it you need  m ore spac e  j
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When moon is round, it sheds its light 
On home and wood and far afield.
Its fullness like the garden's yield 
Makes our hearts glad and smiles bright.
Heidi N. Brugger
Foliar Feeding 
for Fast Results
The Moon’s Phases in Summer
by Melanie Spencer
Q ardeners are pretty well known for their open- mindedness. But I have to admit that when I 
heard the voluminous 
claims about foliar feeding, I was a 
little skeptical: higher yields, in­
creased frost resistance, reduced 
insect and disease attacks, better 
nutrient intake by the plant and 
deeper and increased root develop­
ment? All this from two globs of 
liquified, concentrated seaweed? It 
sounded pretty fishy. Then I learned 
how a plant can be “ fed”  through 
its leaves. The process sounds 
mysterious, but it’ s not; it’s based 
on one of those common day but 
miraculous happenings in the natur­
al world. By using foliar feeding 
techniques, gardeners can work 
hand-in-leaf with everyday miracles.
Basically, a foliar feeder or ferti­
lizer is a liquid rich in nutrients that 
is diluted with water and sprayed 
directly on the leaves of plants. To 
understand how this nutritious li­
quid works, you have to look closely 
at a leaf of a plant first. Located on 
its surface are hundreds of hairs, 
crevices, green patches and some­
times spikes. They are called stoma­
ta and function as the mouth and 
nose of the plant, taking in or 
releasing oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
water, random gases and many 
other minute atmospheric materials. 
While the roots of the plant suck in 
nutrients from the soil, the stomata 
“ breathe”  in carbon dioxide and
water to synthesize sugar for plant 
growth. Fortunately, these vents 
will also accept essential plant 
foods: nitrogen, phosphorus, potas­
sium and a myriad of trace minerals. 
This gives you, the gardener, a 
chance to feed your plants from both 
ends.
Foliar feeding has been around 
for eons in the simple form of rain. 
However, it wasn’t until the 1950s 
that gardeners began experimenting 
extensively with processed feeders 
in their own plots. What they found 
was that foliar feeders really work­
ed! Plants were healthier, more 
fruitful and more tolerant of insect 
and disease attacks after being foliar 
fed. These positive results were 
confirmed scientifically by Dr. S. H. 
Wittwer, director of the Michigan 
Agricultural Experiment Station, in 
1957. Dr. Wittwer followed the path 
of foliar-fed plant nutrients by 
“ tagging”  them with radioactive 
materials. He concluded that foliar 
fertilization can be 300 to 900 
percent more efficient than soil or
root fertilization, depending on the 
nutrient.
Feeding a plant through its leaves 
is quite simple. A concentrated 
liquid solution (usually synthesized 
from seaweed, fish processing waste 
products or chemically made nutri­
ents) is diluted with water and 
sprayed on the plant two to three 
times during the season (see tips for 
foliar feeding, page 29). Just 
about any plant can be foliar fed: 
vegetables, fruit trees, flowers and 
even houseplants. However, many 
users believe that timing your 
application will greatly enhance, 
and determine, your results.
Once you decide to try foliar 
feeding, you need to choose what 
type of feed to use. Basically, there 
are three major types of formulae to 
choose from: (1) seaweed concen­
trates, (2) fish solubles and (3) 
specific nutrient and mineral sparys. 
There are also many products that 
are various combinations of these 
three.
Unless you’re a very scientific
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gardener and test your soil reli­
giously, you will probably want to 
stick to feeders that offer a variety of 
trace minerals your plants need. 
Seaweed concentrates are ideal. 
Since seaweed lives in and off 
seawater, which harbors all known 
nutrients, it is a plant jam-packed 
with nutrients. For foliar feeding 
applications, seaweed is harvested, 
dried and processed into a concen­
trated liquid.
In addition to the rich collection of 
more than 60 elements, seaweed 
also contains plant growth regula­
tors—auxins and cytokinius. These 
hormones are responsible for the 
division, enlargement and elonga­
tion of cells in a flowering plant.
Even so, gardeners who want to 
foliar feed have a second option in 
the form of fish solubles—the gum­
my brown leftovers from fish oil 
processing. They are made after the
meat and oil have been removed 
from baked, squeeze-dried fish. The 
remaining solubles, or emulsion, is 
rich in vitamins, proteins and trace 
minerals—just what plants need for 
a healthy, productive life.
Fish solubles work basically the 
same way on plant leaves that 
seaweed sprays do. They penetrate 
the stomata and boost plant well­
being.
Whatever foliar feeder you decide 
to use, it should not be your sole 
effort in fortifying your plants. They 
need a boost from the bottom, too, 
and that means conditioning your 
soil with composts, manures and 
crop rotation. A foliar spray doesn’t 
perform miracles, it just works with 
them.
Melanie Spencer is Associate Editor 
for FARMSTEAD and the ANIMAL 
HUSBANDRY JOURNAL.
Sources
T o foliar feed a 1,000 square foot garden, you can expect to pay $4 to $20 per season. 
The cost will depend on how many 
times you spray and the product 
you choose. Below are a list of 
companies that sell seaweed- and 
fish-based feeders. When you 
write to them for more informa­
tion, mention FARMSTEAD.
Continental Shelf, Lochmere, N.H. 
03253
Gulf Chemurgics, Ltd., P.O. Box 
N, Empire, LA 70050
Maxicrop, U.S.A., Ltd., P.O. Box 
964, Arlington Heights, IL 60006
Necessary Trading Company, 328 
Main St., New Castle, VA 24127
North American Kelp, Cross 
Street, Waldoboro, ME 04572
Sea-Born, Inc., 2000 Rockford Rd., 
Charles City, IA 50616
Spray ‘N’ Grow, P.O. Box 722038, 
Houston, TX 77272
Foliar Feeding Tips dlC
1. Spray early in the morning or 
in the evening. During the morn­
ing hours a plant is most actively 
“ breathing.”  A plant’s leaves are 
not very receptive in hot, sunny 
weather.
2. Time your foliar feeding to 
get the best response. Spray once 
after plants are up and leaved, 
once at blossom-setting time and 
once again during the fruiting 
season to improve crop quality.
3. Create as fine a mist as 
possible. Your plants will be able
to absorb nutrients more easily.
4. Use a “ sticker”  to increase 
efficiency of your feeder. A wetting 
agent, surfactant or soap will make 
your solution stick to the leaves 
better and improve absorption.
5. Spray underside of plant 
leaves as well as the upper 
surfaces.
6. Check your soil’ s phosphate 
level before foliar feeding. Studies 
show that the higher it is the more 
effective the foliar growth promot­
ers are likely to be.
SEA CROP 
The
Seaweed Solution
For centuries, Farmers near the ocean 
have used seaweed on their gardens. 
Why? Because seaweed is naturally 
high in trace minerals and micro-nutri­
ents necessary for strong root systems 
and healthy plants.
North American Kelp produces two 
forms of seaweed products for use on 
your garden or field.
• SEA CROP™ Liquid Seaweed Ex­
tract for foliar (leaf) feeding.
• SEA CROP™ Seaweed Meal Soil 
Amendment
Try SEA CROP™, a natural supple­
ment to your total fertilizer program.
You’ ll see healthier, stress resistant 
growth, and increased yields.
Send us your check or money order, and 
we’ ll deliver your SEA CROP™, via 
UPS, and enclose directions for use on 
all crops and grasses.
□  YES, I want to try SEA CROP™ on a 
test plot on my own farm.
I enclose a check for:
□  $13.25 for 1 gal. SEA CROP™
LIQUID*(1 acre/1 applica­
tion) m
C $55.00 for 5 gal. SEA CROP LIQUID* 
(5 acres/1 application)
□  $9.95 for 5 lbs. SEA CROP™Sea-
weed Meal* (300 sq.feet)
□  $29.95 for 50 lbs. SEA CROP™ Sea­
weed M eal*(1/i acre)
‘ West of the Mississippi, please add 
15% (For more than 5 gallons, please 
contact us for your nearest distributor)
N A M E ____________________________________
F A R M ____________________________________
A D D R E S S ________________________________
T O W N ____________________________________
S T A T E _________________ Z IP _______________
P H O N E ___________________________________
Please return with your check to:
North American Kelp 
Dept. F2, Cross Street 
Waldoboro, Maine 04572 
(207) 832-7506
YOUR MAINE KELP SOURCE^
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NEW for farm and garden:
W h y plants love 
AGRIKELP
This cytokinin-rich foliar spray 
brings new life to soils, new vigor 
to plants—fo r your best crop ever!
AGRIKELP is a concentrated liquid digest o f 
Australian Bull Kelp, a rare deepwater variety 
loaded with vital alginic acid with four 
essential cytokinins— natural growth 
promoters and regulators that help 
produce more abundant, more uni­
form, more frost-resistant crops.
This season, use AGRIKELP 
to treat seeds for better germina­
tion, help prevent transplant 
shock, increase beneficial soil 
bacteria and root development, 
promote fruit sets and yields.
Discover why AGRIKELP 
outperforms all other seaweed- 
based foliar sprays. Call us or 
mail the coupon today.
] Send free information [ 1 Enclosed is $2. Send 
samples plus information about AGRIKELP.
Zip .
The Continental Shelf
1663 Pleasant I)r., Lochmere, N .H . 03252 (603) 524-9600
Dealer inquiries invited
Orienfjpuses
. . . Professionally designed, 
featuring:• Curved glass eaves• Aluminum frames• Steel substructures• Automatic venting• Free standing, 
lean-to and 
window 
styles
S IN C E
1948
TEXAS
GREENHOUSE 
COMPANY®
2735 St. Louis Avenue 
Ft. Worth, Texas 76110 
(817) 926-5447
Send off now  fo r free cetelog. 
F o r l e t  close moil encloae S 1 -O Q .
S u m m e r  c i M r -
What’s
“Bugging My Vegetables?”
by Samuel L. Skeen
CROP POSSIBLE INSECTS RESPONSIBLE FOR 
DAMAGE
Asparagus Asparagus beetle, harlequin bug.
Bean Aphids, bean leaf beetle, com borer, 
cucumber beetles, cutworms, flea beetles, 
harlequin bug, leafhoppers, Mexican bean 
beetle.
Beets Aphids, cabbage looper, cabbage maggot, 
flea beetles, harlequin bug, Japanese 
beetle, leafhoppers.
Celery Aphids, cabbage looper, cabbage maggot, 
com borer, flea beetle.
Corn Aphids, com borer, cucumber beetles, 
cutworms, flea beetles, harlequin bug, 
Japanese beetle, leafhoppers, stalk borer, 
wire worm.
Crucifers [Broccoli, Brussels 
Sprouts, Cauliflower, Cab­
bage]
Aphids, cabbage looper, cucumber beetles, 
cutworms, flea beetles, harlequin bug, 
imported cabbage worm.
Cucurbits [Cucumbers, Mel­
ons, Squash]
Aphids, cucumber beetles, flea beetles, 
harlequin bug, leafhoppers, squash br /, 
squash vine borer.
Eggplant Aphids, Colorado potato beetle, cutworms 
flea beetles, leafhoppers, harlequin bug.
Lettuce Aphids, cabbage looper, cutworms, flea 
beetles, harlequin bug, imported cabbage 
worm, Japanese beetle, wireworm.
Okra Cucumber beetles, harlequin bug, Japan­
ese beetle.
Pea Aphids, cabbage looper, cucumber beetles, 
flea beetles.
Pepper Aphids, Colorado potato beetle, com borer, 
flea beetles, stalk borer.
Potato Aphids, cabbage looper, com borer, spot­
ted cucumber beetle, cutworms, flea beet­
les, harlequin bug, Japanese beetle, leaf­
hoppers, stalk borer, wireworm.
Radish Aphids, cabbage looper, cabbage maggot, 
flea beetles, imported cabbage worm.
Spinach Aphids, cabbage looper, flea beetles.
Tomato Aphids, cabbage looper, Colorado potato 
beetle, cutworms, flea beetles, leafhoppers, 
stalk borer, wireworm.
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Summer
Summertime 
Produce Boosters
by Heidi N. Brugger
ummertime is a period of 
nurturing and cultivat­
ing in order to see the 
bulk of the garden 
through to harvest. 
While it seems less hectic than 
spring, when preparation and plant­
ing make a gardener feel driven, 
and less taxing than fall, when 
harvest keeps one canning and 
freezing food, there are some activi­
ties that should be done now to 
make your garden more productive.
•Make sure that you remove old 
plants from early-season crops. 
Once these plant have quit produc­
ing, they are nothing but a place for 
insects and diseases to get a 
foothold in your garden.
•Sidedress your vegetables every 
three weeks.
•Cover the brace (or lateral) roots 
of your corn stalks. This gives the 
stalk added support to help it 
weather the summer storm season. 
Added support now means the corn 
is better able to stand the vagarities 
of weather when it is heavy with 
ears close to harvest.
•When you are staking your 
tomatoes, put the stake on the 
windward side for better support. 
Tomatoes also benefit from pinching 
out sucker growth between the axils 
of their branches. Don’t forget to 
keep tying them up as the season 
progresses. Use a soft fabric like old 
nylon hosiery or strips of bedding.
•Once melons reach softball size, 
you should place them on upturned 
coffee cans. This increases the 
amount of air and light each fruit 
receives.
•Bramble fruits such as blackber­
ries and raspberries need old canes 
pruned and roots fertilized once 
their production period is past.
•Finally, remember to keep har­
vesting squash and zucchini every 
day—every other day on the outside. 
Continued harvest means continued 
production. cWH
Heidi N. Brugger is managing editor 
of The Farmstead Press.
Start Your Fall Garden Now
by Dr. Willie Adams
P
lanning to have a fall 
garden this year? It’s a 
good idea. Just remem­
ber that to succeed you 
must plan now and start 
carrying out those plans; planting 
for fall gardens must start soon.
Cool-season crops like collards 
cauliflower, kale, cabbage, turnips, 
spinach, broccoli, brussels sprouts, 
beets, radishes and lettuce all thrive 
under fall growing conditions. And 
the hardiest, such as kale and 
brussels sprouts, can be harvested 
well into winter or at least until the 
ground freezes.
One advantage of a fall garden, as 
compared to an early spring garden, 
is that you don’t have to start your
plants indoors. Sow seeds at the 
ends of rows of growing vegetables, 
or between rows of early maturing 
ones if there’s room.
When the summer vegetables 
stop producing, rework the ground 
well. Clear away any decaying weed 
or crop residues, as these may 
support insects or eggs that could 
hatch, causing pest problems before 
cool weather sets in.
One word of caution: Keep seed­
beds well-watered on hot, dry days. 
Mulching young transplants helps 
keep the soil cooler and holds 
moisture around them.
Dr. Willie Adams is an extension 
agent at Delaware State College.
SU B M A TIC
A IRRIGATION 
( j )  SYSTEMS
A Better WfV 
A to Water*
DRIP IRRIGATION KITS
KIT F-50
50 ft. 3/8" Poly Flex Hose with emitters on 2 
ft. spacing, coupled.
Kit F-50...........................................$15.00
KIT F-100
100 ft. 3/8" Poly Flex Hose with emitters on 
2 ft. spacing, coupled, with Hose Y.
Kit F-100.........................................$28.75
KIT F-200
200 ft. 3/8” Poly Flex Hose with emitters on 
2 ft. spacing, coupled, with Hose Shut-Off 
and Swivel Tee.
Kit F-200 .........................................$47.50
KITH
300 emitters, insert tool, 100 ft. 1/2" Poly 
Hose for headers, with extra couplings, 500 
ft. 3/8" Poly Hose, 1/2" Swivel Tee, 10 1/2" 
Hose Tees, 12 3/8" male and female cou­
plings, hose caps, 3 repair couplings, Hose 
Y, and Hose Strainer.
KitH  ...........................................$56.25
KIT G
200 ft. heavy wall micro-tubing, twist 
punch, 60 heavy ends, 100 ft. 1/2" poly 
hose, coupled, with hose Y and extra cou­
plings, excellent for hanging baskets.
Kit G .............................................$35.00
N O W  A V A IL A B L E  IN  
L E A D IN G  G A R D E N  C E N T E R S
20% D IS C O U N T
ON ALL ORDERS 
OFS10000 OR MORE!
TO LL FREE 1-800-858-4016
TEXAS RESIDENTS 1-800-692-4100
S U B M A T IC  •  BO X 246 •  L U B B O C K , TX  79408
Please ship the fo llow ing:
Q uantity Item Price Total
Total at List Price
If O rder Total is less than $25.00, 
please add $2.50 Shipping Fee
If Order Total is $100 o r more, deduct 20%
SUB-TOTAL
Texas Residents add 5%% Sales Tax
NET AM O UNT DUE
Check Enclosed □  Send Free Subm atic Catalog □
Charge to my □  American Express □  Visa □  MasterCard
Account No______________________ E xp ire s---------------------
Your N a m e ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Address-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C i ty ____________________  S ta te ______ Z ip ____________
» ..
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G
ARDENIN
FOR THE G
RECORD
A journal, camera 
and calendar are your 
gardens’ best friends.
by W  endell Anderson
^
good record-keeping 
system can be as impor­
tant to your garden as a 
good watering system. 
Whether you grow vege­
tables or flowers, ornamentals or 
grasses, well-kept records can bene­
fit your plot. Records are the 
gardener’s chief planning aid.
I keep gardening records so I 
won’t have to rely on my memory. 
Like a lot of people, I forget things 
that occur in the garden, especially 
failures. Documenting my failures 
and successes helps me to plan, and 
saves time and money. It certainly 
keeps me from repeating my mis­
takes.
As in all gardening chores, you 
need the right tools for record-keep­
ing. Tools include journals or note­
books, a calendar and a camera.
A garden journal or notebook 
should be in every gardener’s tool 
kit. Taking notes is a simple matter. 
When you perform a garden task or 
make an observation, write it in your 
journal. Arrange the notes by date 
by plant variety. If by plant 
variety, you can add entries, such as 
how the plant stored, and what 
diseases or insects trouble it. For 
vegetables you may want to describe 
how different varieties tasted; for 
flowers you might register 
fi^the size of blooms.
A calendar is one 
of the most effective 
record-keeping tools. You 
only to jot down what you’ve 
done in the garden or potting shed 
on the date square of the calendar. 
A calendar gives you a full year of 
records in one handy collection.
A calendar can be used with a 
notebook. Another gardener I know 
writes first on his calendar what jobs 
he’s done, then transfers the notes 
to a notebook where he can expand 
on them.
Notebooks and calendars are only 
as useful as you make them. Keep 
them handy in the toolshed or near 
the door so you can jot down entries 
as soon as you’ve completed the 
day’s work. Soon you’ll find that 
making notes is as natural as wiping 
the mud from your shoes; it will 
become part of your gardening 
routine.
A camera is probably the most 
effective tool for keeping records of 
the garden. Any camera will do the 
job. The more sophisticated the 
camera and lenses, the more detail 
you can record. Photos are excellent 
planning aids and your photographic 
record is accurate and permanent.
Photograph your garden every 
two or three weeks during the 
growing season. Take only color 
pictures or slides, and date them as 
soon as they’re back from the 
developer. Use the pictures to show 
where, how much and how close 
together plants have grown. Photos 
also are excellent records of the 
color effect of flower beds and 
landscape designs. Don’t forget to 
take close-up shots to record com­
panion plantings, mulches, watering 
methods and insect damage.
The activities and events you 
document will depend on your 
garden. But, here is a basic list of 
things to record;
•PLANTINGS. This is a must for 
vegetable producers, but also useful
Continued on page 36.
Experts Report. . .  Once Established. . .  Water Just Once A Week. . .  Be Absolutely Amazed As All Growing Season 
Long— Week In, Week Out. . .  Compared To Even The Majestic Black Spruce. . .  W O N D E R  S H A D E  T R E E . . .
ZOOMS TO THE SIZE OF A 
15 YEAR OLD TREE 
IN JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR!
YES, ROOF-HIGH IN JUST ONE YEAR!
and keeps on skyrocketing 30-40-50 EVEN UP TO 
60 FEET HIGH OR MORE in less time than most 
trees nudge themselves a few feet off the ground.
IT’S ALMOST LIKE 
GROWING 
INSTANT SHADE
Actually Soars Into A Magnificent Tree 
IN JUST ONE YEAR!
Yes! Based on amazing growth rates reported by plant 
scientists— it grows SO FAST. . . arches out SO WIDE 
. . . you can actually take a ruler and measure the 
incredible difference in height every 2 to 3 days! OR, to 
really leave your neighbors gasping in awe and wonder, 
give them a yardstick and let them measure the dif­
ference IN FEET every 2 to 3 weeks!
Yes, goes on to thrust itself so high, so fast that it 
actually towers ovpr even a Japanese Red Maple, 
Cherry Tree or even the'most graceful silky willow in 
such a ridiculously short time you will simply refuse to 
believe your eyes! Think of it!
GROWS MORE IN JUST ONE MONTH THAN MOST 
TREES GROW IN AN ENTIRE YEAR!
Because according to plant experts, Govt, scientists 
and Botanical Gardens who researched this wonder- 
hybrid . , .once established, you merely water it once- 
a-week, and be absolutely floored as, during its 
SUPER-SOARING growing season, it GROWS AS 
MUCH AS A FULL M>-FOOT WEEKLY AFTER EVERY 
TIME YOU WATER IT!
That's right! Grows higher than even a full grown 
Flowering Dogwood IN JUST ONE SINGLE SEASON! 
Grows higher than even a full-grown Star Magnolia IN 
JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR!
PLANT NOW— REACH OUT AND TOUCH ITS LUSH, 
THICK BRANCHES FROM YOUR SECOND STORY 
BEDROOM WINDOW BY THE NEXT SUMMER!
No doubt about it. There's just not another "instant" 
Shade Tree like it on this planet! Because thanks to this 
miracle of plant science, instead of spending a small 
fortune on a tree and then waiting half a lifetime for it to 
grow. . .  get set for the garden-wonder of your life as 
this super-soaring hybrid rockets forth from a prize 
nursery-grown plant to a tower of roof-high beauty in 
less time than you ever dreamed possible.
GROWS IN VIRTUALLY ANY SOII__REQUIRES NO
SPECIAL CARE— SOARS INTO A MASTERPIECE OF 
BEAUTY IN JUST A MAHER OF MONTHS!
Best of all, unlike most trees that demand constant 
care, constant pampering . about the only thing you 
do after you plant this super-growing wonder-hybrid is 
water it and enjoy it! That's why leading botanical 
gardens. . . landscape artists. . . garden editors. . . 
can’t stop raving about its indescribable beauty. . .  its 
trouble-free care . . . its surging, towering growth.
Small wonder that leading experts hail it in the most 
glowing terms ...  recommended it again and again for 
homeowners who want a stunning display of beauty... 
both a wind and privacy screen and deep, cool shade 
... and with practically no more work than a thorough 
watering each week!
VITAL STATISTICS FROM LEADING EXPERTS 
MATURE GROWTH SIZE: as much as 40 to 65 feet 
MATURE SPREAD: as much as 30 to 35 feet 
ZONE OF HARDINESS: Hardy from the deepest South 
to as far North as Vermont, Minn., Quebec, British 
Columbia. Winter Hardy in areas where temp, drops as 
low as 30 degrees below zero.
LIGHT NEEDS: Grows beautifully in Sunny location. 
DECORATIVE MERITS: Highly recommended by land­
scape architects as beautiful decorative specimens for 
homes, parks, highways, etc., where exceptional fast 
growth and beauty are required. Perfect for fast screen­
ing and privacy.
RAPID RATE OF GROWTH: Experts report growth rates 
on specimen trees that measure up to 8 FEET THE 
VERY FIRST YEAR ALONE. That's more than most 
shade trees grow in 3 . . .  4 . . .  5 . .  . even 7 years. 
Yes, once established will grow ranch-house-roof high 
IN JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR, that's right— The very 
next year after planting! Experts also report it soars an 
amazing 5 to 8 feet each year for YEARS thereafter. 
Naturally results are based on optimum growing condi­
tions. Takes but 10 minutes to plant and normal care 
rewards you with a lifetime of beauty starting this very 
year.
CARE: Nothing special— just normal garden care. 
Water fully once weekly. Naturally resistant to most 
diseases, pests or insects.
WE HAVE AT THIS MOMENT ONLY A LIMITED 
SUPPLY AVAILABLE FOR RELEASE TO THE 
PUBLIC— FULL SUPPLY WON’T BE READY 
UNTIL 1987 SO ACT NOW!
Now the price of this super growing shade tree is not 
$20 or $30 as you might expect, but a mere $3.95!
That's right, only $3.95 for this magnificent Beauty 
that rewards you with such a glorious display of growth 
IN JUST ONE SINGLE YEAR. However, our supply is 
limited! Full supplies from the growing fields will not be 
ready until late 1986or early 1987Therefore, all orders 
must be shipped on a first-come, first-shipped basis. 
To make sure you don’t miss o u t. . . ACT NOW!
SATIS FA C TIO N  G U A R A N T E E D  
O R  M O N E Y  B A C K !
Remember: Satisfaction is fully guaranteed. 
You must be thrilled in every way with this 
spectacular f-a-s-t growing shade tree or RE­
TURN AT ANYTIME within 90 days for a full 
refund of purchase price. ANYTIME within 
1 year for free replacement Could anything be 
fairer? Now is the time to order and replant— 
so send no-risk coupon today!
*
JUST MINUTES TO PLANT-REWARDS YOU WITH A LIFETIME OF BEAUTY!
Here's a luxurious sight you don't 
have to wait had a lifetime grow-
K  matched pair of these tow- ihow-pleees.
Picture your patio bathed in the 
cool beauty of this show-stopping 
miracle tree from early spring to 
the first snows of winter. •
Just a few m inutes p la n tin g  
time— a few seasons' growing 
time, rewards you with twin tow­
ers of beauty.
Grows More in One Month Than Most Other Shade Trees Grow in An Entire 
Year— More in One Season Than Ordinary Shade Trees Grow in 2 Years, 3 
Years or Even 5 Years! (Illustration shows magnificent size, spread and 
beauty of mature Populus hybrid-fam. Salicaceae.)
■MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY-
Spring River Nurseries, Dept. DFT-86 
Spring River Road, Hartford, Michigan 49057
Yes, please send me for proper planting time in my area the SUPER 
GROWING HYBRID(S) indicated below:
□  (#001) 1 for only $3.95 plus 75c postage and handling.
□  (#002) 2 for only $6.95 (SAVE OVER $1) plus $1.00 postage and
handling.
□  (#004) 4 for only $10.00 (SAVE OVER $7.00) plus $1.50 postage and
handling.
□  (#010) 10 for only $20.00 (SAVE OVER $20.00) plus $3.00 postage
and handling.
□  (#020) 20 for only $30.00 (SAVE OVER $55.00) plus $5.00 postage
and handling.
If after receiving my order I am not fully delighted, I may return anytime 
within 90 days and you will refund my purchase price in full (less postage 
and handling, of course).
Total amount enclosed $________ (Mich, residents add sales tax.) No
C.O.D.’s please.
Name
Address
City State
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Q A R D E N  PL A N N E R
DUTY
I slept and dreamed that life was Beauty:
I woke and found that life was Duty:
Was then ihy dream a shadowy lie?
Toil on, sad heart, courageously,
And thou hall find thy dream to be 
A noonday light and truth to thee.
Ellen S. Hooper
Use this garden planning grid to draw a scale plan of 
your 1986 garden. This plan will help you determine 
how much seed you need, a time frame for your 
harvests and additional plantings for a continual 
harvest or a fall crop.
-
F A R M S T E A D  35
TH E  STANLEY FORGE CO., INC. 
P.O. Box 23156, Stanley, KS 66223 
913-681-2073
Nam e__
Address,
C ity ____
State __
FS-3
Mail this coupon today for 
FREE information about...
Big Wheeler 
Garden Cart
T.M.
Removable 
front dump 
feature is standard 
equipment.
DISCOUNT
PRICES
QUALITY TOOLS AND 
REPLACEMENT PARTS
• Save up to 35% Off Retail
• Complete line of Chainsaws 
and Brushcutters
• Hard to find parts for 
Chainsaws, Lawnmowers 
and Small Engines
• Table Saws and Band Saws
• Hand and Shop Tools
• Repair Manuals and Safety 
Equipment
• Over 23 Years Experience
• Full Money Back Guarantee
SEND FOR YOUR 
FREE CATALO G
1 Name 1
1 Address 1
City _
State ____. ___  _ Zip
ZIP-PENN, DEPT. FAR-03
P.O. BOX 15129
SACRAMENTO. CA 95851
for flower growers. Recording the 
date you plant seeds or cuttings lets 
you know when to expect a yield or 
showy bloom. It also helps to 
establish a planting schedule so 
you’ll have a continuous supply of 
vegetables or flowers.
•YIELD. Noting yields from year 
to year results in better canning 
efficiency, and helps in planning for 
vegetables all year-round. One 
gardener I talked to jots down on her 
calendar each vegetable she picks. 
Then, in the winter, she tallies up 
her yield. It helps her to plan how 
much of each vegetable to plant the 
next season.
•WEATHER. You could fill your 
notebook with weather reports. You 
could, for example, record daily 
temperatures, rainfall amounts and 
hours of sunlight, if the information 
is useful. The only weather informa­
tion I record is the appearance of 
frost. Based on a three-year ave­
rage, I can then estimate the first 
and last frost dates for any year.
•FEEDING AND WATERING. If 
your garden is like mine, there are 
many different plants in it. Each 
plant has its own feeding and 
watering requirements. If I didn’t 
keep track of feeding and watering, 
my garden would turn into a 
wasteland.
•FIRST PICKING. You may
sometimes forget when vegetables 
ripen, especially root vegetables 
that you can’t see. If you’ve kept 
records, you can see when you 
harvested in previous years. If the 
vegetables don’t appear when it 
seems they should, you can check 
your feeding and watering sched­
ules and make the proper adjust­
ments for a second crop or for the 
next season.
•PLANT PLACEMENT. The easi­
est way to record plant placement is 
with photographs. Simple drawings 
are helpful, too. Keeping track of 
where vegetables are planted is 
essential to a crop rotation scheme, 
and shows which companion plant­
ings work well. These visual records 
are handy when I want to remember 
where various bulbs (tulips, hya­
cinths, etc.) are planted.
•SPRAYING. Whether you use 
chemical or organic disease and pest 
controls, it's vital to record each
application. Sprays are effective 
only if used according to their 
recommended schedule.
•SEED STARTS. Record when 
the seeds are started indoors, when 
the first shoots appear and when 
they are transplanted to a larger 
container or to the ground.
•FIRST APPEARANCE. If you 
show flowers, the appearance of the 
first buds is noteworthy. You can 
then determine when the blooms 
will appear. Then, you can speed up 
or retard growth so the flowers will 
be at their peak for showing.
•SPECIAL EVENTS. Some ex­
amples are: an extra early bloom, 
removal of a tree, transfer of a shrub 
from one part of the garden to 
another, storm damage, a prize­
winning pumpkin or anything else 
out of the ordinary.
A final benefit of keeping records 
is the memories they rekindle. On 
cold February days I can almost 
smell the Queen Elizabeth rose in 
the picture I took last July. My 
mouth waters when I read my 
comments on the succulence of last 
year’s sweet com. I laugh when I 
read that the watermelons I tried 
two years ago grew no larger than 
softballs. From the memories of past 
gardens come better future gardens
Wendell Anderson gardens and 
writes at his home in Eugene, 
Oregon.
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“$8,000 in 2 Days 
Guaranteed!”
Let me show you how you can make a minimum 
of $8,000 in 2 days. That's right! In only 2 days you 
could be enjoying a completely different and 
wonderful lifestyle.
Can you use $8,000 in the next 2 days? Can
you use $1b,000 in the next 2 weeks? Can you use 
$24,000 in the next 30 days? This is an absolute 
reality and I want to show you how it can be done.
There was a time when I was so broke I could 
not put diapers on my baby or feed my family. 
Maybe you are living like I was —  I pray that you 
are not. Maybe you are hurting financially just a 
little. Maybe you are thousands of dollars in debt 
and can’t see your way out, or maybe you are just 
dissatisfied with your present way of life. If any of 
the above applies, you will be interested in what I 
have to say!
I am on top of the world - but it wasn’t always 
that way; in fact, 13 months ago, I was hurting and 
hurting badly. Almost 2 years ago I got involved in 
a business that turned out to be a disaster. 
Unfortunately, when it went down the tubes, all my 
life savings went with it. I thought my life had come 
to an end. I had no money to pay the rent, the car 
payment, the phone bill, the gas bill nor the light 
bill. That’s right, I didn’t have a penny to my name. 
The thing that was really bad, was that my family 
was suffering with me.
In a matter of 9 months, we were $14,000 in 
debt. We had a place to live only because a friend 
was kind enough to let us stay rent free. Life was 
bad, and every day it was getting worse. Despite 
the disappointments of being in debt and unemployed, 
we kept hanging in there —  looking and searching 
for something —  anything!
This might sound like a familiar song to a few 
of you, but in my situation, the results were rare.
In one miraculous day, everything changed. 
That particular day, I woke up very early. I went 
into the kitchen, sat down and dropped my head to 
the table. I was so miserable and full of hurt and 
grief watching the hours pass by. All of a sudden, I 
was overcome with an incredible idea: an idea that 
was so strong, I instantly picked up the phone. I 
made that one certain phone call. Just one phone 
call and 2 days later, we were making $8,000 a 
month! guaranteed! All I made was one phone call 
and in 2 days our miseries were gone!
In the next 60 days, we paid off our $14,000 
debt and began buying things that even people 
who have worked all of their lives can’t afford: my 
dream car - a Mercedes 450 SL. It was a symbol of 
my small discovery and my victory over defeat.
Five months after this discovery, I bought my 
wife a BMW 533i for Valentine's Day. It was just a 
little something to let her know how much I 
appreciated and loved her for sticking with me 
through those trying 9 months.
Eight months after my discovery, I asked my 
wife where she would like to live if given the 
freedom and the choice: "California." So we packed 
up everything and moved to the most beautiful 
spot in the state. Those of you who have been to 
Santa Barbara know what I’m talking about. We 
moved to a beautiful $250,000 home right by the 
ocean. And we still had $30,000 in the bank!
Yes, our lives changed entirely in only 2 days 
-all because of one, simple phone call - a phone 
call that anyone, anywhere can make. All you need 
is to know the secret. This is such a great little 
secret, I just had to write a simple book telling you 
how to make the ONE, SIMPLE 3 MINUTE PHONE 
CALL. This call will entirely change your financial 
picture in only 2 days, as it did mine
Believe me, It works - it works big - and it 
keeps on working. Day after day, week after week,
oftor mnnth . it Iroonc on u/nrlrinn for ac lonn
as you want it - guaranteed!
My money making method is so simple that it 
is almost hard to believe. Just imagine, you are 
sitting by your phone and you make one phone 
call that takes approximately 3 minutes. In a 
maximum of 2 days, you can be making a minimum 
of $8,000 per month, guaranteed, for as long as 
you want it. Pick up the phone again, and make 
another 3 minute phone call and in 2 days, you can 
be making a minimum of $16,000 per month, 
guaranteed, for as long as you want it.
THE FORMULA WORKS LIKE THIS: EVERY 
3 MINUTE PHONE CALL = $8,000 PER MONTH 
INCOME GUARANTEED FOR AS LONG AS YOU 
WANT IT.
There is nothing magical about this. You just 
need to know who to call. It’s that simple.
Every successful person has his secret to 
success. But some are harder to follow than 
others. I know that my secret is by far the easiest. 
How difficult can it be to make a 3 minute phone 
call - which can be making you $8,000 per month in 
just 2 days. YOU JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.'
I promise, there is NO CATCH. You just need 
to know who to call.
My program is something that has never been 
done, seen nor advertised before!
I don’t want to waste valuable space telling 
you what it is not, but I guarantee you that you 
have never seen anything like this before. 
Although you make a 3 minute phone call, you 
do not sell anything over the phone. I repeat, YOU 
DON’T SELL ANYTHING.
My program is absolutely legal and the most 
moral and ethical work you will ever do.
This is something anybody, living anywhere, 
in any kind of circumstance can do.
Sworn Testimonial:
“A fter receiving D oug H olm es 'book, it took me  
two day$ to secure an incom e o f $12,000 per  
m onth guaranteed , for as long as I wanted it .” 
M ike Kohler, Texas
Sworn Testimonial:
" I’m  32 years old, high school education and a 
ho u sew ife . O n ce  rec e iv in g  D o u g  H o lm e s ’ 
book, w ith in a few  days I secured  enough  
incom e to becom e financia lly  Independent for 
life .”
Karen Skelly, Illinois
Sworn Testimonial:
“I was fla t b roke w hen I received Mr. H olm es' 
book. A fte r 2  days of applying his method, I 
locked in an income of $8,400  per month  
guaranteed!”
D an C ockrell, Texas
Sworn Statement:
“I have personally  been a witness and do 
testify that Mr. D ouglas  G. H olm es has been  
able to secure in 2 days $8 ,000  per month, 
guaranteed  - after one 3 -m inu te  phone call." 
Milt F„ S.L.C. Utah
Sworn Statement:
“As the personal accountan t and brother 
of D oug Holm es, I testify that Mr. Holm es has, 
indeed, been able to lock  in an incom e o f 
$8,000 p e r m onth, guaranteed, w ithin a 2 day  
period. I also testify that the statem ents m ade  
on this page are accurate and  true ."
Robert M. Holmes, Accountant 
Oregon
“Zero to $8,000 in 2 Days”
Guarantee
Order my book “Zero to $8,000 in 2 Days” and
let me prove that what I have said is true. When 
the book arrives, quickly open it to the first 
page —  take the next 60 minutes and read my 
seven simple steps to success. Then pick up 
the phone and make that 3-minute phone call, 
and if you are not making a minimum of $8,000 
per month, guaranteed, within 2 days, send 
back the materials in original condition at any­
time for a full refund. ___________
Make $24,000 in 30 days or $16,000 In 14 days.
If you have any doubts simply order the book. With 
my guarantee you will be trying my program 
absolutely free. You have nothing to lose and 
$8,000 In 2 days to gain!
Sworn Testimonial:
“W ithin 18 hours o f reading D oug H o lm es ’ 
book, I locked in an incom e o f $1 2 ,0 0 0 /m onth ." 
Ken Smith, Sask., Canada
Important notice: Due to the high demand 
for my book, please order within 7 days to 
insure prompt delivery. Orders are filled on a 
first come, first serve basis.
My office phone number is (805) 964-4366.
Your Order Form
! Douglas G. Holmes 
' 5290 Overpass Rd., Suite 215 Dept. 188 
I Santa Barbara, CA 93111 
I Dear Doug,
I If you can make one 3-minute phone call,
| then surely I can. I’m willing to send you $10 on 
| the condition that if I’m not making $8,000 in 2 
I days, or am not satisfied with your book, I can 
. send it back at anytime for a full refund.
I Option □  $2 Special handling and 1st class 
I shipping.
1 Name ______________________________
| Address-------------------------------------------------
• C ity________________________________
• State _____________________  Z ip_____
I Foreign orders, please add $2 for shipping. 
| Thank you! ©1985
Almanac & Year-Round Gardening Guide
Build Compost to Build Soil
C
ompost is partially de­
composed organic ma­
terial. When you add it 
to your garden soil, you 
improve both the phys­
ical structure and the fertility of your 
soil. Annual (or more frequent) 
additions of compost to your soil will 
increase the ability of sandy soils to 
retain moisture and nutrients and 
will lighten heavy clay soils.
Compost feeds soil by slowly 
releasing plant nutrients. It will 
supply most plant needs in small 
amounts, called micronutrients. For 
maximum yields, your garden needs 
large amounts of nitrogen, phos­
phorus and potassium and many 
gardeners supply these with com­
mercial fertilizers—both chemical 
and organic. Fertilizer is generally 
thought to be about seven times 
more potent than most compost, 
when comparing equal quantities. 
By increasing the amount of com­
post you add to your garden, you can 
equal the value of fertilizers as food 
while you improve the soil structure.
All plant and animal material will 
decay eventually if exposed to 
warm, moist conditions. The com­
post pile provides these conditions 
and does so in such a way that the 
decomposition process is rapid. A 
good compost pile will include 
alternating layers of green, moist 
materials and dry, bulky materials. 
Each layer is generally no more than 
eight inches deep to allow for a 
proper mix. Equal portions of dry
and moist materials are ideal. If you 
can’t supply equal amounts, a ratio 
of two-to-one, dry-to-moist is ac­
ceptable.
Your compost pile should be at 
least four feet square at the bottom 
by four feet high. Anything smaller 
is likely to dry out before decomposi­
tion has taken place. The ideal 
compost bin is seven feet square by 
five feet high, according to the 
University of Georgia Cooperative 
Extension Service. You can build 
larger piles but, if you do, consider 
using a rectangular shape. It will 
expose more surface area and the 
pile contents will be able to heat up 
quickly.
By now most gardeners are aware 
of the fact that only unsuccessful 
compost smells bad. Smelly compost
is just air-starved. Enclosing your 
pile in a wire cage, a cinder block 
bin (setting blocks on sides to 
expose the holes) or old lathe 
fencing will give the contents 
enough air to keep it active and 
sweet-smelling.
Most organic refuse is a good 
candidate for the compost b in - 
weeds, old plants, fallen leaves, 
kitchen waste and grass clippings 
are just a few examples. Don’t use 
diseased plant materials or scraps of 
meat and animal bones.
Coarse materials such as tree 
branches and com stalks can be 
beneficial to your compost pile—if 
you add them in small amounts. 
Their bulk helps to aerate the pile. If 
you are too heavy handed with these 
materials, however, you will slow
The M oon’s Phases in Fall
Fall ciMS-
Common Problems
PROBLEM
Too wet and smelly
Too dry and stemmy 
Outer edges of the bin contents refuse to heat
SOLUTION
With Compost Piles
Your pile is compacted and air-starved. Empty your bin and refill it loosely. 
For stubborn piles, consider building on a lifted base to allow air to rise from 
beneath the contents.
Your pile needs water. Soak large material and sprinkle the bin contents. 
Add some active compost to get the pile working. Make sure you haven’t 
added wood to your pile. This bulky material takes years to decompose.
Your pile is too small. Gather more material and rebuild.
Not heating up even though pile is damp and 
doesn’ t smell bad
Pile is too compact, without air feed
Could be your pile is lacking certain nutrients — usually the result of a 
concentration of ingredients, e.g., too much kitchen waste and not enough 
grass or straw. Make a hole in the center of the pile and add a bucket load of 
manure. If this doesn’ t get it going, pull apart the pile, add more materials 
and rebuild. Excess soil will also deter your pile from heating up and take up 
space.
Drive perforated pipe, bamboo sticks, cornstalks or tubes of wire mesh 
through your pile to ventilate it. Avoid adding large amounts of newsprint, 
especially since it is often treated with insecticide. Small quantities are fine, 
but too much will cause compaction.
the decomposition process because 
you will be adding so much air that 
the pile dries out.
Chopping materials into tiny 
pieces isn’t necessary, although it 
will help increase the rate of 
decomposition. The key to a suc­
cessful “ breakdown”  rate is the 
right mix of small and large. You 
don’t want the contents too com­
pacted or too loose.
A well-made compost pile will
begin to heat up as soon as it is 
built. After about four days the 
heating cycle will taper off. This is 
the time to turn the contents to make 
sure that the outer edges get as 
thoroughly heated as the center- 
killing off the pests, weed seeds and 
harmful bacteria and fungi. Once 
you have turned the pile, you should 
let it heat up for another three days 
or so—until it reaches 158 degrees F. 
The temperature will then begin to
drop as the active organisms die off 
due to lack of material to decom­
pose. In another three days, the pile 
will be ready for a second turning. 
The contents will heat up again—to 
about 140 degrees F—and then cool. 
At this point, the decomposition 
process will be complete. The pile 
will continue to cool. About 20 days 
from the initial construction of your 
compost heap the contents will be 
ready to use. -i>t-
by
Dr. Leonard Perry
L
ate fall is the time to put 
the yard and garden to 
bed for the winter, so 
they will come back next 
spring in good shape. 
Part of that process includes liming 
lawns and next year’s garden site.
Before you lime, do a soil test to 
determine how much lime you will 
need. Kits complete with instruc­
tions are available from your county 
extension service office as well as 
many arden stores. If you haven’t 
limed in the past few years, a
rule-of-thumb might be 50 pounds of 
lime per 1,000 square feet of area.
Several types of lime are avail­
able. Regular or ground limestone 
supplies only calcium, while dolo- 
mitic limestone also supplies mag­
nesium, an element essential for 
good plant growth. You don’t have 
to purchase hydrated or quick limes 
as the lime will have all winter to 
work itself into the soil. Take care to 
avoid using the slow-working limes 
in the spring since these may burn 
the plants.
Before liming, clean all stakes, 
string, diseased plants and other 
debris from the garden. Even if you 
decide not to lime, this must still be 
done so the garden will be ready to 
work next spring.
Dr. Leonard Perry is the ornamental 
horticulturalist for the University of 
Vermont Extension Service.
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Complete Outfitters For Your 
Back To Basics Journey:
Hand pumps, windmills, wood 
cooking ranges, gardening 
tools, apple butter kettles, cast 
iron ware, buggies, farm 
bells, beer & wine making 
supplies, harness, blacksmithing 
equipment, and more ..
All new merchandise 
available through our 250 page 
"W ish & Want Book" 
catalogue. $3.75 ppd.
Cumberland General Store
Dept. FPM6 Rt. 3 Crossville, Tn 38555
r4 -H
Djft YOUTH 
p A  AGRICULTURE
b e  a  V o l u n t e e r
fcA YOUTH 
p A  FAMILIES
b e  a  M e m b e r
Grow Fruit 
You'll Love 
To Share
FREE full-color planting 
and growing guide gives 
easy to follow instructions 
on 33 (virus-free):
• Strawberry Varieties
PLUS
• Grapes
• Raspberries
• Blackberries
• Blueberries
• Asparagus
• Rhubarb
• Fruit Trees
• Ahrens exclusive "Plant Care 
Kit" and much-much more.
Select plants that will grow best in 
your area with sensational flavors 
and remarkable yields.
Everything Guaranteed 
Send now for your FREE 
copy or call.
800/824-7888 Operator 294
Box FS86 • Huntingburg, Indiana 47542
n  • .1 r \  t  T7* h pBoxing the Dwarf r lg I ree
by Aldo P. Biagiotti
Fall c^8L___________________________
ven if you aren’t a boxer, 
you may still get knock­
ed out, figuratively 
speaking that is.
Winter weather can 
knock your dwarf fig down (damag­
ing much or all of it) or kill it 
outright. To prevent one or the 
other, you can construct a fig box.
There are several ways to protect 
the dwarf fig tree (Ficus Carica) over 
the winter months. One effective 
way is to box-in the dwarf fig tree 
before the first frost jabs.
Some gardeners wait for the first 
light frost to knock off the leaves. 
However, you can’t be sure that the 
first frost will be a lightweight.
At the end of October, come out 
swinging. First, put a plastic protec­
tor around the main trunk of the 
dwarf fig tree. This prevents field 
mice from feasting on the winterized 
dwarf fig tree.
Next, whether or not the leaves 
have fallen, gather the branches in 
toward the main trunk. Use heavy 
twine. Secure the twine to the main 
trunk at the bottom and start 
wrapping the twine around the 
bunched-up branches. Be gentle. In 
the end, your tree will resemble a 
folded umbrella.
Your next step is to take an empty 
100-pound feedbag. Genty pull the 
sack over the top of the bundled 
tree. Tie the open end with twine. 
Wrap another grain bag around the 
trunk near the bottom and secure it.
Using a three-inch insulation roll,
start wrapping it around the tree 
from the bottom. A waist-high wrap 
is sufficient.
Tar paper follows. Starting at the 
bottom, wind the tar paper around 
the insulation and work toward the 
top. Drape a section of tar paper 
over the top like a bonnet and secure 
it with twine.
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The boxing-in step finishes the 
winterizing process. Of course, the 
side sections are prepared ahead of 
time.
Nail together three boards, 7 feet 
by IIV2 inches, with a pair of 
two-by-fours. Use galvanized nails. 
The two-by-fours are each cut into 
three lengths and nailed in about 12 
inches from either end of each 
board. The ends of the two-by-fours 
are bevelled so that, when the 
sections are erected, the side sec­
tions will fit closely, forming a 
triangular tube. A piece of plywood, 
that overhangs all sides, is set on 
top.
Standing the sections upright, 
nail them in place. The three 
sections, nailed together, form the 
“ outhouse”  structure. To steady the 
structure, drive several stakes in 
alongside and secure with a few 
nails.
By boxing it in for the winter, you 
give your dwarf fig tree a better 
chance to come out fighting strong 
in the spring. -Pf.
Aldo P. Biagiotti bases his writings 
on his garden in Ridgefield, Connec­
ticut.
INCREASED 
PROFITS 
PLUS ADDED 
PLEASURES!
Join the many thousands who 
have already discovered how to in­
crease their yields through 
“ H oneybee” pollination and 
discover the fascinating world of 
beekeeping at the same time. Many 
of the natural nesting sites for 
pollinating insects have and con­
tinue to be destroyed by urbaniza­
tion as well as modern farming 
technics. This means more and more 
of the pollination requirements of 
our garden crops are becoming 
dependent upon the“Honeybee” and 
unlike the wild pollinating insects, 
the “Honeybee” can, to a great ex­
tent, be control to pollinate when 
and where we determine it’s need.
BEEKEEPING
PIONEERS
The A. I. ROOT CO. is known 
throughout the beekeeping industry 
as the leader in quality. We’ve been
producing beekeeping supplies since 
1869, that’s over 117 years of con­
tinuous service and our dedication 
to beekeeping has never been 
stronger.
Our 1986 catalog offers a wide ar­
ray of beekeeping supplies including 
economy equipment for the cost con­
scious buyer. We also offer a com­
plete line of instructional materials, 
many “how-to” books, and the revis­
ed reference book written by Mr. A. 
I. Root himself,“ABC and XYZ of 
Bee Culture.”
DON’T  WAIT ANV LONGER
No matter how well your 
garden has done in the past you can 
increase your yields and discover a 
fascinating new world at the same 
time. In addition you’ll add to your 
profits and enjoyment by producing 
natures finest sweetener, pure, 
delicious, honey!
Don’t delay, write today for our 
FREE catalog.
T H E  A .  L  R O O T  C O .
D EPT: FM  
P.O. B O X  706  
M E D IN A , O H  4 4 2 5 8
ROTO-HOE.
WE VE TURNED THE CORNER 
IN TILLER DESIGN.
Introducing our Model 904 easy handling tiller.
It's our newest, most maneuverable rear tine tiller.
Remember, most tillers that turn on a dime 
aren't worth 10 cents. They are too light to break 
ground adequately. Rear tine tillers need proper 
weight to till, furrow, and cultivate efficiently.
At 190 lbs., our new 4 HP Model 904 is 
different. It combines the weight and ruggedness to 
get the job done right, with a new feature not found 
on others. The distance between the 904s wheel 
axle and tine shaft is only 14 inches. The ideal 
balance created by this innovative design insures 
high performance handling. Now, you'll never again 
need to wrestle a long, cumbersome tiller through 
your freshly planted garden.
Best of all, we haven't increased handling 
ease at the expense of our well known quality.
The Model 904 features heavy gauge welded steel 
construction. A reliable 4 HP Briggs & Stratton 
engine. High carbon forged tines. And a finger-tip 
controlled chain drive delivers more torque to 
the tiller than gear driven tillers do, with fewer 
maintenance problems. All at a price you can't 
afford to pass up.
Roto-Hoe Model 904 rear tine tiller. It does a 
big tiller’s job at a small tiller’s price.
Get the information on all our rear tine tillers 
from $489.
Dept. F
100 Auburn Rd., Newbury, OH 44065 
Please send information:
Name
Address
State
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c o ld  F ra m e
Extends growing, 
season 6 weeks.
Solid aluminum 
frame and 
double-wall 
polycarbonate 
glazing.
Shatterproof. Optional automatic openers. 39"x34" 
Expands with add-on units.
Electric
Steinmax
Chipper-Shredder
•  Compare the value
•  Most powerful motor.
2.3hp on 110v. 1700 watts.
•  Chipper does V A " branches
•  Center blade shreds corn 
stalks, prunings, old plants, 
newspapers and leaves
•  Bulk leaf shredding 
accessory.
Imported from England
w a te rin g  
C an s
Regular & 
Long Reach 
Models
This range of 6 
cans handles every watering 
job in the greenhouse, garden or 
home. Good looking, strong green plastic and 
built to last. Brass-faced rose attachments pro­
vide gentle rain for seed bpds and delicate seed­
lings. All priced under $10
Sliding-panel
Compost Bins
Garden and kitchen 
wastes become rich 
compost in weeks 
Scientifically designed 
English bins hold in 
warmth and moisture 
for accelerated 
decomposition yet 
ventilate correctly 
Add materials anytime 
3 sizes in steel or 
plastic
Rose A rbors & 
Carden A rches
G r e e n h o u s e  Q u a l i ty
With these classic 
English arches you can 
build a wide variety 
of garden structures 
for climbing roses, 
grapes, wisteria, 
clematis, etc Strong 
steel tubing sealed in 
weatherproof green 
plastic. Easily 
assembled 8 ' tall 
x 5' wide
Call or write for 
FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE
.  The
Kinsman
Company
River Road (Dept. 411) Point Pleasant, PA 18950 
(215) 297-5613
Fall
Guidelines for Bulbs
by Heidi N. Brugger
r
ail is the time to think 
spring. That’s because it 
is planting time for many 
bulbs. Bulbs are increas­
ing in popularity be­
cause of the tremendous colorful 
display they provide in the spring. 
And they are relatively easy to grow.
When buying bulbs to plant in 
your garden or yard you should look 
for:
•Firmness. Bulbs shouldn’t be 
“ squishy”  or loose. The scales 
should be firmly joined.
•Corms, rhizomes or tubers (dahl­
ias, crocus, etc.) should be plump 
and fairly hard.
•Weight. Good bulbs are heavier 
than inferior ones. Pick up the 
bulbs you are considering. If two are 
the same size, choose the heavier for 
your yard.
•A skin or coating that is free
from cuts and bruises. Smooth, 
bright, intact skins protect the bulb 
so it is less likely to rot once planted.
Once you’ve brought your bulbs 
home, plant them as soon as 
possible. If you can’t get them in the 
ground right away, store them in 
bags in a cool, dry place.
Use the planting chart to deter­
mine the depth of the holes that you 
need to dig for each variety of bulb. 
Put in a couple handfuls of bone- 
meal before placing the bulb in the 
hole. This will feed the bulbs and 
you’ ll enjoy a colorful display in the 
spring. If ycu already have bulbs, 
remember to sidedress with a little 
bonemeal each fall. Every bulb likes 
a boost. □
Heidi N. Brugger is managing editor 
of The Farmstead Press.
Soil Line
Depth
V
NURSERY STOCK SALE (order by maid from catalogue prices
P LA N TIN G  IN S T R U C T IO N S  IN C LU D E D  IN  EACH O RDER, EVERY P LAN T W ILL BE LABELED.
N otice: Orders o f $30.00 or m ore - take  10% discount o ff  price o f order. Does not apply to  $2.50 postage and handling charge.
RED MAPLE (Acer Rubrum 4-5 ft.) 
This is one of the most beautiful of all 
shade trees. Besides having brilliant 
scarlet red leaves in the fall of the year, 
it has another excellent trait - it is an ex­
tremely fast grower. It is very easily 
transplanted and many experts agree it 
will practically grow anywhere in the 
U.S.A Grows up to 60 ft.
1 Tree . . .  1.50 10 Trees .14.00
GREEN WEEPING WILLOW
4-5 ft. . 1.50 ea. 10 for 14.00 
This common Weeping Willow makes a 
large lacy tree with long branches weep­
ing to the ground. Good for planting near 
water or as a planting accent alone or in
Sroups of two or three in moist locations Itimate height 40 feet.
LOMBARDY POPLAR
3-5 ft............................................. 79 ea.
10 for 7.50 100 for 70.00
Suitable as a background, along drive­
ways, screening oft outbuildings and other 
unsightly objects.
NOTICE
We have a large amount of Apples and 
Peaches in 2 to 3 ft. size, the most popular 
varieties, that we are making you a 
bargain price on.
STANDARD APPLES
Red Delicious, 2-3 ft................1.75 ea
Stayman Winesap, 2-3 ft. .1.75 ea.
Yellow Delicious, 2-3 ft...........1.75 ea.
10 Apple Trees for $15.00
STANDARD PEACHES
Belle Go., 2-3 ft.......................1.75 ea.
Elberta, 2-3 ft...........................1.75 ea.
Hale Haven, 2-3 ft.................. 1.75 ea
Red Haven, 2-3 ft....................1.75 ea.
10 Peach Trees for $15.00
DELIVERY DATE
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, New 
Mexico, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Texas, Virginia and West Virginia. 
SPRING: January 15 - May 1 
FALL: October 1 - December 1 
ALL OTHER STATES 
SPRING: March 1 - May 1 
FALL: Sep*. 25 - December 1
WHITE DOGWOOD (4-5 ft.)
Large white, single blossoms are conspic­
uous early in spring. The foliage is attrac­
tive all summer, and the rail colors 
beautiful. Red berries hang on most of the 
winter. Use as a specimen ot in groups as 
a background for borders. Grows up to
30 ft. high.
I tree . . .  1.99 10 trees . . . 19.00
Crepe Myrtle, Red, Pink, 1 ft. 1.25 ea. 
Spirea Van Houttie, 1-2 ft. . .1.25 ea.
Weigela, Red, 1-2 ft....................95 ea.
Forsythia Y e llo w .........................65 ea.
Bush Honeysuckle, Red, 1 ft. .75 ea. 
Red Flowering Quince, 1-2 ft. 1.25 ea. 
Persian Lilac, Purple, 1-2 ft. . . .95 ea.
Old Foshion Lilac, 1-2 ft......... 1.25 ea.
Hydrangea P.G., 1-2 ft.............. 75 ea.
Mockorange, White, 1-2 ft. . . .60 ea. 
Pussy Willow, 1-2 ft. . .95 ea.
Red Barberry, 1-2 ft....................95 ea.
Jap. Snowball, 1-2 ft..............1,25 ea.
Blue Hydrongea, 1-2 ft...........1.25 ea.
Azalea, White, Purple, Red or Pink
Vi-1 ft................................. I 25 ea
Russian Olive, 1-2 ft....................75 ea.
Scarlet Oak, 3-5 ft.................. 2.98 ea.
Ginko Tree, 3-4 ft..................3.98 ea
Pin Oak, 3-5 ft.........................2.95 ea.
Sweet Gum, 4-5 ft................... 1.50 ea
Crimson King Maple, 3-5 f t . . .9 95 ea.
Persimmon, 1-2 ft.....................1.95 ea.
Dawns Redwood, 1-2 ft. .3.95 ea. 
Jap. Red Leaf Maple, 1 f t . . .  .3.95 ea.
Hybrid Poplar, 3-5 ft.............. 1.75 ea
Red Oak, 3-5 ft....................... 2.98 ea.
Blackberry, Thornless...............1.75 ea.
Black Raspberry, 1 ft......................... 85 ea.
Red Everbearing Raspberry, 1 ft. .75 ea.
Dewberry, 1 ft..............................95 eo
Boysenberry, 1 ft..........................95 ea
Gooseberry, 2 yr., 1 ft............ 1,75 ea.
Figs, 1-2 ft................................. 3.98 ea
Concord Grape, 1 ft....................... 1.25 ea.
Fredonia Grape, 1 ft.......................1.25 ea.
Niagara Grope, 1 ft....................... 1.25 ea.
10 Rhubarb, 1 yr. Roots..............2.50
25 Strawberry, Blakemore or
Tenn. Beauty ......................  2.95
25 Gem Everbearing Strawberry .2.95
25 South Privet, 1-2 ft.................... 6.95
25 North Privet, 1-2 ft....................6.95
10 Multiflora Rose, 1-2 ft............... 4.98
20 Asparagus, 1 yr roo ts............ 2.75
10 English Ivy, 4-8 in......................3.00
TULIP TREE (4-5 ft.)
A large growing, hardy tree reaching 
heights of 80 feet or more. Its bright 
yellow leaves in the fall have tulip shaped 
flowers in the spring. Rapid grower.
1 Tree . . .  1.50 10 Trees 14.00
STANDARD FRUIT TREES 
1-2 Years Old
Elberta Peach, 3-5 ft........... .3.49 ea.
Belle of Ga. Peach, 3-5 ft. . . .3.49 ea.
J. H. Hale Peach, 3-5 ft. . . . .3.49 ea.
Hale Haven Peach, 3-5 ft. . . 3.49 ea.
Dixie Red Peach, 3-5 ft........ 3.49 ea.
Golden Jubilee Peach, 3-5 ft. 3.49 ea.
Red Haven Peach, 3-5 ft. . . .3.49 ea
Champion Peach, 3-5 ft. .3.49 ea.
Loring Peach, 3-5 ft.............. .3.49 ea.
Stayman Winesap Apl., 3-5 ft 
Rea Delicious Apple, 3-5 ft. .
.3.98 ea.
.3.49 ea.
Red Rome Apple, 3-5 ft. . . . 3 49 ea.
Red Jonathan Apple, 3-5 ft. 
Early McIntosh Apple, 3-5 ft.
3.49 ea.
.3.49 6q.
Red June Apple, 3-5 ft.........
Arkansas Black Apple, 3-5 ft. 
Early Harvest Apple, 3-5 ft.
.3.49 ea.
3.49 ea.
3.49 ea.
Lodi Apple, 3-5 f t . .
Grimes Golden Apple, 3-5 ft.
Mutsu Apple, 3-5 ft...............
Granny Smith Apple, 3-5 ft.
3.49 ea.
3.49 ea.
.3.49 ea.
3.98 ea.
Yellow Trans. Apple, 3-5 f t . . .3.49 ea.
Montmorency Cny., 216-4 ft. .5.98 ea.
Black Tartarian Chy., 216-4 ft 5.98 ea.
Early Richmond Chy., 216-4 ft .5.98 ea.
Bing Cherry, 216-4 ft.............
Governor Wood Chy.,-2'/2-4 ft
5.98 ea.
5.98 ea.
Kieffer Pear, 3-5 ft............ .4.98 ea.
Orient Pear, 3-5 ft.......... 4 98 ea.
Bartlett Pear, 3*5 ft............... 4 98 ea.
Moonglow Pear, 3-5 ft. . .4.98 ea.
Moorpark Apricot, 216-4 ft. . 2.98 ea.
Early Golden Apricot, 216-4 ft .2.98 ea.
Sure Crop Nectarine, 216-4 ft .2.98 ea.
Garden State Nect., 216-4 ft. 2.98 ea.
Damson Plum, 3-5 ft.............. .3.49 ea.
Methley Plum, 3-5 ft.............. .3.49 ea.
Red June Plum, 3-5 ft. 3 49 ea.
Santa Rosa Plum, 3-5 ft- . . . .3.49 ea.
Burbank Plum, 3-5 ft............. 3.49 ea.
Stanley Prune Plum, 3-5 ft. 3.49 ea.
| DWARF FRUIT TREES - 1-2 Yrs. Old
Dwf. Elberta Peach, 216-4 ft. . 3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Belle of Ga. Peach, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. J. H. Hale Peach, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Hale Haven Peach, 216-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Dixie Red Peach, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Golden Jub. Pch,, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Red Haven Peach, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea 
Dwf. Champion Peach, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Loring Peach, 2/6-4 f t . . . 3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Red June Apple, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea.
WHITE BIRCH (4-5 ft.)
Many people know this eye catching 
native tree as White Birch or Canoe Birch. 
The white bark and clear yellow leaves 
in the fall provide showy colors. Height 
60 feet, spread 30 feet.
1 T re e .. .  1.98 10 Trees . . .  17.50
DWARF FRUIT TREES Continued
Dwf. Red Del. Apple, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Red Rome Apple, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf Red Jonathan, 2Vi-4 ft. .3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Early McIntosh, 2Vi-4 ft. 3.49 ea, 
Dwf. Stayman Winesap, 2Vi-4 ft.3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Early Harvest, 2 Vi - 4 ft. .3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Lodi Apple, 2Vi-4 ft. . . .3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Grimes Golden, 2Vi-4 ft. 3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Yellow Del. Apt., 2 Vi-4 ft-3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Granny Smith, 2Vi-4 ft. .4.49 ea 
Dwf, Yellow Trans., 2Vi-4 ft. .3.49 ea. 
Dwf. North Star Chy., 2Vi-4 ft,6.49 ea. 
Dwf. Montmorency Cny., 216-4 ft.6.49 ea. 
Dwf. Bartlett Pear, 2Vi-4 ft. . .5.98 ea. 
Dwf. Kieffer Pear, 2Vi-4 ft. . .5.98 ea. 
Dwf. Burbank Plum, 2Vi-4 ft. .3.49 ea. 
Dwf. Methley Plum, 216-4 ft. .3.49 ea. 
Dwf Red June Plum, 216-4 ft. 3.49 ea
EVERGREENS -  1-2 Years Old
'W hite Pine, l ft..................... .60 ea.
Blue Rug, 4-6 inches ............. 1.75 ea
Wax Leaf Ligustrum, !6-l ft. . .65 ea.
Colorado Blue Spruce, !6-l ft. 
'Canadian Hemlock, 1-2 ft. . .
75 ea.
.75 ea.
Andora Juniper, 16-1 ft........... 1.25 ea.
Norway Spruce, '6-1 ft.......... 75 ea.
NUT TREES -  1-2 Years Old
American Hazel Nut, 3-5 ft. . 2.95 ea.
European Hazel Nut, 3-5 ft. . 2.95 ea.
Butternut, 3-4 ft........................ 4.49 ea.
Chinese Chestnut, 3-5 ft.......... 3.95 ea.
Hardy Pecan Seedlings, 1-2 ft .1.50 ea.
Stuart Pecan, Papershell, 2-3 ft .895 ea.
Black Walnut, 3-5 ft................ 3.45 ea.
English Walnut, 2-3 ft............. 7.95 ea.
Hall's Hardy Almonds, 3-5 ft. 4.98 ea.
BERRY PLANTS ,
BLUEBERRIES -  Bluecrop, Rubel, 
Blueray, Jersey, 1 ft................2 98 ea.
|  FLOWERING TREES -  1-2 Yrs. Old |
Magnolia Grandiflora, Vi-1 ft. 1.45 ea.
Mimosa, Pink, 3-5 ft................1.50 ea.
Pink Flow. Dogwood, 2 ft. 7.95 ea.
Golden Rain Tree, 3-4 ft.........2.95 ea
Pink Flow. Cherry, 3-5 ft. . . .5.95 ea.
Flow. Crab, Red, 3-5 ft.......... 3.49 ea.
Magnolia Soulangeana, 1-2 ft.2.95 ea. 
European Mt. Ash, 3-4 ft. . . . 3.95 ea. 
Red Flow, Dogwood, 2 ft. .7.95 ea.
Our plants are nursery grown from cuttings, seeds or budded stock unless otherwise stated. 
These have never been transplanted. Those marked with (*) asterisks mean they are col­
lected from the wild state. Plants are inspected by the Tennessee Department of 
Agriculture. This gives you a chance to buy at lower prices. You may order as many or 
as few plants as you wish. Send $2.50 extra with order for postage and packing. RUSH 
YOUR ORDER TODAY! TWO-WAY GUARANTEE: We ship live plants packed well to reach you 
in perfect condition. However, sometimes a package gets lost and stays in transit a long time. In 
this case, in the Fall and Winter when plants are dormant, you can scrape on the bark and tell whether 
the plants are alive or not. If the bark is green, it is alive. We believe we have the best guarantee 
any mail order nursery could possibly offer. Here is our two-way guarantee. First guarantee - When 
you receive your order, if there are any plants in bad condition, you notify us immediately and we 
will replace absolutely FREE. Second guarantee - The reason we make this strong guarantee is 
because there is no reason any of the plants should die. However, if any fail to live within 12 months 
from the date of delivery, we will replace for one-half of the original purchase price, plus $1.00 for 
postage and handling. No return of dead plants necessary. We guarantee our plants to be true to 
name and color. Anything that proves to be wrong color or variety, we will replace free.
LEE'S NURSERY — Route 2, Box 184-FS 
mcminimville, Tennessee 37110
SUGAR MAPLE (4-5 ft.)
The largest of all maples, its beautiful ar­
ray of yellow and orange hues make it a 
sight to remember due to the foliage 
thickness. A very hardy northern and 
southern tree - will grow up to 60 feet.
1 Tree . . .  1.50 10 Trees . . . 14.00
AMERICAN REDBUD
4-5 ft.............1.98 ea. 10 for 19.00
The Redbud is often used as a specimen 
or to provide a high point in a shrub 
border. Branches are covered with small, 
pea-like, purplish pink blossoms before the 
foliage comes out in spring. Ultimate height 
15 feet.
SILVER MAPLE
4-5 ft.............1.50 ea. 10 for 14.00
A very fast growing, soft wooded tree 
reaching a height of 50 to 60 feet .Leaves 
deeply cut and very attractive, being a 
silvery white underneath.
BURNING BUSH
16-1 ft............. 65 ea. 10 for 6.00
20 for 11.00 100 for 50.00
In the fall leaves turn a brilliant mirror 
bright crimson. A 4-5 ft. showpiece with 
unusual corky bark. Hardy in sun or par­
tial shade.
SEMI-DWARF APPLES
We offer you eight of the most popular 
varieties of Semi-Dwarf Apples. They are 
the most productive tree and grow 12 to 
15 feet tall. They give you more fruit per 
limb, more fruit per tree.
S.D. Red Delicious, 3-5 ft. . 3.75 eo.
S.D. Stayman Winesap, 3-5 ft 3.75 ea.
S.D. Jonathan, 3-5 ft............... 3.75 ea.
S.D. Red Rome Beauty, 3-5 ft. 3.75 eo. 
S.D. Golden Nuggett, 3-5 ft. 3.75 ea 
S.D. Golden Delicious, 3-5 ft 3.75 ea. 
S.D. Grimes Golden, 3-5 ft. . .3.75 ea. 
S.D Lodi, 3-5 ft ..................3.75 ea.
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When all the world is cold and drear, 
The sunlight's short and days are bleak, 
‘Tis like when moon is new and sleek 
And all hearts hope that spring is near.
Heidi N. Brugger
Bring It 
Indoors
by Cecelia Wittmayer
The Moon’s Phases in Winter
I
f you live in an area that 
can be hit by frost in 
October, you’ll be happy 
to learn that you can 
bring that gorgeous gar­
den indoors with you —if you use 
care and a little forethought. Most 
vegetables can be grown indoors. 
Some can be moved from the 
garden; others should be seeded 
directly in their indoor containers.
People who garden indoors have 
one decided advantage over outdoor 
gardeners: they can manipulate 
their soil. If you want to make your 
own potting soil, use one part peat 
moss, one part loamy garden soil 
and one part sand. If you’re less 
industrious, buy bags of potting soil 
or dig garden soil from an unused 
spot in the yard. Just remember that 
garden soil isn’t sterilized and 
should not be used in pots that will 
be directly seeded. It’s fine for 
garden transplants that are safely 
past the seedling stage.
Most any container will work as 
long as it’ s matched to the size of 
the plant and has drainage holes. 
Dirty flowerpots carry all sorts of 
diseases in them. Before you plant 
an old pot again, scrub it clean and 
soak it in a solution of one part 
household bleach to nine parts water 
for 10 minutes, then rinse. The pots 
can also be run through the dish­
washer.
The window space of your home 
has much to do with the success of 
your indoor garden. Most fruit- 
producing plants need full sun for 
six to eight hours a day. A tomato 
plant just won’t do well sitting on 
the ledge of a north window 
Likewise, greens won’t flourish 
without a little shade. Consider the 
light requirements of the plants in 
the garden and try to duplicate them 
indoors.
For indoor plants, the best pest 
control is close inspection and a 
regular bath in the sink. Check
plants frequently; get up close so 
you’ll be able to spot even the tiniest 
creatures before they get out of 
hand.
If you discover an infestation, try 
to identify the pest and treat 
accordingly. If you’ve got a serious 
pest problem, protect the rest of 
your plants by throwing away the 
offender.
Like the garden outside, your 
indoor garden will flourish if you 
give it the kind of attention it needs. 
But planning is part of the success.
Full-grown vegetable plants can’t 
be moved indoors easily since they 
invariably develop a severe case of 
aphids or spider mites in the 
transition from garden to window. 
As a general rule, direct-seeded 
vegetables should be reseeded into 
containers; indirect-seeded vege­
tables should be reseeded in the 
garden about six or eight weeks 
before the first killing frost and then 
dug and potted in late fall. Remem-
A/L FARMSTEAD
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ber to bring all plants indoors 
gradually. They’ll need several days 
on the back porch before they’re 
ready for the kitchen.
Beets, Carrots, Parsley, Radish­
es: These vegetables don’t trans­
plant well. Seed them directly into 
containers in early fall, taking time 
to match the container to the length 
of the variety’s mature root. The soil 
must be kept moist during germina­
tion (two to three weeks in the case 
of carrots and parsley). Use reforest­
ation to extend the crop. Harvest 
every other plant and, as you pull it, 
drop a seed in the hole.
With parsley, note this one dif­
ference: A six-inch container should 
be sunk in the garden row in early 
spring seeded along with the rest of 
the garden row. Since you harvest 
the foliage instead of the root, 
parsley won’t have to be replanted 
as you harvest.
Eggplant: Plant seeds in the 
garden some six to eight weeks 
before the first frost. Move trans­
plants to four-gallon (half-bushel) 
containers and stake. Pick off some 
of the flowers as they develop, 
leaving just five or six per plant. 
Keep the fruit picked to keep the 
plants bearing.
and reseed the pots or let the mature 
plants reseed the containers for you. 
After the new seedlings start to 
grow, cut the old plants out of the 
pots.
Onions: Gather the bulblets set at 
the top of the stems on perennial 
onions and pot them about one inch 
apart and one inch deep. The sets 
will produce edible tops in about 
three weeks and scallion-sized bulbs 
in one to two months. Or try 
planting onion seeds in containers. 
They’ll take about four months to 
develop into scallions. Onions need 
full sun but usually not much 
fertilizer.
Rhubarb: Pick a plant that needs 
thinning and dig it in November. Set 
the clumps in an uncovered, wooden 
box lined with plastic and leave the 
whole thing outside, resting on a 
couple bricks to keep it from 
freezing to the ground. By mid-Jan­
uary the roots should be frozen 
solid. Bring the clumps inside, one 
at a time, to a warm, dark place and 
let them thaw. Keep the soil moist 
and watch for sprouts to appear. The 
leaves will be tiny and insignificant 
but the stems will be long, pink and 
juicy. When your indoor rhubarb 
has finished producing edible shoots
Leaf Lettuce, Spinach: Seed di­
rectly in containers in late summer. 
Select shallow, one-gallon contain­
ers and place near a window with 
morning sunlight. Provide plenty ol 
water and high-nitrogen fertilizer. 
Use just the outside leaves so the 
plants keep reproducing. After 
several months, the plants will 
begin to toughen and go to seed. At 
this point either discard the plants
the roots will be exhausted but 
alive. Replant the clumps in the 
garden and let them grow for two or 
three years before forcing again.
In almost every case, the varieties 
you love outside will usually grow 
well indoors. 4t.
Cecelia Whittmayer is Copy Director 
for Gurney’s Seed and Nursery 
Company in Yankton, South Dakota.
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LEARN AT 
HOME IN 
SPARE 
TIME!
“ Careers in diesel mechanics are attractive because 
wages are relatively high and skilled repair work is 
challenging and varied,” according to  the latest 
edition of the Occupational Outlook Handbook. 
“ And opportunities will be best for persons who 
complete formal training.” And now you can get 
the same home-study training as hundreds of 
other men now working on diesel engines.
Experts show you what to do, how to do it. 
Easy-to-follow lessons with plenty of pictures 
cover everything you need to  know to  be a diesel 
mechanic. Even beginners learn fast. No need to  
quit your present job or school. Learn at your 
own pace with no time wasted 
going to  and from class. Tools.. 
materials, everything you need] 
included with course a t no | 
extra cost.
Mail Coupon for FREE FACTS!
ICS ICS DIESEL MECHANICS SCHOOLJDept. YE036 S 
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 "
'  Rush free facts on how I can learn Diesel Mechanics 
|  at home. No obligation. No salesman will visit.
|  N am e_______________________________  Age____
1 Address
I C ity/S tate/Z ip. 
^Phone ( ) .
TRUE*#
FRIENDS
SUPERIOR
QUALITY GARDEN TOOLS
A professional anvil type lopping shear 
PTFE-coated, high grade steel blades on 
sturdy wooden handles.
Cuts branches up to 2” .
Hot drop forged, 
heat treated and
hollow-ground.
TRUE FRIENDS 1954
A favorite of professionals and 
homeowners. The unique, highly efficient 
“ Wavy-edge” hedge shear.
Chrome armoured. Cutting length 9”
True Friends Garden Tools, Inc.
P O Box 1278 •  C um m ing, GA 30130 
Telephone 404-887-7815
Dealer inquiries invited.
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DISCOVER THE GARDENERS’ SECRET:
SEEDS FROM NICHOLS
Vegetables for flavor and freshness 
Flowers for fragrance and beauty 
Herbs for seasoning and style
This year try New Oregon Spring 
and Santiam Tomatoes.
Super Early Super Flavor^
Send fo r 
free catalog
NICHOLS GARDEN NURSERY
1 1 9 0  N Pacific, A lb a n y , O regon  9 7 3 2 1
SPEEDEX, TH E PIONEER,
IS INTRODUCING THE LATEST 
AND ONE MORE OF ITS CLASSIC 
BEST VALUES IN GARDEN TRACTORS
THE NEW ALL GEAR DRIVE HEAVY DUTY MODEL 
1732 POWERED BY KOHLER’S NEW 17 HP TWIN 
SERIES II ENGINE IS THE IDEAL CHOICE FOR ESTATE, 
SMALL FARM AND LAWN AND GARDEN CHORES.
AVAILABLE WITH REAR P.T.O. AND HI-LO RANGE 
OPTIONS PLUS A FULL LINE OF TOOLS AND ATTACH­
MENTS MAKE THIS TRACTOR AS WELL AS SEVERAL 
OTHER SPEEDEX LINES A CHOICE THAT’S HARD TO 
BEAT. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
SPEEDEX TRACTOR CORPORATION
367 N. Freedom Street 
Ravenna, Ohio 
Cali 1-216-297-1484 in Ohio.
Outside Ohio, call 1-800-343-8639
Winter
Habit
by Dennis
D
o you often have a shrub 
or tree suddenly die or 
refuse to leaf out at the 
proper time? Is it winter 
kill? Or poor planting
technique?
Chances are the real killer is 
winter salt damage! Every year 
highway departments and munici­
palities spread tons of rock salt on 
suburban and country roads to clear 
away ice and snow. But the real side 
effects of salt use are not noticed 
until several months after winter is 
gone. Some of your expensive 
landscaping may suddenly die. The 
soil around expensive flowering 
trees, shrubs and general planting 
areas can be permanently damaged 
unless the homeowner takes a few 
preventive measures to lessen the 
effects of toxic salinity.
Salt affects growth in trees, 
shrubs and plants by reducing 
osmosis as root fibers and rootlets 
try to absorb water from the soil in 
the immediate root zone.
In late winter and early spring, 
plant roots take up a soil solution 
that becomes saltier and saltier. 
This eventually results in death of 
the plant. Osmotic pressure is 
increased so that salts concentrate 
in the soil around the root zone of 
trees and other plantings. It also 
becomes harder for root systems to 
gain access to salt-free water. As a 
result, growth is retarded in spring 
and summer just when the plant is 
making maximum growth through 
sap flow and foliage production. The 
salt concentration, in effect, poisons 
your plants—be they tree, shrub, 
bedding plants or others. And the 
soil may be damaged for many 
years, even if road crews change 
salting policies.
There are all types of name-brand 
salts available for use on snow and 
ice. Most are promoted for use
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around the driveway, patio, walk­
ways and sidewalks. Some people 
even use de-icing salts around the 
pool area. Unfortunately, these 
areas are also prime spots for 
landscape plantings. You may notice 
that the marigolds around the patio 
do not grow well. Evergreens that 
are commonly used at the comers of 
driveways suddenly die. If you have 
dogwoods and other expensive trees 
lining your curb areas, salt damage 
can make short work of them. 
Azaleas and rhododendrons can be 
easily killed if they border slippery 
sidewalks leading up to the garage 
or main entrance of your home—two 
prime places for salt use. Snowplow­
ing in the front areas of your 
property can result in a buildup of 
salt in the first six feet of your 
property line. Trees or other land­
scaping there are in danger of 
winter salt kill.
The best safeguards to lessen or 
eliminate salt damage to landscap­
ing are simple. Don’t use rock salt or 
other preparations to solve your ice
or snow problem. It is safer to use 
sand or cat litter. Also plant trees, 
shrubs and other landscaping at 
least six feet from the front of your 
property line. Ideally, your property 
should have a light slope towards 
the curb area. This prevents salt 
damage to a larger area when 
spring thaw and runoff occur. If you 
do have regular salting on your 
street or road frontage, try to spray 
fresh water on branch systems and 
root zones of affected plants. Do this 
during a February “ thaw day’ ’ or 
the first days of spring.
Think twice when you want to 
clear your walks or driveways. Don’t 
use salt! Keep an eye on your local 
road crews and take note of how 
many times they pass the salt on 
your frontage. Then you have an 
idea how much fresh water you 
should spray on affected plants as 
soon as the weather permits. Pre­
vent salt damage before it occurs! □
Dennis J. Cleary lives in Toms 
River, New Jersey.
Winter Protection 
for Y our Y ard
by Heidi N. Brugger
E
ven though trees and 
shrubs are dormant dur­
ing the winter, they may 
be lost as a result of 
stress from winter’s bit­
ing winds and cold temperatures. In 
times of heavy snows or severe ice 
storms, there is the chance of 
additional damage—and when the 
weather varies with warm spells and 
cold snaps, frost heaving may kill 
tender root systems. Unprotected 
trees are often feed for mice and 
other small rodents. When these 
tiny creatures gnaw on the bark and 
girdle the tree, you will likely lose 
your plant the following summer.
There are many ways in which you 
can prevent or minimize winter 
damage to your yard plantings. 
Here are the most important steps to 
take.
•If late summer and fall are 
particularly dry, be sure to give yard
plants a deep, thorough soaking and 
continue to do so until the first hard 
frost. Many losses blamed on hard 
winters are actually caused by 
drought-starved trees and shrubs 
being so weakened they cannot 
withstand winter stress.
•Mulch your perennial beds with 
pine needles or straw after the 
ground freezes. This protects root 
systems from the repeated freezing 
and thawing that causes the plant to 
heave out of the ground. Tender 
plantings such as roses will benefit 
from a mound of soil and/or mulch 
built up around the plant.
•Make burlap screens to keep 
shrubs from drying out due to winter 
winds. If you prefer, you can spray 
with an anti-dessicant, which will 
protect the needles and leaves from 
windbum.
•Wrap tree trunks of newly 
planted trees (within the last two
Choose from Hundreds...
DISEASE RESISTANT 
FRUITS, NUTS & BERRIES
(The best varieties for Organic growers.) 
Large well rooted & branched fru it trees
Delicious leaf curl resistant 
peaches, a dozen O rienta l 
Pear selections, a dozen 
'lavorfu l yet scab resistant 
apple and pear varieties,
DW ARF CHERRIES that 
ire canker and crack resis­
tant grown on N orth  Star 
interstem, the  hardiest figs, 
ndoor dw arf Citrus and a 
g re a t s e le c t io n  o f  
rootstocks fo r the  make 
your ow n tree crow d.
To err is human but forgive the vine:
Have you planted grape varieties that d o n 't ripen for 
you? W e offer great short season varieties that w ill 
ripen. Are y o u  too  co ld  for our kiwis? Try the new HAR­
DY K IW I! It grows to  30 below . W e have b lack cur- 
-ants, lingonberries, sweet gooseberries, disease resis­
tant blueberries and m uch more. Even easy to  g ro w  in 
your garden m ushroom  spawn.
...and NUTS and more NUTS
Great grafted chestnuts, walnuts and filbe rt selection
One hundred EDIBLE LANDSCAPING 
PLANTS and detailed instructions on 
HOW TO USE THEM IN YOUR YARD.
Send m e  y o u r  fre e  64 page C a ta lo g -G u id e b o o k .
blame_________________________________________
A d d re s s ___________________________________________
C it y _______________________________________________
S ta te_____________________ Z ip _____________________
Raintree-Northwoods
N u rs e ry : D e p t FS M o r to n ,  W ash. 9 835 6  (2 0 6  496  
5410 )
An Ecologically minded grower
_______________________ J
me A ^ en cov
Free Catalog of Strawberry Plants
101 Years of Quality Plants
Fully Guaranteed
VIRUS-FREE 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS
REDCHIEF - large, firm berries, 
very good for freezing
EARLIGLOW- the best early variety, 
widely adapted, very productive
ALLSTAR - the outstanding new 
variety perfect for 
pick-your-own operations
STANDARD OF THE INDUSTRY 
SINCE 1885
Write or Call: Allen Company 
Dept. F, P.O. Box 1577 
Salisbury, MD 21801 
(301)742-7122
W inter ciMSL
years) with special tree wrap tape. 
This protects the bark from sunscald 
and the resulting splitting of the 
tree’s bark. It will also reduce 
damage from nibbling rodents.
•Remember to remove heavy 
snow from your plants as it accumu­
lates. You may choose to build 
tent-like deflectors which will shed 
the snow as it falls, protecting your 
plants from damage that results 
from weight stress.
Many people don’t realize that the 
root systems of most ornamentals
will be killed at warmer tempera­
tures than are necessary to kill the 
above-ground portion of the plants. 
The accompanying chart lists some 
common varieties and temperatures 
that were found to kill their root 
systems. <3*.
When Plants Need Protection
Plant Species
Minimum Safe 
Temperature
Killing
Temperature
Japanese Red Maple, Acer palmatum atropurpureum 17° F (-8.3°C.) 14° F (-10°C.)
Flowering Dogwood, Cornus florida______________________ 24° F (-4.4°C.) 20° F (-6.7°C.)
American Holly, Ilex opaca 24° F (-4.4°C.) 20° F (-6.7°C.)
Japanese Holly, Ilex crenata convexa_____________________24° F (~4.4°C.)______ 20° F (-6.7°C.)
Rock Spray Cotoneaster, Cotoneaster horizontalis 22° F (-5.6°C.) 18° F (-7.8°C.)
Saucer Magnolia, Magnolia soulangeana____________  24° F (-4.4°C.)______20° F (-6.7°C.)
Star Magnolia, Mgnolia stellata 24° F (-4.4°C.) 20° F (-6.7°C.)
Japanese Andromeda, Pieris japonica____________________ 15° F (-9.4°C.) 10° F (-12.2°C.)
Fire Thorn, Pyracantha coccinea 22° F (-5.6°C.) 18° F (-7.8°C.)
Catawba Thododendron, Rhododendron catawbiense______15° F (-9.4°C.)______ 10° F (-12.2°C.)
Yew, Taxus media nigra 15° F (-9.4°C.) 10° F (-12.2°C.)
Creeping Juniper, Juniperus horizontalis “ Douglasi”  10° F (-12.2°C.) 0° F (-17.8°C.)
n
y dad, Lloyd Kline, 
likes to start seeds 
inside and get a head 
start on the planting 
season. He begins his 
indoor planting on his birthday— 
January 21. It’ s his way of enjoying 
a touch of spring when winter snow 
flies. Because he has made a 
tradition of starting seeds inside, he 
has developed several money-saving 
techniques that make his gardening 
cost-efficient as well as enjoyable.
His economies begin in the fall 
when he gathers, sifts and sterilizes 
soil. To sterilize the soil, Lloyd uses 
electric frying pans that he buys at 
yard sales. He builds up the sides of 
the skillets with metal so they hold 
about eight quarts of soil each. First 
he pours in one cup of water, then 
he adds moist soil and lets this 
mixture heat at 350 degrees F for an 
hour and a half. Once sterilized he 
bags up the moistened soil and sets 
it aside till January.
When the year turns and it’ s time 
to begin his annual planting ritual, 
my Dad fills old aluminum ice cube 
trays—bottoms punched with holes 
for drainage—with his soil, which he 
has warmed by the fire for a few 
days prior to planting. These little 
trays are planted and covered with 
plastic sheets after having been 
watered sparingly.
Money Saving Ways to
Get a Jump on 
Spring
by Judy Kline
In two or three weeks, when it’s 
time to transplant, Lloyd uses 
another set of his homemade de­
vices. He takes wooden planting 
flats he has made and lines them 
with water-soaked leaves, saved 
from the previous autumn, and 
sphagnum moss. To these he adds 
his sterilized soil and then presses 
each filled tray with a flat wooden 
board that has a handle on top. This 
settles the dirt. For transplanting 
seedlings, he made a board with 98
pegs. He lowers this board over the 
dirt in the flats and presses down. 
The pegs create regularly spaced 
holes to receive the transplants.
Another money-saving tip of his is 
to save Stryofoam cups, punch holes 
in the bottoms for drainage, add soil 
and transplant individual seedlings 
in them.
Since Lloyd Kline starts so early 
in the year, he often needs to 
transplant a second time to accom­
modate his growing plants. Then he 
recycles other inexpensive, large 
containers such as fast-food fried 
chicken buckets, milk cartons and 
cast-off pots used to hold cut flowers 
at a nearby cemetery.
As spring draws near, it is time to 
harden off transplants. That’s when 
my Dad gives his plants their daily 
exercise—a short ride outside into 
partial shade on homemade carts 
that he built from the frames and 
wheels of discarded baby buggies. 
These carts make an easy job of 
moving plants quickly inside when 
weather threatens.
Most of Lloyd’s homemade gar­
dening aids stand the test of time. 
They are a one-time labor and 
material investment that serve his 
gardening needs year after year. <3*.
Judy Kline writes from her home in 
Hoytville, Ohio.
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HOW-TO BOOK CLUB
Discover the Troubleshooting and Repair Secrets 
of Skilled Auto Mechanics and Home Craftsmen
•  Repairing •  Restoring •  Customizing
•  Refinishing •  Remodeling •  Renovating
with the Book Club that Makes it Easy
Select 5 Books 
for 0nly$O -
—
-  PANELING j 
SOLID LUMBER j Video
Production
The Professional Way
~ THE COMPLETE
BATTERY
BOOK
1866
L is t $18.95
1915
L is t $24.95
1757
L is t $24.95
1675 1955P 1515P 1952 1871 1381P 1909 1587P
L is t $17.95 L is t $19.95 (paper) L is t $16.95 (paper) L is t $22.95 L is t $16.95 L is t $14.95 (paper) L is t $21.95 L is t $13.95 (paper)
1244P 1524P 1654
L is t $14.95 (paper) L is t $12.95 (paper) L is t $19.95
1975
L is t $22.95
'  BOTTLIHG
5HIPS & HOUSES
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mam * i« »  
WEB BIBBS
1755
L is t $15.95
1838
L is t $17.95
1995
L is t $21.95
7 very good reasons to join 
the How-To Book Club
• Big Savings. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to increase 
your how-to know-how
• No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days 
without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections—  
mains, alternates, extras— plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times 
a year with hundreds of up-to-the-minute titles to pick from
• Automatic Order. Do nothing, and the Main selection 
will be shipped automatically! B u t . . .  if you want an Alter­
nate selection— or no books at all— we’ll follow the instruc­
tions you give on the reply form provided with every News 
Bulletin
• Bonus Books. Immediately get Dividend Certificates with 
every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% 
to 80%.
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo­
tions, plus special discounts
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher’s 
editions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful 
up-to-the-minute information.
how-to book club 1
P .O . Box 8, B lue R idge S um m it, PA 17214
J Please accept my membership in the How-To Book Club and send the 5 volumes !  
|  circled below, plus, my FREE shop apron billing me $2.95 plus shipping and han- |
I dling charges. If not satisfied, I may return the books within ten days without obliga- |  
tion and have my membership canceled. I agree to purchase 4 or more books at ■  
|  regular Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during the next 12 months, and may |
resign any time thereafter.
1128P 1244P 1381P 1458P 1515P 1524P 1534P 1587P 1654 
1675 1687 1755 1757 1761 1788 1790 1792 1838 1868 
1871 1909 1915 1928 1952 1955P 1963 1975 1995 
Name ■___________________________________________________
Address 
City __
State Zip Phone
I Valid  (or new  m em bers only. Fore ign  a p p lica n ts  w ill rece ive o rd erin g  instructions. C anada  m ust rem it in U S. cu rre ncy  Th is  o rd er su b je ct to  a ccep tance  by the  H ow-To Book C lub.
■  F MS-386
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SHELTER
Y o u r P la c e
IN THE SUN
A gardener’s guide 
to greenhouse design.
I
t may be the lush, 
steamy feel of a rain­
forest or pleasant rows 
of greens and herbs in 
midst of a frigid snow; 
the birth of an entire season’s 
market garden on a few square 
yards of protected shelving or 
lounging on a sunny veranda in a 
northern, tropical o'?sis. There is 
more than a little magic in any 
well-built, well-maintained green­
house; there is a great deal of 
hard-nosed reality. The reality of an 
effective sunspace begins with a 
clear understanding of what you 
want, why you want it and whether 
it is reasonable.
The production of supplemental 
heat, the production of plants (or­
namental and food-bearing) and the 
addition of a bright, pleasant, living 
space to a home—these are the 
three primary functions of solar 
sunspaces. Before discussing what 
types of greenhouses fit these 
purposes, we should look at the 
reasons for not building a green­
house at all.
An effective, heat-producing 
greenhouse works because it is cold 
in the mornings to increase the 
efficiency of solar collection, hot 
during the day to provide adequate, 
comfortable temperatures for the 
moving air used to heat the home, 
and cold again at night as most of 
the available heat in the greenhouse 
has been transfered to the house. If 
this doesn’t sound like an inviting 
environment, you’re right, it isn’t. 
Heat-producing greenhouses are not
by Michael Talbot
very comfortable for humans during 
most of the day. Now try to imagine 
vegetables growing in that environ­
ment. With winter daytime temper­
atures approaching 100 degrees on a 
sunny day and nighttime tempera­
tures near freezing, they would keel 
over and die. A sunspace designed 
to supply a major proportion of your 
heating needs won’t be much good 
for anything else. A greenhouse 
designed for plant production, on 
the other hand, won’t be able to part 
with much of its collected heat, as 
the need for constant temperatures
The major use 
o f a greenhouse 
is a compromise 
between heat 
and horticulture.
means excess heat must be stored 
for later use or supplemental heat 
must be provided by the home 
heating system.
A greenhouse is not necessarily 
an alternative to the high price of 
nonrenewable energy sources. If 
you want to get the greatest energy 
savings per dollar spent, you must 
first use conservation measures (this 
is clearly documented), such as 
temperature setbacks, insulation, 
weatherstripping, double and even 
triple glazing of windows, and so on. 
Only after pursuing these options
should you think about any home- 
based, heat production measures. 
Even then, a wood stove or a 
high-efficiency furnace would make 
more sense in many circumstances.
If it’ s year-round food production 
you want, there are many other, 
“ solar intensive devices’ ’ you might 
consider, from season extenders to 
mini-greenhouse designs. These 
structures and devices may be less 
flashy than a sunspace, but they 
have some clear advantages. For 
one, the cost may be a tiny fraction 
of the cost of a greenhouse, say $400 
for a grow frame versus $2,000- 
$4,000 for a very inexpensive green­
house. Solar intensive-gardening 
devices of all kinds are also much 
easier to manage than a green­
house. Unless you know that you are 
ready for the task, start small with 
some cold frames or a mini-green­
house. Then decide whether you 
should move up in scale to a 
greenhouse.
On the other hand, no solar pod or 
thermosiphoning air panel can ever 
provide a tropical-like room for your 
house in winter, and while you can 
keep a bed of hardy brassicas alive 
in a good cold frame, you can’t grow 
dwarf pomegranates or early winter 
tomatoes in them. The sunspace as a 
pleasant, sunny addition to the 
home is unique and remarkable; 
there is no substitute. Using a 
greenhouse as a living area does not 
necessarily preclude other uses. In 
fact, the major use of greenhouses is 
a compromise between heat and 
horticulture. We can now begin to
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look at specific types of green­
houses.
An attached greenhouse is noth­
ing more than an addition to the 
home with the south-facing wall 
glazed in a material that lets in most 
of the available sunlight and often 
with provision to vent the excess 
heat into the home. Any house with 
an unshaded wall facing to within 30 
degrees of true south is a candidate 
for an attached greenhouse.
The ultimate in the “ attached 
“ sunspace’ ' is the solar home—the 
glazed, sunspace walls are built 
right into the home as part of the 
design and initial construction. The 
house is purposely built to face due 
south regardless of its orientation to 
the street or other properties. If you 
are considering building a home, 
this is certainly the way to go. The 
cost of construction is lower (new 
construction is always less expen­
sive than remodeling* and your 
sunspaces fit well into the home, 
both in how they work into your 
lifestyle and how you make the best 
possible use of the extra heat and 
humidity (assuming the house is 
properly designed).
For most of us, the attached 
greenhouse must be designed and 
built using whatever site conditions 
exist in our present home. Here is a 
look at some of the many styles from 
which you can choose.
Almost everyone can use a win­
dow greenhouse. Any unobstructed, 
south-facing window (for year-round 
use, a southeast window is best) can 
be converted, or an area of
Gardeners with a serious committment to plant production often choose a 
freestanding greenhouse (above) because it can provide up to 50% more 
space for growing. Attached greenhouses (below), such as the one in this Fort 
Worth home, are more convenient and more flexible in terms of use.
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opaque wall can be retrofitted to 
make room for one. You can buy a 
prefabricated window greenhouse 
for around $400-$500, or you can 
construct your own using plans. 
They are simple, aesthetic and very 
manageable. With extra heat from 
the house, added heat cables or 
insulating shades you can use one to 
grow plants year-round or to grow 
seedlings for the garden in spring.
A south-facing room in your house 
can also be converted into a sun- 
space with the relatively simple 
addition of vertical glazing to the 
existing wall. (Admittedly I am 
drawing a fine distinction here 
between a sunspace retrofit and a 
“ direct gain’ ’ solar retrofit.) The 
effect can be striking. The winter 
heat gain is often so great that heat 
storage is sometimes incorporated 
into these designs. (Heat storage or 
“ mass’ ’ is any material such as 
masonry, stone, concrete, contain­
ers of water or phase change 
substances that absorb excess heat 
during sunny periods, which is then 
released gradually during the night 
or during cool, cloudy days.) This 
heat storage, which, for example, 
may be in the form of a concrete or 
slate floor, keeps the temperature in 
the solarium moderate and makes 
better use of the sun’s energy. 
Another method of moderating tem­
peratures is to install an air-moving 
system that brings the heated air to 
other, cooler parts of the house. It is 
easy to devise window insulating 
devices for vertical glazing panels. 
Insulating shutters, panels or
shades are worthwhile additions to 
any greenhouse because they great­
ly reduce the enormous heat loss 
experienced through large areas of 
south glazing (yes, even double 
glazing) during nighttime or cloudy 
periods. The addition of an awning 
or other shading device can reduce 
unwanted, summer heat gain to a 
minimum.
A south-facing porch offers a 
variety of ways to be retrofitted as 
an attached sunspace. One popular 
style is the “ lean-to”  attached 
greenhouse. The slant is generally 
calculated to be perpendicular to the 
rays of the sun during the time of 
year when the most sunlight is 
needed (say, January for a heat-pro­
ducing structure in the north or 
February/March for a seedling-pro­
ducing greenhouse). This increases 
the amount of sunlight that passes 
through the glass, but it also 
increases the overheating problem 
in summer. It is more difficult to 
devise insulating panels or shades 
for slanted glass, and you often lose 
some head room. So why do it? 
Except in the dead of winter when 
the sun is at its lowest in the sky or 
when there is snow on the ground to 
reflect extra sunlight into it, much of 
your sunspace will be shaded using 
only vertical glass. Many vege­
tables, seedlings and ornamentals 
require more sunlight than is avail­
able through vertical panels, and 
slanted glazing allows more of your 
sunspace to be used for horticulture.
The ground-level, attached green­
house is a very popular style. It 
might be a simple structure built 
outward directly from the level of 
the first floor or a deeper structure, 
called a “ pit”  greenhouse. Pit 
design simply means that part of the 
structure is below grade. It may look 
like a ground level sunspace, but 
inside it has considerably more head 
room adjacent to the glazing wall. 
Building below grade allows you to 
have raised planting beds at the 
level of your glazing wall; it also lets 
the coldest air settle below the level 
of your plants. Pit greenhouses take 
advantage of the fact that as you go 
below the frost line, the temperature 
of the earth is constant, reducing 
heating needs. A ground-level 
greenhouse can also use a kneewall 
to raise the level of the slanted 
glazing wall. All attached green­
houses should have a means of
Additional Reading
•The Solar Greenhouse Book, ed. 
by James McCullagh, 1978, Rodale 
Press.
•The Complete Greenhouse Book: 
Building and Using Greenhouses 
from Cold Frames to Solar Struc­
tures, Peter Clegg and Derry Wat­
kins, Garden Way Books, Storey 
Communications, Inc., 1978.
•Gardening for All Seasons, The 
Staff of the New Alchemy Institute, 
Brick House Press, 1983.
•Solarizing Your Present Home, 
Edited by Joe Carter, Rodale Press, 
1981.
•Urban Solar Energy Association, 
1 Summer Street, Somerville, MA
02143, (617)628-8399; offers a vari­
ety of information packets on green­
house designs, solar retrofits and 
sources for kits and other resources.
•New Alchemy Institute, 237 
Hatchville Road, East Falmouth, 
MA 02536; journals, articles and 
expertise on greenhouse designs 
and usage.
The FARMSTEAD Market Basket 
carries some of these titles, plus 
other good greenhouse references 
not listed here. A set of greenhouse 
plans are also available. Turn to 
page 60 for ordering information. □
--Michael Talbot
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Ground-Level Attached Greenhouse
separating them from the house 
living space so they don’t drain 
home heat during cold, dark times.
Not all attached greenhouses 
need to be custom designed and 
custom built. There are many green­
house “ kits”  available today. The 
cost is generally less than a custom- 
built greenhouse, but you can only 
take advantage of them if the choice 
of sizes and styles fits your needs 
and circumstances.
Along with the simplicity of 
design and construction, the attach­
ed greenhouse offer three real 
advantages:
•There is ease in access to an 
attached sunspace.
•Especially when plants are in­
cluded, these structures complete 
the “ biological cycle”  in the h o m e - 
heat, humidity (often in need in 
winter even in the more moist parts 
of the country) and oxygen flowing 
into the home, while the home can 
provide carbon dioxide and supple­
mental heat back to the solarium 
and the plants inside.
•Flexibility of use may be the best 
advantage of the attached sunspace. 
A greenhouse designed for one 
purpose can generally be used for 
other purposes as well.
So with these many features 
available with attached greenhous­
es, why would anyone build a 
“ freestanding”  structure? The cost 
is generally higher; the building 
must be strong and self-supporting; 
there are few options for getting 
excess heat into the home, and 
access is less convenient. Ventila­
tion, that essential and often over-
BEST BUY’ DRIP IRRIGATION
Organic Gardening Survey (June ’85) comparing 13 leading Home Garden Drip Kits showed v-v -  
that “ Irrigro”  provides up to 200% MORE IRRIGATION COVERAGE PER D O LLA R . * * * *
than other brands. In addition, “ Irrigro” ’s unique micro-porous tubing offers many other v  x> 
important advantages such as: optional faucet or gravity tank feed of nutrient-rich water; easy = 7 7 7 7  
installation without the nuisance of clogging emitters; care-free 
continuous, uniform operation at slow drip rates with 50 to 
75% water savings. A ll these advantages and more plus- 
reusability year-after-year make “ Irrigro”  the undisputed high 
performance and low price leader in Home Garden Drip Irriga­
tion as well as Commercial Agriculture. “ Irrigro”  kits are 
offered in virtually all leading Seed and Garden Supply Mail 
Order Catalogs, but, if  not available in your favorite catalog, 
please write for more information and a complete “ T”  Kit for 
only $14.95, capable of watering 200 square feet of garden rows 
which is an excellent “ Starter K it”  with easy “ Add-On" J7,
C A T i c c A m o M  m iA D A M T c c n  ■ State/Province: -----------------------------------------Zip/Postal Code
Mail to: INTER NATIO NAL IRRIG ATION SYSTEMS 
U.S.: LPO 160, 1555 Third Ave., Niagara Falls, NY 14304 Tel. (416) 688-4090 
Canada: P.O. Box 1133, St. Catharines, Ontario. L2R 7A3
Send: O  One “ Starter” -T-Kit $14.95* plus S I.50 S&H = $16.45______________
______ T-Kits @ $14.95* each shipping and handling prepaid.
$19.95 Cdn. Funds. N.Y. and Ont. residents please add sales tax.
Check enclosed for $______________ U.S. or charge Visa or Mastercard
N o .:__________________________________ Expiry Date:__________________
Name: ______________________________________________________________
features.
Street Address (for UPS):.
4  Handy T ools I  4  G arden O ffers
SOIL BLOCK MAKER  
............$ 1 2 .5 0
Heavy-duty coated steel 
makes 2" soil blocks, four- 
at-a-time, for seed starting. 
Includes instructions.
ADJUSTABLE HEDGE SHEAR . . $ 2 4 .5 0
• Lightweight, high quality shear, sturdy 
handles.
• Adjusts from 28" to 48” to reach difficult 
spots.
FLOWER SHEAR . . $ 3 .5 0
• Hardened steel blade, coated 
grip handle, plastic case.
• Well-made. Many cutting and 
harvesting uses.
SWIVEL GRASS S H E A R ...............$ 1 1 .5 0
• Heavy-duty construction, Teflon blades, 
thumb lock.
• Swivels to three cutting positions.
Add $1.75 shipping for as many selections as
you like to the same address.
Our 96-page FREE 1986 catalog includes:
★  Rigorously evaluated herb, vegetable and 
flower seed varieties in home garden-sized 
packets.
★  Over 400 varieties.
★  60 NEW varieties such as Okra—BLONDIE 
and Gorn-HOW SWEET IT IS and Cosmos- 
SUNNY RED.
★  Heirlooms such as Cantaloupe—JENNY LIND.
★  Hundreds of garden books. 100 new titles for 
the coming growing season.
★  Nearly 100 unique garden tools and kitchen 
aids.
★  Sensible prices. Some seed packets are just 25« 
and all are less expensive than you’re likely to 
find elsewhere.
7 ANNUALS . . . $2 .00
Aster —  POWDERPUFF; Marigold —  QUEEN 
SOPHIA; Zinnia —  DAHLIA FLOWER; Morning 
Glory —  HEAVENLY BLUE; Nasturtium —  
JEWEL; Cosmos —  SENSATION; Verbena —  
FLORIST MIX.*  *
7 VEGETABLES $2 .00
Broccoli —  PACKMAN; Carrot —  ORLANDO 
GOLD; Cucumber —  SPACEMASTER; Lettuce —  
RED SAILS; Radish —  EASTER EGG; Squash —  
SUNBURST; Tomato —  CELEBRITY.*
7 PERENNIALS $2 .00
Columbine; Delphinium; Foxglove; Hollyhock; 
Lupine; Rudbeckia; Shasta Daisy.*
7 HERBS.......... $2 .00
Basil; Dill; Fennel; Oregano; Sage; Savory; 
Thyme.*
*Each variety in separate packet.
ALL 4 SELECTIONS • . .
$6 .95
Send orders to :
P in e tr e e
G a r d e n
S e e d s
New Gloucester, ME 04260
Or call : ( 2 0 7 ) 9 2 6 - 3 4 0 0
VISA or MasterCard
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COUNTRY BARNS
BUILD THIS 20 ' x 24 ' 
BARN FOR UNDER $ 3 ,6 0 0 !
Q  Send complete construction plans - includes
materials list and free design catalog . . $16.00 
Q  Send new design catalog of small bams, studios, 
workshops, and country homes . . $3.00
HOMESTEAD DESIGN
P. O. BOX 988F • FRIDAY HARBOR. WA 98250
Introducing
*a Solar Greenhouse1 
for UNDER $200!
10' Wide x 6' High 
For FREE BROCHURE, write 
Dexter House, Dept, fs-2
219 D exter Place •  Raleigh, NC 27605^
FREE CATALOG
Superior Quality Seed: Watermelon, 
cantaloupe, cucumber, bean, beets, corn, 
okra, onion, peas, pumpkin, squash, 
tomato, etc. Free 48 page color catalog 
on request. Willhite Seed Company, Box 
23, PoolviIle, TX. 76076.
W  ild f lowers
• 100% flower seeds
• 16 varieties of North 
American Wildflowers
• Enough to cover 1500 sq. ft.
• Complete planting
ins tructions
Address
City______________________
State______ZIP____________
□  Check □  MC □  VISA
Card Number_u
Exp. Date
or Call:
1-800-992-7396 I 
1-800-992-7397 I 
(in Ohio) j\Valley Creek
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looked component of healthy plant 
growth is limited to outside, 
manual or fan-powered vents and is 
sometimes needed even in January 
in the north; overheating or lack of 
carbon dioxide cannot be remedied 
by simply circulating air through the 
house. Traditional, freestanding 
glasshouses have exorbitant yearly 
heating bills.
For the homeowner without a wall 
facing close to true south or with a 
beautiful stand of trees (not to 
mention a neighbor’s building) ob­
structing access to the sun, the 
answer is clear. You build a free­
standing greenhouse or you do 
without. Small businesses or organ­
izations desiring the benefits of a 
greenhouse may see more flexibility 
in a separate structure. However, 
there is one distinct advantage of 
the freestanding style that can be 
stated in two words, and which 
explains why they are chosen over 
attached designs: plant production. 
The serious horticulturist will often 
choose the average 50 percent 
additional growing space, and the 
possibility of much higher light 
levels, because of the sizable in­
crease in productivity and in the 
range of plants that can be grown. 
Freestanding structures are es­
pecially well suited for growing in 
ground level beds.
It is not necessary to mortgage 
your life to the utilities to have a 
freestanding greenhouse, either. 
New glazing products offer tremen­
dous possibilities for reducing heat 
loss without sacrifices in light levels 
through the use of double and even 
triple glazing with low-iron glass or 
some of the new, thin, plastic films. 
The pit greenhouses take advantage 
of the tempering mass of the earth. 
The so-called, “ solar”  greenhouse 
simply indicates a structure incorp­
orating other energy conservation 
methods such as extra glazing, 
insulation and heat storage.
Well-built solar greenhouses will 
generally require a minimum of 
supplemental heat, especially if they 
are not used in the very coldest 
months. In warmer parts of the 
country even traditional glasshouses 
will need only limited inputs of extra 
heat. A small, vented kerosene or 
even electric heater may not be very 
expensive to operate and may 
increase the range of plants you can 
grow and the times of year you can 
use the structure. Wood heat, where 
firewood is plentiful and inexpen­
sive is an excellent, supplemental 
heat source. You should always 
include a temperature alarm to know 
when to stoke up the stove; this will 
require some trips to the green­
house in the bitter, early morning 
hours before sunrise, but your 
valuable plants are protected from
Free-Standing Greenhouse 
(Gothic Arch design)
Bruce Bam baum
T o E x p lo re , 
E ty o y , a n d  
P r o te c t
You and I share a great love of this 
earth.
The ocean’s pounding surf, Spring 
covering the earth with that season’s 
newness, a bird’s song reaching 
out. .. and we are moved.
We enjoy the earth’s beauty, its 
grandeur. The endless sweep of colors, 
and sounds, and everywhere, the 
excitement of life.
And we of the Sierra Club join 
together to protect the earth.
We invite you to join with us. To 
explore, to enjoy. To protect this 
wondrous earth. For all of 
us. .. forever.
For membership information, write 
Sierra Club, 530 Bush Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 981-8634.
Sierra 
Club
SO TZ
AFFORDABLE YEAR ROUND GREENHOUSE
FOR A FREE SAMPLE 
OF COVERING 
SEND US A 
SELF-ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE
u
OPTIONAL DOOR 
HARDWARE KIT:
4 Ty plates, 4 angles, 2 hinges 
2 handles, 1 catch and 
instructions.
$7.95 Delivered
•WITHSTANDS HIGH 
WINDS, HEAVY SNOW 
LOADS.
Lean-to model 
(pictured).
6'8" wide x 12 long. 
Add on to house, 
garage or barn.
Free-Standing 
Greenhouse, (not 
pictured). 13'4" 
wide x 6' lengths, 
resembles two 
Lean-to models 
joined at peak.
COVERING: SUPER DURABLE DUPONT FABRENE' MADE FOR GREENHOUSES
EXTEND YOUR GROWING SEASON
3 IN ONE
• GREENHOUSE
• EQUIPMENT STORAGE
• FIREWOOD DRYER
• Tested from the Arctic to the Arizona 
Desert
• Strong, 105 Lbs. per sq. ft. tensile 
strength
• Withstands temperatures from 
-50° to 190° F
• Defuses direct sunlight so plants receive even light
• Not affected by fertilizers or ground contact
• Resists rotting
• Chemically inert
• Unaffected by most chemicals
VISA or MASTERCARD RUSH ORDERS 
CALL TOLL FREE 1 8 0 0  321-9692 
Inside Ohio 1 216 236 5021 
or SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
Sorry, No C.O.D.'s
Laminated for best moisture barrier
and pinhole tear resistant
Will not contaminate plants or soil
Will out last other plastics many times
AS LOW AS
*49.95
INCLUDES:
(Example size 6' 8" W x 16' L)
• 18 Roof-wall ty plates
• 12 Wall-bottom feet
• 4 Side wall ty plates
• Dupont Fabrene'” covering
• Ring shank nails
• All hardware plated for best 
protection
• Assembly instructions, 
layout templates.
• Owner supplies about 
S50.00 (New) 2" x 3" 
Lumber, Supplies, 
etc. Available locally.
SizesModel
Lean-To.. .6' 8" Wide x 6' Long 
For Every Extra 6’ in Length Add 
Free-Standing
13'4" Wide x 6' Long..................
For Every Extra 6' in Length Add
Factory 
Pick-up Prices 
$49.95 
$12.00
$89.95
$21.00
Add $7 shipping & handling - total order
SOTZ YARD & GARDEN 
CART
• "S f*
• Available with construction duty 3 0 ” , 6 0 0  lb. 
capacity, steel wheels, or 26” , 4 0 0  lb. capacity, 
ball bearing, pneumatic rubber wheels.
• Includes removable front door for easy dumping
• Tractor tongue attachm ent also available.
• One year money-back guarantee if not delighted
• For prices, information call toll free or write.
COVERING ONLY - TRANSPARENT FABRENE' 
MAKE YOUR OWN GREENHOUSE, 
COLD FRAME, SOLAR COLLECTOR 
PLANS AVAILABLE
SIZES AVAILABLE PRICE (Includes shipping)
72" W x 12' L ..................................  $18.95 First 12 L
72" W x multiples of 12 $15.95 Each
additional 12 L.
Also available in bulk rolls, call for information 
NOTE: Must be ordered the same time for 12' 
multiple price
Sotz Inc., 13626-M 6 S ta tio n  Rd., C o lu m b ia  S ta tio n , OH 44028
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FXG's NEW  ALL-PURPOSt
LOG' N 'LA W N™ C A RT
•  Use for both yard work and carrying 
firewood into the house.
•  Has a removable steel rack for storing 
approximately 1/8 cord firewood by 
woodstove.
•  Lawn cart holds 300+ lbs.
•  Cart w ith sides removed can be used 
as a two-wheeler.
Call or write for further information.
FXG also manufacturers SUPER
SPLIT mechanical log splitters.
FXG CORP. 3 Sullivan St.
Dept. FD, Woburn, MA 01801 
[617] 933-8428 DB
Solar Electricity .
Dependable Power for Homes, Cabins, 
Water Pumping and RV’s.
Whatever your power needs, an 
economic solar electric system can 
meet them— today and for many years 
to come. And an ARCO Solar’ electric 
system can easily grow with your 
power requirements. Even if the sun 
doesn’t shine everyday— a properly 
designed system can see you through.
Whether you need power for an entire 
home, a water pumping system, for 
RV or trailer appliances or just to run 
a greenhouse fan— ARCO Solar, Inc. 
(Subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield 
Company) has a full line of quality 
solar electric power modules to meet 
your needs.
(Federal and sta te  tax cre d its  m ay apply; 
consult yo ur tax advisor.)
ARCO Solar, V
Electricity from Sunlight
Write today. An ARCO Solar 
distributor will contact you 
with complete information.
ARCO Solar, Inc. Dept: FSM
P .0  Box 9601, Mission Hills, CA 91346
NAME: __________________________
ADDRESS: •.________________
CITY: _ ________________________
S T A T E :__________________ ZIP:
PHONE: ___________ ___________ _
APPLICATION: Home/Cabin
□  Other (Specify) ________________
Look to silent, pollution-free solar 
electricity for any or all of your 
electrical power.
an unexpected freeze. You will also 
need to monitor humidity; wood 
heat is drying, so boil some water 
on the stove from time to time.
Compost-heated greenhouses are 
an exciting prospect for farmers and 
even home gardeners; the compost 
supplies heat and carbon dioxide to 
the greenhouse plants, while the 
end product is high-quality organic 
matter and fertilizer for all the 
gardens—inside and out.
This is hardly a definitive look at 
options for the future greenhouse 
builder/owner. Nor is it meant to 
reflect all of the regional variations 
in design and construction. You are 
certainly encouraged to read up on 
the subject, and there are many
Compost-heated 
greenhouses are 
an exciting prospect 
for home gardeners.
good sources of information readily 
available. I believer, however, there 
is no substitute for observation. 
Find out if there are any green­
house/ solar retrofit tours being 
offered in your area. Drive around 
your community and see what your 
neighbors are using for sunspaces. 
Many greenhouse owners are quite 
proud of their structures and will 
readily talk about its design and 
performance.
There is a greenhouse for every­
one and every place. The more effort 
you spend in the hard-nosed re­
search of your options and the 
realistic planning for your needs, 
the more your place in the sun will 
be a source of delight and magic. □
Michael Talbot is currently the 
Landscape Construction and Educa­
tion Coordinator for Boston Urban 
Gardeners, a non-profit organization 
promoting community food produc­
tion, open space revitalization, and 
economic opportunities in Boston’s 
low-income neighborhoods. 
Illustrations are reprinted from The 
Com plete Greenhouse Book by kind 
permission of Storey Communica­
tions, Inc.
FOOD
Salad Days 
and Dressings
Spring’s first salads work like a tonic 
for green-hungry gardeners.
Country traditions make a ritual of the season’s first greens—a way of paying homage to the taste of fresh food, so 
welcome after emptying the root 
cellar. Almost every area of the 
country has an old-timer’s tonic 
made from an early green. But you 
don’t have to take a tonic or be an 
old-timer to appreciate the wet 
freshness of the first pickings from 
the garden.
The Reverend Sydney Smith was 
a man who understood “ spring 
salad madness.”  He wrote in The 
Lady's Annual Register (1839), “ Oh 
green and glorious! Oh, herbaceous 
treat! ’Twoud tempt the dying 
anchorite to eat. Back to the world 
he’d turn his fleeting soul, and 
plunge his finger in the salad bowl.”  
Smith passes on some good advice 
with his poetry. Using your hands to 
toss green salads prevents the 
leaves from bruising and puts the 
burst-of-flavor pungency on the 
tongue instead of in the bowl. If you 
can’t serve up your salad truly fresh 
from the garden, rinse the salad 
greens and then wrap the leaves in 
paper towels and refrigerate the 
package for an hour or more. The 
excess moisture will be absorbed by 
the towel and your greens will serve 
up pretty and perky.
To freshen a wilted salad of 
greens, douse the leaves in hot 
water (as you would blanch vege­
tables before freezing them) and 
then quickly submerge them in ice 
water to which a little vinegar has 
been added. Drain them well or 
wrap them in paper towels to get rid 
of tiny puddles.
by Beatrice H. Comas
Sieve egg yolks. Julienne egg 
whites. Put sieved egg yolks in 
bowl. Whisk in the vinegar. Add oil, 
cream and herbs. Pour dressing 
over salad and toss. Garnish with 
egg whites.
Fresh Strawberry Salad
1/3 cup salad oil 
3 tablespoons cider vinegar 
2 tablespoons water 
IV2 tablespoons honey 
1 tablespoon poppy seeds 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
1/2 teaspoon paprika 
1/4 teaspoon pepper 
Buttercrunch lettuce 
1 pint fresh strawberries, stemmed 
and halved
It seems a shame to put a 
store-bought dressing on a fresh 
garden salad. Making fresh dress­
ing can have as much affect on the 
end product as serving fresh vege­
tables has on the salad itself. And 
dressings are relatively easy to 
make. I’ve included a dressing to 
complement each of the salads 
proffered here—just a little inspira­
tion to put some pizzazz into your 
own spring salad madness.
“Spring Tonic” Salad
4 bunches fresh dandelion greens, 
washed and dried 
1 pound asparagus, cut in pieces on 
the bias and blanched 
1 large or 2 small mushrooms per 
salad, sliced
Arrange dandelion greens, aspar­
agus and mushrooms on chilled 
plates. Pour Polonaise Dressing 
(recipe follows) over and toss.
Polonaise Dressing
2 eggs, hard-boiled 
1/3 cup tarragon vinegar 
2/3 cup light salad oil 
2 tablespoons heavy 
cream
Chopped parsley and 
chives to taste 
Salt and pepper 
to taste
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So E ffic ie n t We Guarantee:
You may do m uch b e tted  C om pact, f its  
under hood. Dual system ; flip  sw itch  fo r 
reg. ca rb  o r vapor. Exhaust heated. Sm all 
carb m eters a ir-fuel in to  tu b e /b a ffle  maze. 
Vapor en te rs  e ng ine  und er main carb. 
Jo in  Road Test Team; p re -prod u ctio n  
data  needed. Build, o r have it built, any 
m etal shop. Big How-To M anual available. 
FREE facts, double-refund d e ta ils  Write! 
Carb Research Center, Dept, f m  
Box 1, Foyil, OK 74031______________
h n p r o 7 0
Pat. Applied For 
Model shown, for 
4 cyL mills. H5s, 
V8s, need  slightly 
larger unit
FRUIT AND BERRY CATALOG
Send fo r free catalog fro m  leading 
g ro w e r .. .s traw berries, b lueberries, 
raspberries, grapes, and m uch more.
DEAN FOSTER NURSERIES, INC.
Dept.FS, PO Box 127, Hartford, Ml 49057
RAI SE RA BB I T S
Put a high protein meat on your table from your 
back yard at nominal cost. Profitable as a 
Y T  VBuaineaa or Re hr ament Hobby as w e* as 
W»*T>ntereebng lo r young or old alike. -O B T T N I 
PACTS- 94 page illustrated booklet describing 
( P many breeds. Housng, Breeding. Feeding 
2^4QSCare.$1 .00  Let (fits National Association .it 
Rabbit Breeders hatp you start right
AMERICAN RABBIT ASSOCIATION. INC.
T15BM 421, BlMMiRgtM, ILL. 11701
e %
T h o u s a n d s  j 
use d  fo r  g a rd e n in g , la n d - !  
s c a p in g , e xca va tin g . 
C a ta lo g  o f k it  c o n s tru c t io n  & uses - $ 1 ,0 0 |  
P lan s  to  “ B u ild - . ’ -y o u rs e lf”  - $ 7 .0 0
STRUCK KIT ■
DEPT. FS3S.CEDARBURG, Wl 53012 J
M A K E  S A U SA G E A T H O M E
Free 88-pg. catalog of sausage-making supplies with 
cures, seasonings, spices, equipment. You can cure 
and smoke meat, game, fowl, fish. Includes info on a 
new, illustrated 5 0 0 -pg. book w ith 200 recipes. Join 
100,000 satisfied customers.
THE SAUSAGE MAKER
177-190A Military Rd. Buffalo, N.Y. 14207
r Dealerships Available 
Operate from Home 
Less Than $20,000 
Investment
■ \
Call or Write for Information Today
S O I-y iR  G R E E N H O U S E S
V
4441-26th Ave. West, Dept FM3 
Seattle, WA 98199, [206J284-8900 
1-800-647-0606 J
1 small red onion, sliced and 
separated into rings 
In container of electric blender 
combine oil, vinegar, water, honey, 
poppy seeds, salt, paprika and 
pepper. Blend until thoroughly mix­
ed. Set aside. Line four individual 
serving plates with lettuce. Arrange 
strawberries and onion rings, equal­
ly divided on lettuce. Stir dressing 
before serving and pass separately. 
Serves 4.
Combination 
Greens Salad
1/2 pound spinach 
1 large head Boston lettuce 
1 bunch arugula
1 medium-sized head radicchio 
1/2 small head escarole
1/2 cup salad oil
3/4 pound fresh mushrooms, sliced
2 green onions, sliced 
1/2 cup red wine vinegar 
1 tablespoon sugar
3/4 teaspoon thyme leaves 
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/8 teaspoon coarsely ground black 
pepper
Into large salad bowl, tear salad 
greens into bite-sized pieces. In 
10-inch skillet over medium-high 
heat, cook mushrooms and green 
onions in hot salad oil until ten­
der, stirring occasionally. Stir in 
vinegar, sugar, thyme, salt and 
pepper. Heat to boiling. Boil 1 
minute, stirring constantly. Pour hot 
dressing over greens and gently toss 
to coat well. Serve immediately. 
Serves 10.
Tossed Salad 
With Herbs
1 head soft leaf lettuce (Bibb, 
Boston, Red Leaf)
1/4 pound young spinach leaves
1 cucumber
2 scallions
2 large red radishes
3 tablespoons cider vinegar 
Salt and freshly ground pepper
2 tablespoons fresh parsley, chop­
ped
2 tablespoons chopped fresh herbs 
(dill, tarragon or chervil), or 2 
teaspoons dried herbs 
1/2 cup salad oil
Wash greens and dry thoroughly 
with paper towels or in salad 
spinner. Tear the leaves into small 
pieces and chill. Peel cucumber and 
slice in half lengthwise. Remove 
seeds and slice crosswise on bias. 
Trim scallions and radishes. Slice 
thinly. In small bowl, make dressing 
by combining all remaining ingre­
dients except oil. If using dried 
herbs, first soak them in the vinegar 
to bring out their flavor. Slowly add 
the oil while whisking constantly. 
Combine greens, cucumber, scal­
lions and radishes in salad bowl and 
toss with just enough dressing to 
coat the greens. □
Beatrice H. Comas is a frequent and 
long-time contributor to FARM­
STEAD. She makes her home in 
South Portland, Maine.
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YOUR SMALL STOCK
A N ewsletter About Livestock Care
Don't Forget Your Dry C ow s
By using an effective dry cow treatment, you can 
reduce the risk of your cows being infected with mastitis 
when they calve. These steps in dry cow management 
are also important:
1. Separate the dry cows from the milking herd. This 
makes it possible to properly feed the dry cows, reduces 
the chance of accidently milking a cow that has been dry 
treated into the bulk tank and increases milking parlor 
efficiency.
2. Feed a balanced dry cow ration and provide 
adequate clean water.
3. Keep the dry cows clean.
4. Observe dry cows often.
5. When possible, allow cows to calve in a clean grassy 
lot. If it is necessary to have them calve inside, use a
with straw (not sawdust).
--Utah State University 
Extension
Star Studding 
P erform ance
To obtain maximum reproductive efficiency from a 
stallion, keep him in excellent physical condition. He must 
be fed and exercised properly and kept on a sound 
program of preventative medicine.
A stallion used for hand breeding (not artificial insemin­
ation) must be well-mannered and controlled. The first 
season a young stallion is used, limit the number of mares 
booked to him and handle him carefully to prevent 
injuries. An experienced, qualified person should handle 
him at all times.
Most breeding establishments try not to use a stallion 
more than once a day. If it’ s necessary to breed him twice 
in one day, he should rest the following day.
-University of Delaware
FOR YOUR LAWN, GARDEN & BARN
$75900
fre ight included
Estate “MIGHTY”
Spreader Model 600
• 25 Bushel manure spreader that can 
be pulled with as small as a 10 H P. 
garden tractor.
• Unit is ground driven so that no PTO 
is required
• Handles all types of manure, even 
that with straw and hay.
• Load bed is 6 ft. long by 2’/2 ft. wide, 
overall width at just 46 in. allows for 
easy access into small spaces.
• Heavy duty structural steel, with 
long-lasting treated lumber.
For more information, call or write
Country Manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 104, G9
Fredericktown. OH 4 3 0 1 9  •  (614) 6 9 4 -9 9 2 6  Visa & Me accepted
ESTATE
TURF SPREADER
Heavy D u ty  M o d e l 800
fre ight included
$37900A lso  a va ilab le  m e d iu m  d u ty
•  S prea d  seed, fe rtiliz e r, lim e, sand, o r 
d e - ice rs
•  B ig  800 lb  ca p a c ity .
•  G ro u n d  driven .
•  R ugged  stee l ch ass is  w ith  p o ly e th e ­
lene  h o p p e r
•  U n iq u e  d o u b le -a c tio n  d rag  ch a in  p re ­
vents c lo g g in g  w h ile  c a lib ra tio n  is p ro ­
v ided  by 0 to  10" sq in  o p e n in g
ESTATE
PRESSURE
SPRAYER
Model 108
P erfe c t fo r  s p ra y in g  fru it  trees, sh rubs, 
ya rd s  o r  pastu res.
•  Heavy d u ty  15 gal. p o ly  tank.
•  A d ju s ta b le  b o o m s  sp ra y  10-ft. sw ath.
•  C o m e s w ith  han d  h e ld  sp ra ye r and  10 ft. 
hose.
•  L ig h tw e ig h t, easy to  s to re  (41 lbs.)
ESTATE 
VERSATILITY  
TRAILERS & W AGONS
(B) Tandem Trailer 
Models:
6500 (6 ft. bed) s4 8 9 .00 
7500 (7 ft. bed) s4 9 9 .00
(C) Single Axle Dump Trailer
Model 5400 - 5 ft. bed 
s3 1 4 .00 Freight Included
(A) 4-Wheel Wagon Models: 
5300 (5 ft.) $479.00 
6300 (6 ft.) $489.00 
7300 (7 ft.) $499.00
(Add $72.00 for 
dump option)
•  1 -ton  h a u lin g  c a p a ­
c ity  w ith  han d  o p e r­
a ted h y d ra u lic  d u m p  
system
• H e a v y  s t r u c t u r a l  
stee l fra m e  R e m o ve ­
a b le  s id e  racks.
• H ig h  f lo ta tio n  tire s
• 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft beds 
ava ilab le .
Also available w ithout 
wood at low er prices
$228°°
freight included
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G ard en in g
G-44 SECRETS OF PLANT PROPAGA­
TION by Lewis Hill. An authoritative, 
comprehensive, yet readable guide to start­
ing and growing flowers, vegetables, fruits, 
shrubs and trees from the delicate African 
violet to the mighty oak. A new reference 
that’s bound to be a classic, this guide should 
be part of every serious gardener’s library. 
Softcover...............................................$12.95
G-46 TIPS FOR THE LAZY GARDENER by 
Linda Tilgner. Weeding got you down? Do 
insects seem to have it in for your garden? Is 
your garden too demanding? Then this book 
speaks to you. It is light, easy reading with a 
serious message. Hundreds of tips from 
gardening experts will allow you to enjoy 
relaxed gardening in summer’s heat. The 
first big tip: Get organized because effort 
expended today saves sweat and tedium 
tomorrow.
Softcover................................................. $4.95
G-10 GROW YOUR OWN CHINESE VEGE­
TABLES by Geri Harrington. This book 
answers your questions on Chinese vege­
tables— American, Chinese and botanical 
names; plant descriptions; how to use each 
plant; where to find seeds; how to grow and 
harvest. It covers 40 different vegetables. 
Chinese vegetables are healthful and easy to 
grow and fit into American and Oriental 
cuisine................................................ ....$7,95
G-19 THE BUG BOOK: HARMLESS IN­
SECT CONTROLS by Helen and John 
Philbrick. A collection of simple ways to 
control backyard garden pests without using 
toxic materials, this book is already standard 
fare among dedicated gardeners. It shows 
how to identify both helpful and harmful 
insects, how to make the most of the “ good 
bugs”  and how to get rid of the bad ones 
safely.
Softcover..................................................$5.95
G-45 CASH FROM SQUARE FOOT GAR­
DENING by Mel Bartholomew. This PBS 
series host and noted garden writer explains 
how to use his square-foot gardening method 
to develop a backyard commercial garden, 
how to grow the best vegetables and how to 
sell that produce for a pretty profit. Earn 
$1000 or more in one summer from a garden 
no larger than your living room. All the 
details are here.
Softcover................................................. $9.95
G-13 GROWING AND SAVING VEGE­
TABLE SEEDS by Marc Rogers. How to
raise vegetables for seed— growing, storing 
and harvesting.
Softcover................................................. $7.95
R-13 BACKYARD FRUITS AND BERRIES 
by Diane E. Bilderback and Dorothy Hin- 
shaw Patent. Everything you need to know to 
take care of 13 of the most popular fruits and 
berries-apples, apricots, blackberries, blue­
berries, cherries, grapes, nectarines, peach­
es, pears, plums, prunes, raspberries and 
strawberries. Includes how to choose the 
best variety for your climate, how to fit fruits 
and berries into small spaces, how to reduce 
maintenance demands and all the secrets of 
success that will help you bring in a bushel of 
satisfaction.
Hardcover............................................. $17.95
GW-05 GROWING AND USING HERBS 
SUCCESSFULLY by Betty E. M. Jacobs.
Herb growers and those who have always 
wanted to try it will find a wealth of 
encouragement and sound advice in this 
well-illustrated book. The book covers 64 
herbs and includes how-to advice on propa­
gation, harvest, preparation and storage as 
well as marketing and profit-oriented point­
ers.
Softcover................................................. $8.95
NEW GARDENING BOOKS 
BY DICK RAYMOND
rn  i > 3
IH-30 DICK RAYMOND’S GARDENING 
YEAR by Dick Raymond. America’s master 
gardener reveals his month-by-month, step- 
by-step garden plan, his way of creating and 
managing the easiest, most productive and 
most enjoyable garden ever. You read about 
it in FARMSTEAD; now get more informa­
tion and lots of close-up color illustrations of 
his techniques.
Hardcover............................................ $17.95
G-33 HOME GARDENING WISDOM by 
Dick and Jan Raymond. Here’s the book that 
will make every home vegetable garden a 
more productive one. Seed-to-table specifics 
cover how-to-grow more than 55 popular 
vegetables including tips on how to handle 
garden bounty and lots of harvest recipes. 
Softcover................................................ $9.95
G-16 THE JOY OF GARDENING by Dick 
Raymond. A companion to the television 
series of the same name, this volume 
contains the best of Raymond’s gardening 
wisdom. Includes chapters on wide rows, 
preparing the soil, starting plants and 
stopping weeds, green manures, root cellar­
ing, and more.
Softcover............................................. $17.95
G-41 DOWN-TO-EARTH VEGETABLE 
GARDENING KNOW-HOW by Dick Ray­
mond. “ I want to make gardening as fun, 
easy and successful as I can for the backyard 
gardener. I want to help people enjoy life, to 
help them grow as I have...both as gardeners 
and as human beings.”  Dick Raymond’s 
best-selling gardening favorite is now avail­
able in a new revised edition.
Softcover..................................................$7.95
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R70 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATURAL 
INSECT & DISEASE CONTROL. Edited by 
Roger P. Yepsen, Jr. This is the most 
comprehensive guide to protecting plants—  
vegetables, fruit, flowers, trees and lawns—  
without toxic chemicals. A revised and 
reordered version of Organic Plant Protec­
tion, this book can serve as your guide to 
creating and maintainingthe balance of 
nature on your piece of land. And for most 
pests and diseases, this encyclopedia gives 
several measures, not just one. It also 
includes ways to attract beneficial insects 
and how to encourage them to do their best 
work as a means of preventing problems 
before they start.
Hardbound............................................ $24.95
G-6 THE COMPLETE GREENHOUSE 
BOOK by Peter Clegg and Derry Watkins. A
solar architect and his gardening wife team 
up to author this text that covers building 
and using all types of greenhouses from cold 
frames to solar structures. Besides plenty of 
information on solar architecture, they 
discuss all aspects of growing plants indoors. 
A handy reference for the greenhouse 
gardener.
Softcover...............................................$10.95
R-46 THE FINE ART OF SALAD GARDEN­
ING by Annie Proulx. Salad-loving gardeners 
will devour this book. Proulx includes 
descriptions and growing tips for everything 
from elegant endives to sweet cicely. Similar 
vegetables are grouped together by chapter: 
Epicurean Lettuces, Celestial Chicories, 
Oriental Vegetables, Herbs for the Salad 
Bowl, Small Onions, etc. Also includes 
recipes, seed sources and a bibliography. 210 
pages.
Softcover................................................. $9.95
IH-27 THE GARDENER’S ADVISOR. A
wide-ranging selection of advice from a score 
of experienced gardening authorities. Tested 
tips on how to grow the best fruits, 
vegetables, flowers and house plants. Also 
bulbs, pruning, companion planting, dis­
ease-resistant fruit trees and old-time roses. 
Softcover..... ..................   $8.95
G-50 SIMPLY STRAWBERRIES by Sara 
Pitzer. Even those who love fresh picked 
strawberries on their own merit will enjoy 
these recipes. It is filled with more wonderful 
ways to fix up strawberries than most folks 
can imagine, but it isn’t so fancy that it 
neglects basics such as rich shortcake 
biscuits.
Softcover.................................................. $6.95
R-45 GREENHOUSE GARDENING by Ma- 
randa Smith. Excellent for the novice 
greenhouse grower. Everything you need to 
know about starting and maintaining your 
greenhouse is in this well-written book. 
Includes how-to information on “ Designing 
the Interior for Productivity,’ ’ “ Prepare 
Growing Beds and Customized Soil Mixes,’ ’ 
“ Establish Fertilizing Schedules,”  “ Control­
ling and Preventing Pests and Diseases 
Organically,”  plus lots more. Also includes 
sources for seeds and supplies. 278 pages 
with illustrations.
Softcover..... ............ ...........................$10.95
THE FORGOTTEN ARTS SERIES from Yankee Books will 
delight and edify the reader with practical, old-time skills. 
The step-by-step instructions and informative text create a 
unique approach to rejuvenating these long-lost arts and 
skills.
Crafts
IH-28 BACKYARD SUGARIN’ by Rink 
Mann. Clear, concise text explains how any­
one with a taste for maple syrup can make 
family-sized quantities of the sweetener in 
his own backyard. Filled with good, sharp 
photographs of the various homemade rigs 
covered in the book.
Softcover................................................. $4.95
ME-2 WHIRLIGIGS: DESIGN AND CON­
STRUCTION by Anders S. Lunde. Every­
thing you need to know to make these classic 
wooden toys with waving arms, wings or 
propellers that spin in the wind. Fifteen 
different models designed by the author, a 
prize-winning woodsculptor, are presented 
in illustrations, drawings, patterns and lists 
of necessary materials and tools. Create your 
own collector’s item or just enjoy being 
involved in American folk art.
Softcover................................................$6.95
IH-7 SPLITTING FIREWOOD by David 
Tresemer. Another timeless work by the 
author of The Scythe Book, here “ Tresemer 
bridges the practical and metaphysical 
aspects of wood splitting, creating a satisfy­
ing and pleasing whole.”  Covering tools, 
economics, what and where to split, tech­
nique and more; the pages transform an 
every day chore into vital action of being. 
Softcover.................................................$6.95
WP-7 HOME TANNING AND LEATHER- 
CRAFT SIMPLIFIED by Kathy Kellogg.
Convert your domestic livestock pelts and 
skins into mocassins, mittens and other 
useful items. This book presents a fast, easy 
and inexpensive home tanning tachnique as 
well as a more traditional and labor-intensive 
method. Other features: leatherwork pro­
jects, care, fur craft, basic taxidermy and a 
resource appendix of buyers, sellers and 
suppliers.
Softcover...............................................$8.95
IH-11 BOOK ONE by Richard M. Bacon.
Woodlot management*Woodstove cook- 
ing*Keeping a cow and chickens*Wild 
greens*Whole wheat breads from grain 
to loaf*Brewing apple cider*Making 
soap*and more!
IH-12 BOOK TWO by Richard M. Bacon.
Fireplace cooking*Keeping sheep and 
geese*Coping with a pig*Wooden toys* 
Making paint*Wall stenciling*Making an 
apple-picking ladder*and more!
IH-13 BOOK THREE by Richard M. 
Bacon. Portable fences*Reclaiming apple 
trees*Drying flowers*Building an arbor* 
Weaving baskets*Sharpening and re­
handling hand tools*Painting colonial 
patterned floors*Root cellars*and more!
IH-14 BOOK FOUR. Installing and
maintaining a wood stove*Build a skating 
rink*Herbal medicines*Building a drive- 
way*Make maple syrup*Make ice cream* 
Reclaiming garden soil*Building bridges 
•Solar fruit and vegetable drying*Grow- 
ing flax*and more!
IH-15 BOOK FIVE.Tape loom weaving* 
Reseating chairs with cane and rush*Salt- 
ing, brining and pickling meats and 
vegetables*Laying a slate roof*Splicing 
rope*Clock repairs*Reclaiming a field* 
Making a hammock*Caring for quilts* 
and more!
Books are all softcover
64 pp................................................... $4.95
IH-S Set of books
One thru Five............................$21.95/set
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WP-3 RAISING RABBITS SUCCESSFULLY 
by Bob Bennet. An excellent beginner’s 
resource by one of the leading experts in the 
field. Clearly presented information will 
enable the novice to put meat on the table for 
pennies a day, sell breeding stock for extra 
cash and enjoy a new hobby. This text covers 
selecting rabbits, hutches, housing and 
equipment and care and breeding as well as 
diseases and how to control them.
Softcover................................................. $8.95
G-24 RAISING A CALF FOR BEEF b, 
Phyllis Hobson. Enjoy superior beef for less 
than half the supermarket cost. In 15-18 
months you can have 600-700 lbs. of beef 
with just 1/2 hour of care per day. Includes 
complete information for care, feeding and 
housing. Also complete photos of home 
butchering. 128 pp., TOO illustrations. 
Softcover.................................................$5.95
R-37 DUCKS AND GEESE IN YOUR 
BACKYARD by Rick and Gail Luttmann. All
the basics of domestic waterfowl husbandry 
are presented in an enjoyable, easy-to-read 
manner. The Luttmann’s provide informa­
tion on breeding, hatching, feeding and 
health; how to manage your flock for eggs, 
meat, and/or down.
Softcover........................................ .......$7.95
G-20 YOUR HORSE by Judy Chappie. A
step-by-step guide to horse ownership in 
easy-to-understand language. Covers infor­
mation on housing and fencing, feeding and 
watering, necessary equipment, training and 
learning to ride as well as valuable informa­
tion on how to handle common medical 
problems.
Softcover................................................. $9.95
R-16 THE DRAFT HORSE PRIMER by 
Maurice Telleen. For people who want to 
learn the fundamentals of using work horses 
on the farm. This book clearly illustrates the 
economy of using draft horses and explains 
the basics: how to buy a draft horse; how to 
feed and care for the animals; how to find 
and repair horsedrawn machinery; how to 
harness and hitch a team; and how to breed 
them. 272 pp. with illustrations and photos. 
Hardcover............................................ $14.95
WP-2 THE SHEEP RAISER’s MANUAL by 
William K. Kruesi. A book of fresh 
information about raising sheep which serves 
as a management guide to turn your 
cash-drain hobby into a money-maker. 
Includes the latest on grazing method 
options. This book can show you how to 
extend your grazing season, cut your feed 
bills and improve your flock while you 
improve your land.
Softcover...............................................$13.95
WP-1 RAISING POULTRY SUCCESSFULLY 
by Will Graves. A good beginner’s text for 
those starting a home poultry flock of 
chickens, ducks, or geese. The emphasis is 
on cost-effective and time-efficient quality 
meat or eggs. The book covers purchasing 
your first chicks, incubation and rearing 
young, feeds— both commercially prepared 
and home mixed, disease control, housing 
and watering needs, production goals and 
butchering and dressing.
Softcover................................................. $8.95
WP-4 RAISING PIGS SUCCESSFULLY by 
Kathy and Bob Kellogg. Home pork produc­
tion is an easy way to put meat on the table 
and it ’s a short-term commitment. The 
Kellogg’s use their own experience ' to 
explain how to choose the best breed, care 
for young, house and feed pigs, manage 
manure, breed your own pigs, troubleshoot, 
slaughter, freeze and package your pork. 
Softcover................................................. $8.95
IH18 THE SHEEP BOOK: A HANDBOOK 
FOR THE MODERN SHEPHERD by Ron
Parker. This is probably the best and most 
complete single book on the market for both 
experienced shepherds and newcomers to 
sheep. Written to follow the life cycle of 
sheep and shepherd, it includes information 
on flushing, breeding, lactation and weaning 
of the next lamb crop. The “ Appendixes”  
cover marketing, drugs, sheep economics, 
nutritional requirements and sources for 
everything from books to custom tanning. 
Softcover................................................. $4.95
V eterinary G u ides
G-25 KEEPING LIVESTOCK HEALTHY: A 
VETERINARY GUIDE by N. Bruce Haynes,
D.V.M. Dr. Haynes’ emphasis is on preven­
tion and early detection of farm animal 
disease problems. For horses, cows, pigs, 
sheep and goats he provides information on 
how and what to feed, shelter, reproduction, 
diseases and much more. 160 pp., 70 
illustrations.
Softcover...............................................$12.95
R-26 A VETERINARY GUIDE FOR ANIMAL 
OWNERS by C.E. Spaulding, D.V.M. Here’s 
a book that’s long been needed on the 
farmstead-a handbook for specific preven­
tive measures and cures for all common pet 
and livestock ailments. It’s organized by 
animal, and each chapter gives health-care 
information for that particular animal. A 
book that animal owners will use time and 
time again. 432 pp. 60 illustration. 
Hardcover............................................. $17.95
IH-6 THE SCYTHE BOOK by David Trese- 
mer, Ph.D. The age-old scythe is more 
economical than a machine, and perhaps as 
productive for the small scale grain grower. 
Tresemer covers everything from growing to 
harvesting to storing. Sure to be a classic. 
Softcover.................................................$6.95
G-17 BUILDING SMALL BARNS, SHEDS 
AND SHELTERS by Monte Burch. A
confidence-building book, this text gives a 
thorough background in basic building skills 
and follows up with an attractive selection of 
plans for various types of outbuildings. 
Softcover...............................................$10.95
IH-22 IN ONE BARN by Lee Pelley.
Homestead animals deserve good care, and 
proper shelter is a major component of 
quality care. This book discusses how to 
orient, design, and construct or remodel a 
multi-purpose barn that will shelter several 
types of livestock under one roof.
Softcover...............................................$11.95
SAE-1 FARM TRACTORS: 1950-1975 by 
Lester Larsen. Organized by year of intro­
duction, this book reviews innovations in 
domestic and import tractors. It covers 
turbocharging, transmissions, safety, opera­
tor comfort and other important develop­
ments. Larsen, retired chief of the Nebraska 
Tractor Test Lab, has compiled photos and 
specifications for 415 tractors. Tractors are 
listed by manufacturer, model number, fuel, 
year or years built, observed maximum belt 
or PTO and drawbar horse power, bore and 
stroke, size, type of engine, engine manu­
facturer, gearing and speeds, fuel economy 
data, weights without ballast and operator 
sound level at 75% load.
Softcover............................................... $14.95
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F-1 FARMSTEAD’S SOLAR GREENHOUSE 
I PLANS designed by Conrad Heeschen. The
author of “ Build Your Own Low-Cost 
Greenhouse’ ’ in our Winter 1983 issue has 
created these architectural blueprints to 
guide you in building your own food-produc­
tion greenhouse. Heeschen’s design is 
particularly suited to northern climates. The 
blueprints include foundation details; fram­
ing elevations, sections and details; tools and 
materials lists; glazing, insulation and 
installation; heat storage; options for incorp­
orating the greenhouse into your existing 
home and more. Take a step toward greater 
gardening satisfaction and build your own 
greenhouse.
F-1 Blueprints...................................... $15.95
FARMSTEAD
MAGAZINE
BINDERS
A great way to preserve all the 
valuable gardening and how-to infor­
mation from FARMSTEAD!
These top-quality, vinyl covered 
binders are gold embossed with our 
name and logo. Each binder holds a 
year’s worth of FARMSTEAD—with 
room for eight issues. Opens flat for 
quick, easy reference and then slides 
back into your bookcase for handy 
storage.
Buy for yourself or for a friend. Use 
them for your back issue library. Fill 
one with a series of issues on a certain 
topic as a gift for a special someone. 
Or give a binder with a gift subscrip­
tion.
Binders.........................................$5.95
Here's an opportunity to start... add to... 
or complete your FARMSTEAD library.
BACK
Jam-packed with vital information, each issue provides gardeners and farmsteaders everywhere with 
i W m i t W  knowledge essential to self-sufficiency. Buy one, two, a dozen, or the entire set. Each back issue 
costs $2.00. Buy 12 or more and get an extra issue FREE.
1974/1975
BI-4 Slugs & Suds*Pestilence in 
Your Woodlot*Butter & Butter- 
milk*The Great Purple Vege­
table Patch*Successful Farm- 
stead*Grcwing Red Tomatoes* 
Canning*Highland Cattle* 
Goat’s Milk Cheese*Stalking the 
Low-Cost Chicken.
BI-5 Farm & Garden Guide*Rab- 
bits for Profit*Tanning*Jam & 
Jellies*Storing Fruits & Vege- 
tables*Fall & Winter Gardens* 
Breeding Pigs*Planting Trees.
1976
BI-6 Ice Harvest*Clearing Land* 
How to Grow Christmas Trees* 
Heating with Wood*Starting 
Seeds*Workhorses*Peter Zach- 
arias: Holstein Breeder*Fruit 
Leather.
BI-7 Bees in Maine*Heirloom 
Beans*Planting Signs*Recycling 
Lumber*Rhubarb Recipes*Pig 
Power*Work & Play with 
Squash*Build a Fence*Tapping 
a Sugar Bush*Wild Plantigo.
B1-8 How to Buy a Horse*Or- 
ganic Orchard*Plants That Poi­
son Livestock*Oriental Vege- 
tables*Bountiful Comfrey*Mak- 
ing Hay Despite the Weather* 
Bugs*Farm Pond.
BI-9 Old-Time Apples*Raising 
Ducks* Forest Management* 
Chimneys*More About Muscovy 
Ducks*Feather Pillows*Winged 
Pest Catchers*Augers, Froes & 
Crozes.
1977
BI-10 Wood Stove Cookery*Sav- 
ing Energy*Tobacco-Grow Your 
Own*Lambing*Harvesting Salt 
Hay*The Commonsense Garden- 
er*Farming with a Draft Horse 
in Quebec.
BI-11 Know Your Soil*Choosing 
Your Goose*A Bee for the 
North*Smelting*Digging Dande- 
lions*Modular Coldframe*Earth 
Oysters* Pony Power* Early Care 
for Better Apples.
B1-13 Wild Harvest: Wild Fruits 
of the Northeast, Part l*M ix- 
tures*Low Sugar Jams & Jellies* 
To Husband a Goat: A Moral 
Tale*Backberries*Coffe, Tea or 
Chicory*Tea Thyme.
BI-15 Talking Turkey*Creations
with Weeds*Quilting*Wood- 
burning Basics, Part 11 • Hopi 
Blue Corn*Cornerstones: A 
School for Builers*Finding Wa- 
ter*Brew Beer.
1978
BI-18 Sunflowers*Log-End 
Home*Truth About Cucumbers, 
Melons, Squash*The Reliance 
Peach*Pest Management in the 
Orchard*Greens*Plowing with a 
Draft Horse, Part II- Harrowing 
& Seeding.
BI-19 Plowing with a Draft 
Horse,Part III- Haymaking*Rais- 
ing Rabbits*MOFGA*Getting 
Your Goat*lnsect Pests & Their 
Enemies*Ginseng.
BI-20 Preserving Your Garden’s 
Bounty*Chickens*Small Stock* 
Butcher the Homestead Hog* 
Home-Can Meat* Dry Beans* 
Small Farm Management-Har­
vesting the Corn*No-Flush Toi- 
lets*Community Canning*Urban 
Farming.
BI-21 Cauliflower*Make a Rug* 
Raising Bees*First Aid for Fruit 
Trees*Mittens*Eva McCann - 
Lady from Lubec*Sugar Substi- 
tutes*Honey Cookery*Burning
Junkwood*Scarlet Runner Beans
1979
BI-22 Tomato Competitions* 
Chili Peppers*Own a Cow*lf 
Your Cow Kicks*Cow-Buyers 
Guide*Stop Carpenter Ants* 
Guide to lnsulation*Retrofitted 
Home.
BI-23 Peppers & Eggplant*Fish 
Farming: Salt Water Trout, Cold 
Water Oysters*Buy a Pig*Pigs 
in the Pasture* Pigs for Profit* 
Gardening Tips*All Brooding, 
Hatching, Incubating & Caring 
for Fowl*Go-Power: Energy Cri­
sis Foods*Parsley*Weeds Can 
Tell You About Your Soil.
BI-25 Time to Buy Your Wood 
Stove*Beans*Raising Guinea 
Birds*Land- Knowing What You 
Own*A Pair of Oxen*Eating 
Flowers*Run a Craft Business* 
Stocking Your Toolshop*Hand 
Hewn Beams.
BI-26 Root Crops*Thoughts on 
Killing My Calf*Get Your Live­
stock to Market*Wood Stove 
Safety*NFPA Wood Stove Clear- 
ances*Cooking With Wood* 
Chimney Fires*Sheep Dops* 
Skin a Pig*Pumpkin Recipes.
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BI-27 Eastern Coyote*Turkeys* 
Seed Catalog Review*Stuffing 
Recipes*Venison*The Sauna* 
Barnloft Rabbits*Hot Water 
From Your Wood Stove*Brown 
’n Serve Bread*Crazy Quilt.
1980
BI-28 Health & the Gardener* 
Perfect Peas*Araucanas*Home- 
Made Butter*Manage a Coppice 
Woodlot*Make Your Own Snow- 
shoes*Let Your Chickens 
Range*Eating Betty, Tom & 
Susan*The Farm Dump*Beets.
BI-29 Year-Round Planting 
Guide*Mulch*Borage*Toads* 
Edible Dandelions*Goodbuy 
Beetles*Harvest Your Orchard, 
Part l*Harvest Your Orchard, 
Part ll*Eqgs*Hot Tips for a Cold 
Climate.
BI-30 Start a Backyard Orchard* 
Guide to Chain Saws*Wild Bee 
Hunter*Great Garden Soil*The 
Right Shovel.
B1-31 Bees*Blue Ribbon Black 
Sheep*Herbalist Notebook*Or- 
han Lambs*Cash in on Capons* 
Make a Rabbit Hutch.
BI-32 How to Install Windows* 
Make a Solar Window Box & 
Solar Food Dryer*Feed Your 
Goat*Grow More in a Small 
Garden*Sweet Corn.
BI-33 Woodstove Harvest: A 
Guide to Woodburning Cook- 
stoves, Part l*Cider Press*Dry 
Your Harvest*Drying Vege- 
• tables*Taking Stock: Farmstead 
Harvest Accounting*Gathering 
the Harvest.
BI-34 Living Underground*Hand 
Riving Shakes & Rails*Raising 
Pigs*Masonary Firestoves*Fire- 
stove Building Tips*Guide to 
Woodburning Cookstoves, Part 
II* Art of Cooking on a Wood- 
stove*Make Sausage*Onions in 
the Fall*Brew Herb Tea.
BI-35 Blacksmithing*Build a 
Brick Forge*Fruitful Living*Plan 
a Permanent Garden*Wind Elec­
tric System*Birds of Prey*Make 
Holiday Gifts*Rabbits*New Life 
for an Old House, Part l*Donuts.
1981
BI-36 Twitch Horses*Green- 
house*Garden Seeds*Winter 
Squash*Fence a Goat*Gourd 
Crafting*Let the Wind Blow* 
Planting a Windbreaker*Winter 
Herbs.
BI-37 Salad Garden*Build a 
Food Dryer*Alaskan Garden* 
Cooling Frames*Ground Cher- 
ries*Codling Moths*Eat Acorns* 
Braiding Onions*Window Box 
Greenhouse*Living Xmas Trees.
BI-38 Mallards*Ducks*Seed- 
lings*Garden Use-Agains* 
Sprouted Seeds*Blossoming 
Time*Spring Orchard*Beehive 
lnspection*New Life for an Old 
House, Part ll*Can Your Melons 
in the Garden.
BI-39 Water Appreciation*Earth 
Ponds*Water-Loving Peren- 
nials*Drip lrrigation*Bathtub 
Ecology*Trout*The Blackfly 
Gardener*Homegrown Pesti- 
cides*Pigeons*Wild Water.
BI-40 Selecting a Rural Home- 
site*Cutting the Cost of Shelter* 
Wood to Last*Taming the Tool- 
shed*Wood Heat Safety Check* 
Attic Fan*USDA Report on Or­
ganic Farming*Milk Your Goat* 
Trim Goat Hooves.
BI-41 Cast Iron Cookware*The 
Capable Cookstove*Cookstove 
Buyers Guide*Meat Canning* 
Roadside Stand*Blueberries* 
Half a Cow*Home Root Cellar* 
Sour Cream Recipes.
BI-42 Working the Woods*Car- 
ing for Your Chainsaw*Success- 
ful Wood Co-Op*Where Rot 
Spelled Revival*Soil Ecology* 
Home-Built Wood Furnace*Hog 
Economics*Hogs on the Small 
Farm*Chicken Tracks & Soap* 
Forcing Spring Bulbs.
BI-43 Rumford Fireplace*More 
Heat from the Hearth*Holiday 
Table*Raising Chickens*The Sil­
ver Spangled Hamburg*White- 
tail: A Year in the Life of a Deer* 
Tanning Buckskin*Make Buck­
skin Mittens*Green Manure.
1982
BI-44 Total Tomato*Wood Ash- 
es*South of the Border Vege- 
tables*Dried Flowers*Winter 
Care of Livestock*Garden Direc- 
tory*Puttin’ By the lce*Planning 
New Poultry*Make Cant Hook* 
Whole Grain Flour.
BI-45 Year 'Round Garden Guide 
& Record Book*Think Green- 
house*Simple Backyard Green- 
house*Long Season Gardening* 
Alpine Strawberries*A Time to 
Reap, Techniques for Harvesting 
Small Grain*A Time to Sow.
BI-46 Orchards in the Spring* 
Backyard Permaculture*The A- 
mazing Luffa*Home Sheep 
Shearing*How to Buy a Baby 
Calf*Bucket Calves*The Purple 
Martin*Water-Pumping Wind- 
mills*Joys of Spring Salads.
BI-47 Improve Your Pasture*ls a 
Tiller for You?*1982 Rototiller 
Directory*Garden for Your Live- 
stock*Mangels*A Lifetime with 
Horses*So You Want to Work 
Horses?*Why Knot?*Farming 
on a Small Planet*7th Annual 
NOFA Conference*Watercress.
BI-48 Tunnels & Rowcovers* 
Mid-Summer Planting*Cool Sea­
son Crops*Tractor Power*Foliar 
Feeding*Farming Tough*What 
is Eating my Garden*Choosing
Family Goat*Dowsing*Snapping 
Turtles.
BI-49 Herbs in Preserving*Corn 
Cob Jelly*Sour Pickles*Wood 
Stove Kitchen*Safe Chimney* 
Tomato Harvest*Greenhouse for 
Three Seasons*Working Oxen* 
Blue Ribbon Livestock*Harvest 
Breads.
BI-50 Fruit of the Vine*Grapes of 
Distinction*Get the Most from 
Your Shredder*Kale*Trial of a 
Woodsplitter*Heat Efficiently 
with Wood*Windows That Keep 
You Warm...and Cool!*Sor- 
ghum Making*lrish Dexters.
BI-51 Great Gold Rush*Okra in 
the North*Hearthside Cookery* 
Build a Cordwood Hot Tub*Rais- 
ing Our Own Firewood*When 
the Kids Want a Pony*Natural 
Dyes*Art of Home-Smoked Fish.
1983
BI-52 Strawberries*Sneak Pre- 
views-New Vegetables & Fruits 
for 1983*Raspberries*Goose- 
berries*Seeds for the Winter 
Greenhouse*Grow European Cu- 
cumbers*Build a Low-Cost 
Greenhouse*Plans for Farm­
stead’s Solar Greenhouse I* 
Broccoli Raab*Farmstead’s 1983 
Gardener’s Directory.
BI-53 Sow It Goes*Sweet Pota- 
toes*Dollar Saving Food Gar- 
den*Dwarf Apples*Swiss
Chard*Farmstead 1983 Planting 
Guide and Record Book*Green- 
house Tomatoes*Pig is Mightier 
Than the Plow*Let Chickens Till 
the Garden.
BI-54 Hefty Head Lettuce*The 
Total TiIler*1983 Rototiller Di- 
rectory*Planting an Orchard* 
Making a Cleft Graft*Austrian 
Winter Peas*Sweet Peas*Rais- 
ing a Small Flock of Sheep*Sav- 
ing Lost Lambs*Ozark Orchard.
BI-55 W ildlife Control Devices* 
Make a Mint Barrel*Giving Your 
Greenhouse Fresh Air*Safe Gar­
den Sprayers*Raised Bed Gar- 
dening*Energy Efficient House 
Cut from the Maine Woods* 
Build a Garden Cart*Rabbit 
Cookery*Cultivation with the 
Small Tractor.
BI-56 Fall Herb Garden*Moore- 
goid Squash*How to Buy a 
Wood Stove* Dried Meals & 
Mixes*Keeping Your Chimney 
Clean*Build a Food Drying 
Shed*Backyard Goat Dairy.
BI-57 1984 Wood Heat Direc- 
tory*Safer Chain Saws*Fall Lily 
Planting*Chimney Fires*Wood 
Stove Recipes*Solar/Wood- 
Heated Greenhouses*Facts on 
Wood Furnaces*Great Green­
house Soil*Oriental Pears*Feed- 
ing the Family Cow.
BI-58 Windowsill Gardens* 
Wood Stoves & Plants*Bush 
Cherries* Ice Harvest*Solar 
Home*Wood Stove Acces.*Egg 
Eating Chickens*Canada Geese*
Fireless Cooking*Shakers.
1984
BI-60 Troubleshooting the Til- 
ler*Trench Grown ’Taters*Kohl- 
rabi*New Varieties for 1984* 
Siberia Tomato*Solar Home* 
Build a Bee Hive*Spring Pigs* 
Salad Bar for Chickens*Honey 
Cookery*Oxen* Self-Sufficient 
Family.
BI-61 Incredible Edible Half 
Acre*Rabbits & Earthworms 
Make Great Garden Soil*Getting 
into Hot Water*Build a Wood 
Shed*Top Dollar Hay*Home 
Butcher* Coriander* Filberts* 
Home Biogardeners.
BI-62 German Greens*Black 
Currants*Envelope House*Man- 
aging Sheep*Tools for Brush 
Cutting*Helen Nearing*Wild 
Mushrooms.
BI-63 Antique Apples*Market- 
ing Chinese Vegetables*Goose 
Myths*Haflinger Horses*Cata- 
lytic Wood Stoves*Farmhouse 
Solar Retrofit.
BI-64 Solviva Winter Garden* 
Old-Time Seeds* Packbasket 
Maker*ltalian Vine Hoe*Fire- 
place lnserts*Greenhouse Chick­
en Coop*Llamas*1985 Home 
Gardener’s Directory.
1985
El-65 New Varieties for ’85* 
Greenspaces* Computerized 
Garden*Building Stone Walls* 
Shovel Tips*Handicapped Gar- 
dening*Donkeys*Herb Farming.
BI-66 Year-Round Gardening 
Guide*Market Garden Tools* 
Pruning Methods*Chain-Saw 
Built Log Home*Pies
BI-67 Build the Malibu Barn • 
Horses & Barbed Wire Fences • 
Soil Solarization • Pattypan 
Squash • Photovoltaics • Cut 
Flower Cash • Buying Your First 
Tractor • Tomato Hornworm • 
Waterfowl • Water-Saving Wis­
dom • The Monarch Range •
BI-68 Kelp for Better Soil • Beat 
the Japanese Beetle • Tools for 
Big Weeds • Fill the Freezer • 
Pickling Spices • Berry Vinegars 
• Woodburning Safety Tips • 
Pedal-Powered Water System • 
Catfish Farming
BI-69 Do-It-Yourself Soil Test • 
Jerusalem Artichokes • Concord 
Grapes • Aphids • Drying Ap­
ples • Sweet Cider • Gangnail 
House • Antique Cookstoves • 
New Trends in Cookstoves • 
Knife Sharpening Know-How • 
Tractor Storage Tips • Colored 
Sheep • Angora Rabbits.
BI-70 Home Test Garden Re- 
sults*Run Your Own Country 
Business*Clean and Easy Wood- 
stove Care*Prairie Gardens*Fin- 
nish Fireplaces*Soap Making* 
Root Storage Without a Cellar* 
Perfect Parsnips*Guinea Fowl
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The FARMSTEAD Market Basket Order Form
ORDERED BY: PAYMENT METHOD:
NAME:__________________________________________ □  Mastercard □  Check
ADDRESS: ___________________________________  DVISA DMoney Order
CITY: ______________________________________  . ___________________________________________
STATE: _____________________________________ Card Account Number Expiration Date
Z IP :____________________________________________  _ ____________________________________________
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•
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SHIPPING INFORMATION: SP86
Our policy is prompt order fulfillm ent. We ship garden tools 
and binders via UPS, so please be sure to include a street ad­
dress when ordering these items as UPS cannot deliver to a 
P.O. box. Please allow 6-8 weeks for complete order delivery.
Make checks payable to: The Farmstead Press, Box 111, Freedom, ME 04941
POSTAGE & HANDLING: 
Up to $9.99 Add $1.25 
$10.00 to $14.99 Add $2.00 
$15.00 to $19.99 Add $2.75 
$20 and up Add $3.50
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ANIMALS
M
y first meeting with a 
Khaki Campbell was a 
surprise. One cool 
spring morning as I 
entered a friend’s 
farmyard, I expected to be greeted 
by his modest flock of egg-yielding 
Leghorn chickens. Instead, several 
brown ducks waddled across my 
path in single file. Their cackling 
and quacking conversation was 
quite refreshing. My friend explain­
ed to me that he had switched to the 
“ flat bills’ ’ for his egg needs 
because Khakis filled the position 
better than white chickens. When I 
left, I had a dozen large duck eggs 
and a bit of skepticism about eating 
them. After the next day’s break­
fast, my doubts were gone. I was 
hooked!
Khaki Campbells have a relatively 
short history. Mrs. Adele Campbell 
developed the breed in England at 
the start of the century and lent her 
name to her creation. The coloring 
of this waterfowl gave it its first 
name—Khaki. (There are two other 
varieties of Campbell ducks: the 
Dark Campbell and the White 
Campbell.)
Although not proven, it is accept­
ed that Mrs. Campbell used the 
bloodlines of the Indian Runner, 
Mallard and Rouen duck to develop 
the Khaki. Her prime concern was to 
produce a sturdy, long-lasting egg 
layer that possessed the stamina to
This spunky 
egg-laying duck 
can outperform 
a chicken.
by Gary Cotton
withstand the local environment. 
She also wanted a fair-sized bird 
that could endure the stress of a 
long egg-laying life.
All-Star Duck
Khakis are the undisputed world 
champs in egg production. They 
have been recorded to have produc­
ed 350 eggs in one year per bird 
under ideal conditions. Chickens 
cannot begin to stand up to this 
statistic. My own flock set a record 
for me by laying one egg per bird for 
85 days straight.
Ducks lay larger eggs than chick­
ens; almost 1.5 times larger on the 
average. Nutritionally, duck eggs 
have a higher percent (by weight) of 
protein, fat and ash and a lower 
water content. Add these facts up 
and you get more food value per egg 
with the Khaki.
Taste-wise Khaki eggs must con­
cede a draw. Taste is nutritionally 
and environmentally determined. So 
if ducks are fed and raised similarly 
to chickens, their eggs will taste the 
same. I hope this fact dispells the 
myth of the fishy taste many 
attribute to duck eggs—a story 
probably spread by folks who ate 
wild duck eggs layed by waterfowl 
whose eggs tasted of their fishy diet.
The off-white shells of Khaki eggs 
are slightly thinner and less porous 
than the chicken egg. They also
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...and SAVE
Sound good? Your participating Blue Seal Dealer 
is holding his “ Chick Days” celebration . . .  he’ll 
take your order for egg production or meat birds 
. . .  he’s offering “early bird” specials on feeders, 
waterers, and other things you may need . . .  his 
up-to-the-minute guides to poultry management 
are free for the asking. Naturally, he has the Blue 
Seal Feeds to make you the most over feed cost.
And not just for hens and broilers. Blue Seal also 
has a complete line of feeds for turkeys and pigs 
(not to mention sheep, goats, and beef cattle). 
What you grow  yourself is better than anything 
you can buy  and Blue Seal Feeds make the 
growing better to keep the cost down! On farm 
performance built our business . . .  your Blue 
Seal Dealer can let you in on our secret!
F E E D S
Mark of Quality since 1868 
Lawrence, MA 01842
Look for the name of your Blue Seal Dealer in the Yellow Pages under Feed Dealers
contain a thicker shell membrane. 
This unique anatomy prevents de­
hydration and retards deterioration 
when stored for long periods, mak­
ing duck eggs more suitable for 
retail sale than their chicken coun­
terpart.
A mature Khaki Campbell drake 
can reach 4 V2 pounds at 10-12 weeks 
of age. Its size makes the duck ideal 
for meat production, resulting in a 
good outlet for unwanted drakes.
Young Khaki ducklings of both 
sexes are identical as far as outward 
looks are concerned. It takes experi­
ence and a polished touch to sex 
ducklings. Unless you want half 
males and half females in your flock 
get an expert to sex your ducklings.
Ducks vs. Chickens
Ducks outperform chickens from 
birth. Duckling survivability is high­
er than chicks because of higher 
resistance to stress and disease. 
Ducks can also withstand greater 
challenges from changing weather, 
due in part to a thick downy 
undercoat which chickens lack. 
Chickens also have been bred to 
lay eggs under ideal conditions, 
whereas ducks were bred to produce
under nearly every condition. This 
fact alone makes ducks, especially 
Campbells, a good choice for the 
home flock.
On final advantage is the ducks' 
timid personality. I have often seen 
problems with chickens resulting 
from cannibalism and feather pluck­
ing. The Khaki drakes are also shy, 
so spurring attacks, common to 
roosters, do not occur with Khakis.
Switching to Khakis
If you already have chickens and 
are changing over to or adding 
ducks to your home flock, take care 
to keep the birds and their facilities 
separate. Many diseases—including 
avian influenza—can be spread from 
specie to specie. Your ducks should 
have a yard of their own and you 
should not put a duck yard in an area 
that once served as home to chick­
ens. Likewise, you can use a chicken 
shelter for ducks but you will have to 
put nest areas on a thoroughly 
disinfected floor and dismantle roos­
ting areas.
A duck's diet is different from a 
chicken’s in spite of a lot of 
similarities. Ducks need more ribo­
flavin, B12 and niacin. They need
less salt and fare better minus the 
medications present in many com­
mercial feeds. Commercial water- 
fowl feeds come in several forms— 
pellets, junior size pellets, crumbles 
and mash. The pellets are recom­
mended by Gail and Rick Luttman in 
Ducks and Geese in Your Backyard 
(1978, Rodale) because they are 
easier for the birds to eat and there 
is less waste.
Many experts will caution you not 
to feed chick starting rations to 
ducklings. Maybe it’ s because I am 
not an expert but I have fed my 
young birds chick ration and had no 
trouble as a result. Even medicated 
starter has had no adverse effects. 
In fact, I started my ducklings on the 
chick starter and moved up to chick 
grower rations, using free forage to 
fill in nutritional gaps.
Khaki Campbells may be difficult 
to find. A good place to start would 
be your local feedstore or a commer­
cial fowl hatchery. Your extension 
agent may be able to assist you in 
finding a nearby source for this 
duck, as well as in setting up your 
own duck egg operation. Do not give 
up your search; this fantastic brown 
bird is worth the extra effort it 
takes. □
Laying Rations for Ducks
Y
ou can prepare your own 
feed for egg-laying ducks. 
The recipe given here is 
from Modern Waterfowl Manage­
ment and Breeding Guide by Oscar 
Grow (1972, American Bantam 
Association).
Ingredients Percent
Ground yellow com 60.67
Soybean oil meal 25.20
Meat and bone meal 2.50
Dehydrated alfalfa 2.50
Ground limestone 7.00
Di-calcium phosphate 1.50
Salt 0.30
Vitamin mix 0.25
Trace mineral mix 0.05
Methionine 0 03
100.00
You can take these requirements to 
a feed mill and have the ration 
perpared for you or you can buy 
the ingredients and mix it yourself. 
All ingredients should be com­
pletely homogenized. □
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My
Garden’s
Gain
R
aising Khaki Campbell 
ducks has its inherent re­
wards in nutritious eggs 
and tasty meat but often overlook­
ed is the abundant by-product: 
manure. Animal waste is an excel­
lent fertilizer and the homegrown 
variety is considerably less expen­
sive than the bagged commercial 
type. Probably more important, 
though, is that the duck manure is 
a vital link in the ecological food 
chain; when used as fertilizer, it 
returns to the soil what was 
removed earlier.
The actual nutrient composition 
will vary depending on what the 
ducks eat, their age, their egg 
production and the actual handling 
and storage of the manure.
However, you can expect a 
chemical composition of at least 
2-1-1 (nitrogen-phosphorus-potas­
sium) in fresh duck manure.
These ratios can go as high as 
3-2.5-1.4 when the manure is 
combined with floor litter. (Leav­
ing the manure exposed to water 
means a nutrient loss as a result of 
leaching.)
The rate at which duck manure 
should be applied varies depend­
ing on your soil conditions, but a 
general rule-of-thumb is to use 
about 30 pounds of fresh manure 
per 100 square feet of garden 
space. You can apply the Khaki 
Campbell manure into the soil 
directly by plow or spade or 
compost it. Don’t apply fresh 
manure immediately before plant­
ing.
You can expect to receive about 
140 pounds of manure per duck per 
year; a small flock of flat bills will 
produce immense quantities of 
fertilizer. It makes good sense to 
use this gift. Not only are you 
working with nature, you will 
harvest a bountiful crop. □
Gary Cotton raises Khaki Campbells 
and writes from his home in Myrtle 
Point, Oregon. Photos by Margie 
Ryan.
Be Your Own Boss and Make
$18.00
to
$30.00
AN HOUR!
Your FREE Lifetime Security Fact Kit tells you how to 
make S18.00 to S30.00 an hour in your own Foley- 
Belsaw Full-Service Saw and Tool Sharpening Busi­
ness. Your FREE Fact Kit explains how you can:
—  be your own BOSS!
—  work fu ll time or part time, right at home.
—  do work you enjoy and take pride in.
—  operate a CASH business where 900 of every 
dollar you take in is clear CASH profit.
And it is so  easy to learn. Foley-Belsaw gives 
you all the facts and instructions. No experience or 
special training is necessary. Foley-Belsaw tells you 
everything you need to know to be successful.
And there's plenty of business available in your area 
You will be able to sharpen all types of saws, garden 
and shop tools for home, farm and industry.
You will be able to set your own hours and not have 
to worry about layoffs and strikes. And there are no 
franchise fees. Any age person can succeed
But you've got to get the FACTS before you can 
get started. So write NOW for your FREE Lifetime 
Security Fact Kit. It's yours to keep with NO 
OBLIGATION
. . .  send NOW fo r you r FREE 
Lifetime Security Fact K it!
FREE
LIFETIME 
SECURITY 
FACT KIT
The Foley-Belsaw Co.
2 0 2 3 2  Field Bldg 
Kansas City. M 0 64111
YES, I want to know more!
Please rush my FREE Lifetime Security Fact 
Kit.
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MORE CHOICES
with APPALACHIAN LOG STRUCTURES
MORE LOG STYLES:
Three log styles in 6 or 8 inch thickness 
with a 25 year warranty against insects 
and decay.
MORE HOME DESIGNS:
Ranch, Two-story, Gambrel, Loft, Vaca­
tion and Commercial. 35 standard models, 
or we can custom design your home.
Mountaineer Appalachian
Dovetail"1 Shadolog'” Round™
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY:
Compare our standard package and features 
with other manufacturers and you’ll see 
your best choice is Appalachian Log Struc­
tures. Call or write for our free brochure or 
send $6.00 for our 40 page color portfolio 
that shows all our homes. You may call and 
charge your portfolio to your MasterCard 
or Visa.
APPALACHIAN LOG STRUCTURES
P.O. BOX 86-FM • GOSHEN, VA 24439 • (703) 997-9251
© Burke, Parsons and Bowl by
FREE NURSERY 
CATALOG
Listing many varieties of Azal­
eas. Rhododendrons, Hollies, 
Flow ering Shrubs, F low ering  
Trees, Tree Seeds, Seedlings, 
Transp lants, Trees su itab le  
for Bonsai Culture.
GIRARD NURSERIES 
P.O. Box 428 Dept. FM
HOMEUTE FARM PUMPS 
Model AP-220
2" lnl«t and Outlet 
140 G el. Per Min. 
Briggs 3 H.P. Eng. 
New 86 Models 
One Year W arranty
WAS $329.95 
YOUR TO TAL COST $178.00
IDEAL FOR PUMPING WATER. SALT WATER. FARM 
CHEM 'CALS. OR PULLING SPRINKLERS 
FR EE  SH IPPIN G IN U .S.A .
Send Check, Money Order or Phone VISA or MASTERCARO
JERRY B. LEACH CO.
P.O. BOX 71 • 802 MARKET ST. 
CHERAW, S. C. 29520 
TOLL FREE 800-845-9005
Hardy
Kiwi
EXCITING TASTY NEW FRUIT
• DELICIOUS Like a blend of straw­
berry and pineapple. Smooth skin, eat 
like a grape.
• NUTRITIOUS More than 10 times 
Vit. C of oranges.
• HARDY To at least -25 degrees F.
• EASY TO GROW Vigorous produc­
tive vine— No bug problems. Can be 
trained on wall, strong trellis or arbor. 
Allow 15’ between plants. Well drain­
ed soil is best.
FULL GROWING INSTRUCTIONS 
INCLUDED
BUY DIRECT FROM GROWER 
GUARANTEED
r o l ---------
N ORTHWOODS 28696 S. Cramer Rd.
URSERY Molalla, OR 97038
Please send postpaid:
_pairs Hardy Kiwi male and female at 
$19.95 pair
_  additional females at $9.95 each 
(one male pollinates up to 8 females)
□  Check □  VISA.M/C #_____________
Exp. Date----------------------
Name______________________________
Address______ ______________________
City____________ State____ Zip
■ VISA & M /C phone orders or more infor- 
J mation call 503-651-3737. No collect calls,
I please.
the  RURAL
RESOURCE
GUIDE
Gearing Up 
for Gardening
T
here are more changes 
afoot in the garden than 
which vegetable varie­
ties you can grow. In the 
past year many new 
products and gardening aids have 
appeared on the scene—all designed 
to make your gardening experience 
more efficient and pleasurable. I’ ll 
use this column to introduce you to 
some of these new products—and to 
point out a few tried and true 
gardening helpers that you may 
have forgotten.
In the never-ending battle to take 
the backache out of gardening, Fort 
is responsible for a redesign of that 
old garden workhorse—the wheel­
barrow. Marketed in this hemis­
phere by Candu Trading Limited of 
Ontario, this ergonomically efficient 
wheelbarrow is light enough to 
move easily up and down garden 
rows but is engineered to tote loads 
that might make a country mule 
balk. The new wheelbarrow, SB-90, 
features a 4 Vi cubic foot tray made 
of a super-light polypropylene. The 
plastic is as tough as it is light; it’ s 
dent-proof, weather-proof and vir­
tually indestructible. And it’s seam­
less.
As anyone who has used one can 
testify, the old-fashioned wheelbar­
row was a materials handling tri­
umph but a people fitting failure.
The frame and box were too big a 
proportion of the load being moved.
The steering was clumsy because 
the handles and the grips were too 
low to match the tool’s leverage 
system to the attached human 
frame. This meant that the load was 
unstable—a nice way of saying that
many a wheelbarrow load tipped 
over and created more work than it 
saved.
The SB-90’s rust-proof frame is 
made of high-quality, galvanized, 
1Vi -inch steel tubing, with the 
handles bent upward so you don’t 
have to stoop. The handle grips are 
specially contoured for a snug fit 
too. The load’s weight rides on a 
flat-proof wheel-a Fort-patented 
design which the company pioneer­
ed for the construction industry. 
Special bearings reportedly make a 
smooth “ ride.”
While the ergonomic design 
makes the SB-90 easier to use, its 
light weight means that gardeners 
young and old, short and tall, will 
likely find the ’barrow user- 
friendly. The tray rinses clean—so 
much so that ii has been approved 
for food handling uses-perfect for 
the garden.
For more information write to 
Candu Trading Limited, P.O.Box 
1661, Kitchener, Ontario N2G 4R2. 
You can order the Fort SB-90 from 
Smith & Hawken, 25 Corte Madera, 
Mill Valley, California 94941.
Grow Now Greenhouses has come 
out with two season-extension pro­
ducts new to North America but 
used for many years in Britain.
The new temporary greenhouse 
has a tubular aluminum frame which 
fastens together with plastic connec­
tors to give you a structure 10 feet 
wide by 6, 12 or 18 feet long. The 
cover is 9-mil woven polyethylene, 
called Fabrene, with a zipper door in 
one or both ends. At the bottom of 
the cover are flaps to be covered 
with sod or soil to hold the structure 
down. John H. Pierce, an indepen­
dent “ greenspace”  specialist, sug­
gests a south-facing site protected 
from strong winds as the best place 
for the season extender. The vertical 
framing members are 6 feet apart; 
the shape of the greenhouse is 
maintained by polyethylene guy 
ropes installed inside the structure.
The Grow Now is lightweight and 
easy to put up and take down for an 
early spring start and extending the 
fall growing season. If you take the 
cover off during the summer it will 
last much longer. The summer sun’s 
ultraviolet rays will break down 
polyethylene over time. This struc­
ture is a perfect walk-in cloche to 
place over your existing garden with 
the cover removed for summer and 
winter.
Grow Now is also manufacturing 
an aluminum frame lean-to, which is 
designed for season extension only. 
The structure attaches to the vertical 
wall of house, bam or garage, which 
creates problems precluding all-
FAMILY OF SEVEN CUTS 
HOT WATER BILLS IN HALF!*
Tankless Heater Provides Endless Hot Water
The Hughson family 
just took 7 showers in 
a row —  the 7th was 
as hot as the first —  
and they’re saving 
hundreds on their hot 
water bills too.
The Hughson family of Pennsylvania
Sound, Simple, Money-Saving Idea
Did you know  tha t much of the energy 
used to heat your basem ent tank of w ater 
is d iss ipated rig h t th rough the w a lls  of the 
tank itse lf and in to your storage or craw l 
space area?
The Perfect Answer-New Thermar™ 
Tankless Instant Hot Water Heaters
If heat losses are created by the need to 
keep large volum es of water standing in a 
tank, w hy not e lim ina te  the tank? And, 
tha t's  ju s t w hat Thermar™ has done. In its 
place we have developed a tin y , super 
pow erfu l ins tan taneous heating un it which 
ACTUALLY CREATES HOT WATER AS YOU 
USE IT. A m ic rosw itch  on the un it au to ­
m a tic a lly  tu rns  on the m om ent hot w a te r is 
needed. Then a con tinuous  s tream  of 
d e ligh tfu l, sp a rk lin g  hot w a te r flo w s  from  
the ta p fo rs h o w e ro r  wash basin. IMAGINE 
— as much hot w a te r as you w an t — 
produced in a never-ending stream  as long 
as you need it.
The o rd in a ry  T ank-T ype  Hot W ater 
Heater is the m ost “ Energy C ostly ” a p p li­
ance in you r home. In th is  day of ris ing
costs and energy consciousness, a new 
THERMAR™ TANKLESS INSTANT HEATER 
should be considered by everyone in te r­
ested in sav ing  money and saving  energy.
STORAGE TANK THERMAR
Storage tanks keep 
large volumes of wa­
ter heated ... all the 
time. Tank cycles on 
and off 24 hrs. a day 
—  even when you're 
away. Tank can also 
"run out" of heated 
water when needed.
siar
small in size, doesn’t 
store heated water — 
but creates it on de­
mand. Uses no energy 
until you need hot 
water. Can produce 
120 gallons and more 
an hour!
THERMAR
C O R P O R A T IO N
Seen on Television!
, Member -  Gas Appliance 
Manufacturer's Association Inc.
U.L. Listed Electric 
and AGA Certified Gas Models 
Thousands in Use Around the World
You'll recover the in itia l costs many times 
over in fuel sav ings  as the years pass. And, 
yo u ’ ll en joy a life tim e  of hot w a te r — 
shower a fte r show er a fter shower!
*  Savings will depend upon local cost ol fuel, type of fuel 
used, condition, age and type ol present heater equipment.
FOR RUSH DELIVERY OF FREE ENERGY CATALOG AND FULL DETAILS  
USE CO UPO N BELOW
THERMAR JOHNSON POWER TECHTHERMAR CENTER 
TRUMBULL, CT 06611 -0398
Call Toll Free
1-800-854-8679
Connecticut Residents Call 
452-0055
fTWFRMAR™ «I would like to cut my hot water heating bills in half! Please RUSH your FREE catalog of THE AR' 
INSTANT, TANKLESS HEATERS. Include details of the absolutely unique 10 year guarantee and 
lifetime rebuilding option. I understand that I am under no obligation to buy.
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY. STATE. ZIP.
I  S^Bramsteele Rd, Suite 8. Brampton, Ontario L6W3N4 F M 0486
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winter use. Again, John Pierce 
suggests a very sheltered location, 
preferably a wood wall and, for 
growing,a southern exposure.Wind- 
driven rain or snow will whip 
between the back wall of the 
greenhouse and the vertical house 
wall and cause problems. This 
4-foot-by-6-foot structure uses flaps 
at the base of the cover with 
weights on them as for strength.
Neither of the Grow Now struc­
tures is a substitute for a good glass 
greenhouse but are handy to extend 
the season over an existing garden. 
In the Niagara Falls region, Pierce 
usually starts his seeds early and 
gets young plants into the ground, 
under the Grow Now in early April. 
Without the Grow Now, he would 
wait until late May to put out 
seedlings. The fall season usually 
runs along until late November 
under the Grow Now while without it 
most things are through in the 
garden by early October.
Properly used you’ll find a season 
extender a lot of fun. There’s 
something refreshing about garden­
ing in the pouring rain under a Grow 
Now cover during mid November!
The Grow Now season extenders 
are available from Gardener’s Sup­
ply Company, 133 Elm Street, 
Winooski, Vermont 05404 and Bar­
clay Horticulture Mfg. Ltd., 949 
Wilson Avenue, Downs view, On­
tario, Canada, M3K 1G2.
Last year I tried a trowel that won 
me over. What’s so handy about the 
Wilcox All-Pro Stainless Trowel is 
that the scoop has a sharp point. 
This is not a trowel to let the kids 
use in the sandbox! The scoop
edges are chiseled sharp too. Not 
only is it great for digging in all 
types of soils, but this trowel makes 
a good weeder because it can slice 
roots. The stainless steel construc­
tion is sturdy—mine has never bent 
or chipped in spite of the numerous 
rocks it has encountered in garden 
bed preparation. I experimented 
with trowel number 102, which 
comes with a nifty thong. This strap 
can be used to reinforce your grip or 
as a handy carrying loop. I know I 
appreciated this touch; I am always 
loaded down with odds and ends on 
my way to the garden and I never 
once dropped my Wilcox trowel.
You can order these trowels— 
there are several sizes and styles 
available—from Wilcox All-Pro Tools 
and Supply, Montezuma, Iowa 
50171. Select models are also car­
ried by Pinetree Garden Seeds, New 
Gloucester, Maine 04260 and Walter 
F. Nicke, Box 667G, Hudson, New 
York 12534.
New ideas are great, but smart 
gardeners don’t lose sight of tools 
that have stood the test of time. If an 
old-time design is still being market­
ed, the tool must be doing some­
thing right. One such tool is the 
Cape Cod Weeder. It’s the damdest 
looking thing-something like a knife 
with one end flipped over and to the 
side—but it performs well in my 
garden. The angle of the blade and 
the pointed tip make it useful for 
weeding and cultivating. I use it in 
my perennial herb bed because I can 
keep down weeds without offending 
root structures. What really sold me
on my weeder was not the five years 
I’ve been using it but the fact that it 
is so well made it can withstand 
signigicant abuse. I can lose it
in a pile of compost, brush or 
weeds, rototill it into the soil and dig 
it up the next spring in strong, 
serviceable condition. The one I 
have is made of a heavy steel blade, 
pin-locked into a hardwood handle. 
Mine was given to me as a gift from 
a gardener friend, but I have seen 
the same model in Walter F. Nicke’s 
catalog (Box 667G, Hudson, NY 
12534). I’m sure a few others must 
carry it because it is a golden oldie 
of the gardening world—just make 
sure to get one with the pin-lock 
construction. You’ ll want to keep 
yours handy for a long time.
Weed control is a top gardening 
concern. This year I am experiment­
ing with a weed control mat that is 
designed for below-ground use. 
Using a blanket for weed control is 
nothing new—many gardeners have 
been using black plastic in this 
manner for years. Black plastic, 
however, is used above ground and 
begins to break down after prolong­
ed exposure to the elements— 
especially the sun. Then you are left 
with wispy bits of black plastic 
floating around the garden—an un­
sightly nuisance.
3”  to 4" Thick
F ab ric
Blunk’s Weed Blanket is made of 
a dark (soil-brown), nonwoven poly­
propylene called Duon. Like black 
plastic, Duon will degrade when 
exposed to full sunlight but since it 
is designed for use beneath soil or 
mulches, it can create a permanent 
barrier to weeds. Because it is 
nonwoven, air and water can pene­
trate the fabric so plants get the 
carbon dioxide and water they need 
to survive and you get rid of 95 
percent of the weeds—by variety. 
Ahh, there’s the catch. Some of the
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YOURS
FR E E ... an issue of
ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY
IOURNAL
:o examine at no risk.
Animal Husbandry Journal, the bimonthly news­
letter of small-scale livestock and companion 
animal care, can help you raise healthier, happier 
animals. Try i t— FREE— and see for yourself. If 
you decide to subscribe, you’ ll save 42% off the 
single copy price.
Animal Husbandry Journal is
written for small-scale livestock 
owners who raise many different 
kinds of animals for the fam ily’s 
food, for work power, or for com­
panionship. Each issue is packed 
with information:
NEWS BRIEFS. A capsule look at 
what’s happening as it applies to your barn­
yard. When an experiment station discovers 
a stronger cross for lambing succes that 
won’t create a drop in wool quality, you’ ll 
read about it here.
VETERINARY ADVICE .Your Best
Vet is a question-and-answer column that 
gives you a chance to ask about what’s been 
puzzling you. Should you change your dog's 
diet in the winter? What are the pros and 
cons of forcing hens to molt? W e’ li refer your 
questions to the best veterinarian for the 
topic and give you the benefit of his or her 
experience— just for the asking.
MANAGEMENT CALENDAR. On
one page, we’ ll pack seasonal reminders of 
what you should be doing to/for your live­
stock to guarantee top performance —  
whether you have poultry, cattle, rabbits, 
horses, goats, pigs or sheep, you’ ll find 
timely tips to help you provide better care for 
your critters.
FEATURES. Every issue of Animal 
Husbandry Journal will include several short 
feature articles that cover everything from 
breeds for homesteaders to advice for the 
new horse owner. We will continue to supply 
do-it-yourself projects such as animal shel­
ters and feeders and will introduce new 
topics such as small-scale marketing advice 
and ways to make the most of the eggs, meat 
and milk you get from your livestock.
You can depend on Animal 
Husbandry Journal to give you a L
steady diet of useful livestock and 
companion animal news— what you 
need to know about new vaccines 
and disease alerts, different breeds 
to try, new breeds that are being 
developed, management techniques 
to improve the quality of care you 
give your animals, training ideas, 
grooming aids and much more.
Our bimonthly newsletter is to- 
the-point; we won’t waste your 
time with a lot of chit-chat. That’s 
because we know that animal 
owners are often the busiest of all 
country folk. Instead, we’ ll give you 
a concise publication packed with 
information.
Whether you are putting eggs on
the table, pulling logs out of the 
woods, running a home dairy or 
keeping a riding stable— or any of 
the many reasons why folk keep 
livestock— Animal Husbandry Jour­
nal has something for you in its 
pages. But don’t take our word for 
it. Try us— at no risk— and decide 
for yourself.
Send for your free examination 
issue today. If you like it, you pay 
our special-offer rate— only $6.95 
for one year (6 issues). That’s 42% 
savings off the single-copy price. If 
you’re not completely satisfied, 
return your bill marked CANCEL 
and keep the free issue at no 
obligation.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRYi l l  O U R N A L ■ ■
□  Please enter my trial subscription at the special rate of $6.95 for 
one year. If I am not completely satisfied, I ’ ll return your bill marked 
CANCEL and keep the free examination issue at no obligation.
□  I want even bigger savings! Enter my two-year trial subscription 
for only $10.95. (I understand that the same risk-free offer applies.)
Name_______________________________________________________
Address. 
Town__ .State. .Zip.
Box 111, Freedom, ME 04941
Reinforced Polyethelene TARPAULINS
Heavy duty blue TUFF 
poly fabric. 10 mil 
thick. 100% waterproof. 
Rope hem, brass 
grommets every 3 feet. 
Lightweight. Won’t 
mildew. Sun treated.
____ 8 * 1 0 S 6 .00 _____ 1 8 *2 4 $27 .00
____  1 0 *1 2 9 .00 _____ 2 0 *  30 39 .00
____  1 2 * 1 6 14.00 ____  2 0 * 4 0 59 .00
_ _  1 0 * 2 0 16.00 ____  2 6 * 4 0 75 .00
____  1 2 *2 4 22 .00 _____ 3 0 * 6 0 99 .00
____  1 6 * 2 0 23 .00 _____ 5 0 * 1 0 0 279 .00
■ ■ ■ I  CUSTOM SIZES AVAILALE 
USROYAL 1515 COMPTON AVE. 
mmmmm LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
CALL COLLECT OR DIRECT(213) 749-8320
AD D  $3 P A C K A G IN G  EA. - UPS FR E IG H T C O LLECT. 
SEN D  C H K . M .O  OR C A L L  FOR C.C. ORDERS.
•  C A N V A S  •  V IN Y L  •  S H A D E  CLO TH  
• BO AT & CAR C O VER S •  TENTS • C AN O P IE S  
•  LOW EST U.S. PRICES •  BIR D NETTING
(“ FREE CATALOG!- ]
United Farm  A g e n cy 's  la te s t c a ta lo g  is 
yours FREE! P ic tu re s  and d e s c rib e s
UNITED FARM AG ENCY
612-ZM  W 47th St.. Kansas City. M issouri 64112 
National TOLL-FREE Number: 1 800-821-2599
W E  D O N ’T H A VE TO PRAISE 
OUR 33 MODELS OF
CONVERTIBLE 
REAR TINE TILLERS
Our customers do that for us. 
In fact, in our files are 
hundreds of U N  solicited and 
U N  paid for testimonials from 
MAINLINE owners through­
out the U.S. and Canada. 
These letters provide a favor­
able batting average, the 
purity of which rivals the 
famous soap. To go along with 
this, we are presently consid­
ering a service merger with 
the national brand washing 
machine repairman. This 
would give him twice as little 
to do.
Keeping in mind there is a 
vast difference between a 
sales “ puff”  and a fact— Here 
are some facts dollar for 
dollar —  model for model. 
MAINLINE is unmatched for
HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUC­
TION • DURABILITY • 
BUILT-IN INNOVATIVE FEA­
TURES • THE VERSATILITY 
TO PERFORM MANY TASKS 
WELL • LONG LIFE • SIM­
PLICITY OF OPERATION 
• TOTAL HANDLING EASE. 
If these features are important 
to you— if you are a person 
who wants their money’s 
worth, write us a letter telling 
us what your needs are. We 
will be happy to help you 
select a MAINLINE model 
most suitable for you.
Free with first 5000 
orders! We will send you 
this comprehensive, 
easy to use gardening 
guide. When to - What 
to - How to - 
All at a glance.
HRINUNE
Please send complete information, 
pictures and prices by return mail.
MAINLINE phone 614-852-9733
We have gas and/or diesel models
Box 348, London, OH 43140 
Name.
Address. 
Zip— .Phone #
really pesky varieties such as nut 
grass or quake grass may make it 
through the Duon barrier. But the 
manufacturer says that the blanket 
will deter most non-rhizomeous 
weeds.
Blunk’s blanket comes in two 
additional weights, both of which 
are ultraviolet light stabilized, 
meaning they degrade less quickly 
when exposed to full sunlight. These 
UV-stabilized blankets are a better 
investment for above-ground use, 
such as frost blankets, tree wraps or 
between-the-rows weed control. 
Since Blunk’s Weed Blankets cost 
less than 10 cents a square foot to 
use, you may be tempted to substi­
tute it for black plastic and lay it 
above the soil. The non-stabilized 
blanket (2.5 oz.) has a six- to 
eight-month service life when ex­
posed to full sun. The other two 
have three- and five-year service life 
expectancies.
For more information on order 
quantities and prices, or for the 
name and address of a retail dealer 
near you, write to Blunk’s Whole­
sale Supply, Inc., 8923 South Oc- 
tavia, Bridgeview, Illinois 60455.
Another noteworthy product is a 
foliar feeder called Spray ‘N’ Grow. 
It’ s been out on the market for about 
a year now. (For more on the 
benefits of foliar feeding, see the 
story on page 28 in the Almanac and 
Year-Round Garden Guide.) Mar­
keted rather mysteriously as a 
biocatalyst, the spray is designed to 
increase a plant’s ability to make 
sucrose. Because it steps up the 
plant’s processing, it is extremely 
important that Spray ‘N’ Grow be 
used only with plants that are also 
being fertilized through the root 
system. If you use just the foliar 
spray, you increase the plant’s 
ability to strip nutrients from the soil 
without replacing those nutrients. 
The result is fast results followed by 
a dismal failure and soil that needs 
remedial help in order to support 
subsequest plantings. However, if 
you are diligent about your total 
feeding program, you can get super­
lative results from Spray ‘N’ Grow.
After its first garden season, the 
spray received some mixed reviews 
from gardeners who had tried it. 
Since then the manufacturer, a 
Texas based company, has reformu­
lated it. Spray ‘N’ Grow’s horticul­
turist chemist recently discovered a 
way to further enhance the affect of 
Spray ‘N’ Grow on plants. The 
company also discovered that the 
normal chlorine content in water 
used to dilute the formula could 
cause the product to be ineffective. 
This problem is remedied in the way 
the gardener dilutes Spray ‘N’ Grow 
with water. Now the company 
recommends drawing water from 
the Lot water line and allowing the 
water to cool to lukewarm before 
mixing it with the Spray ‘N’ Grow. 
This process drives off the excess 
chlorine that likely was responsible 
for the customers who reported no 
positive effects after using it. So if 
you were one of the unhappy ones, 
you will want to give Spray ‘N’ Grow 
another try. And if you haven’t tried 
it, now is the time. See page 29 for 
ordering information.
Whether you are cramped for 
space or are in the market for an 
attractive patio accent, a pyramid 
planter could be the answer to your 
need. There are many varieties of 
pyramid planter-all designed to let 
your garden grow up instead of out. 
The latest offering in this depart­
ment is the Vertigro Vertical Gar­
dening System, available from J. W. 
Jung Seed and Nursery Company. 
Depending on the model, you can 
have 26 or 46 row feet of plants in 
two square feet of floor space. 
Both models come with casters on 
the base so you can rotate the 
pyramid for even lighting.
The Vertigro system features an 
internal force feeding, watering and 
fertilizing reservior down the center 
of the tower as well as an aeration 
and drainage cylinder, so your 
plants should get all the air and 
water they need—and no more. Most 
of these systems are advertised as 
great for strawberries. If you plan to 
use one for strawberries, remember 
that it’ s real easy to net a tower and 
keep birds and other marauders 
from getting the fruit that’ s meant 
for your table. Pyramid planters are 
also excellent for salad crops, herbs, 
low-habit flowers—use your imagin­
ation. For more on prices and 
ordering, write to J. W. Jung Seed 
and Nursery Company, Randolph, 
Wisconsin 53957. □
—Heidi N. Brugger
Better protection, lower cost 
and easier installation 
make Square Deal® 
your best horse fence choice.
T
here's better protection for your horses with Square Deal fence because 
of the exclusive Square Deal knot. It's smooth on both sides to prevent 
snags that can blemish horses. The close 2”  x 4'' spacing of Square Deal fence 
keeps horses from injury because they can't step through the fence. No wire 
fence is safer for your valuable animals than Square Deal.
Square Deal fence installs easier with less overall cost than V-mesh style 
wire fence, too. Its bright galvanized finish is both good looking and long 
lasting. And unlike board fencing, you'll never have to paint Square Deal 
fence.
For better protection of your horses with a wire fence that is easier to install 
and costs less than V-mesh style fence, Square Deal is the best choice.
See your Red Brand fence dealer or send for a FREE brochure on Square Deal 
horse fence. Write: Keystone Steel & Wire Co., 7000 S. W. Adams St., Peoria, 
IL 61641.
. . . the most respected name in farm fence®
Square Deal and Red Brand are registered trademarks of Keystone Consolidated Industries, Inc.
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Grow Your Own 
Poultry, Meat and Eggs!
Moy-r's Chicks offers the ideal combinations of brown and 
white egg pullets or broilers for family-sized flocks
a family owned business since 1946
selling over 200.000 per week, yet no customer is too small 
not to be appreciated
• replacing each year with "first generation" breeders to 
insure the best in hybrid production efficiency, livability, 
and quiet temperment
- write for free brochure and prices; ask about free chick 
poster with order
5
T tO u fesi d  CHICKS, INC.
D«pt. F
266 E. Paletown Road Quakertown, PA 18951
(215)536-3155
Broilers Brown and White Egg Layers
Unique
-a • ,  double glazed
q u a l i t y  changeable thermal option
Redwood Greenhouses
The finest you can buy
• Wide variety of designs & sizes, plus 
custom sizes to suit special needs.
Sun room design in many sizes, too.
• Unique prefabrication - easy to erect.
• Low factory prices, freight prepaid.
• Options and many accessories.
Send for free color catalog
i t l X r d L i - T D l O i l t
I M a n u f a c t u r i n g  C o m p a n y  
Dept. F , 11304 SW Boones Ferry Rd., Portland, OR 97219
HAMMER MILLS for the
Self-Reliant Farm & Garden. 
To Provide!
□  Good Soil
□  Feed
□  Mulch
□  Compost
To Grind!
□  All Grains
□  Leaves
□  Bark
□  Bones
□  Alfalfa
WEVE MADE IT PRACTICAL SINCE 1858 
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE:
The C. S. BELL CO.
Box S-91, T iffin , Ohio 44883
Blower or 
Bottom Discharge
[H ] SEND BROCHURE TO:
Name ___________________________
Address___________________________
City _____________________________
State_______________ Z ip ___________
The C. S. Bell Co.
Box S-91 • 170 W. Davis St. • Tiffin, Ohio 44883
THE KINDLING
BOX
Alternative Energy News
Apple Energy
The resourceful rule still holds: 
One person’s trash is another’s 
treasure. Cornell agriculture engin­
eer William J. Jewell is demonstrat­
ing that fact by using apple pomace 
(the leftovers from apple juice 
production) to make natural gas, 
fertilizer and soil conditioners.
Nationwide, nearly 1.5 million 
tons of pomace are produced each 
year. The cost of disposing of this 
waste material exceeds $10 million. 
Landfills have been a major disposal 
site, but some communities have 
banned the pomace because of its 
potential to contaminate the envi-
Spurred by the predicament fac­
ing the apple processors, Jewell and 
his colleagues have found a solution 
to the problem. His idea is to extract 
methane, or natural gas, from 
pomace. After yielding energy, the 
material can be used as a fertilizer 
or dried to produce a humus-like 
product useful in orchards or home 
gardens.
—Cornell University News
Wind Spells 
and School Bells
An Enertech 40-kilowatt wind 
turbine has been installed at Hull 
High School in Hull, Massachusetts. 
The site has been called Windmill 
Point for many years because of the 
large water-pumping mills built
there in the early 1800s to harvest 
sea salt. The installation of the 
turbine to generate electricity repre­
sents a cost-effective application for 
the school board.
The turbine will produce approx­
imately 75,000-kilowatt-hours per 
year. This represents one-third of 
the electricity requirements for the 
high school, whose average cost in 
1984 was over 10 cents per kilowatt- 
hour. The project costs were 
$80,000.
Taking into account the projected 
future electric costs, payback for the 
installation is estimated to be seven 
years. The school will receive a 
straight-line deduction on its utility 
bill for the electricity it produces.
—Renewable Energy News, 
Vol. 8, No. 7
Toll-Free
Answers
Do you have a question about 
solar hot water heaters? Energy- 
efficient appliances? Hydro power? 
The National Appropriate Technol­
ogy Assistance Service (NATAS) can 
help. Their information specialists 
will give you information and tech­
nical assistance on energy-related 
appropriate technologies. (‘ ‘Appro­
priate technology,”  according to 
NATAS, is a small-scale, low-cost, 
environmentally sound approach 
that emphasizes self-help.) You can 
write or call them at their Montana 
location. If they can’t answer your 
question, they’ll refer you to some­
one who can. NATAS, P.O. Box 
2525, Butte, MT 59702-2525, (800) 
428-2525. In Montana, call (800) 
428-1718.
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Chainsaw Safety
U.S. chain saw makers are putting 
new safety features on their saws, 
but users of the saws must still take 
precautions to avoid injury.
•Keep both hands on saw when 
it’ s running.
•Never let the chain touch any­
thing other than the work at hand.
•Keep helpers and observers a 
safe distance from the cutting chain.
•Shut off saw before making any 
repairs or adjustments.
•After completing a cut, don’t 
move away until the chain stops.
•Before making a felling cut, 
select a safe path of retreat.
•Wait for the saw to cool before 
refueling. Refuel saw over ground
that presents no fire hazard. Before 
starting saw, move at least 10 feet 
from the fueling spot.
•Keep saw clean and free of 
leaves, sawdust, pitch and oil.
•For 15 minutes after stopping 
work, check to be sure there are no 
smoldering areas nearby.
—Utah State University Extension
Acreage
TENNESSEE FARM, Retirement, Moun­
tain, and Lake properties. Easy financing. 
FREE catalog. Kay Realty, Rogersville, TN 
37857. (615)272-9321._______________ Ga4p
FARMS AND HOMESTEADS in the 
Missouri Ozarks. Beautiful fields and 
forests, good grass and water, mild 
climate, low taxes, reasonable prices. 
Write Renee Wood, Graven Realty. Box 
234-F, Willow Springs, MO 65793. 417-469- 
4040. WI3p
FLORIDA 3 Br.,2bath, screened Gunite 
pool c/b Home on 1V2 Acres, solar hot 
water, 5 car garage, workshop. $79,000. 
Additional 11/2 Acres adjoining available. 
(813)665-6345. Sp2p
FREE CATALOG OF PROPERTY 800-325- 
9943. American Farm & Investment Di­
gest, 3546 Watson, St. Louis, MO 63139. 
________________________________ Sp1p
$45,000. 28 ACRES, view, house, barn, 
brook. 3-5 bedrms. Baths. Oak cabinets. 
Furnace. Piano, freezer, woodstove Inc. 42 
Maples. Free Lists. UNITED FARM Agen­
cy, Rd1 Box 115, Dekalb Jet., NY 13630. 
(315)347-2594. Sp1p
Business Opportunities
MAKE BIG DOLLARS COLLECTING what 
nature throws away! Free information. 
Nature, Box 1214, Franklin, TN 37065- 
1214._______________________ Sp1 p
ENJOY EXTRA PAY DAYS WITHOUT 
INVESTMENT OR RISK. Take orders for 
quality Mason Shoes from friends and 
neighbors. Immediate commissions. Write 
for free starter kit. Mason Shoes, K-976, 
Chippewa Falls, Wl 54774.___________ Ga2p
TAKE CATALOG ORDERS. We drop-ship 
2955 best selling specialty products. Lowest 
below wholesale prices. Immediate delivery. 
Spectacular home business opportunity. 
FREE book. SMC, 9401 De Soto Ave., Dept. 
431-63, Chatsworth, CA 91311-4991. Sp1p
$40,000 ON 1/3 ACRE! New Hydroponics- 
inexpensive startup, practical! Free infor­
mation. W alter’s, Box 1214, Franklin, TN 
37065-1214. Sp1 p
Building/Shelter
CROCHET: HOW-TO CASSETTE.$3.95
and SASE for Cassette,Pattern,Brochure,D 
& D Enterprises, Box 55086, Dept. F-1, 
Omaha, NE 68155. Sp1 p
WRITE YOUR OWN WILL. Save lots money.I 
Do it yourself. 4 -W ill forms to fill in. $10.00 
Prepaid. Moneyback guaranteed. PICK'S, 
Dept. FP, Tompkinsville, KY 42167. Ga1p|
FENCE 15 ACRES—$500; wires, posts and 
$219 ENERGIZER-FREE Delivery! 412-459- 
8991. Kencove, Blairsville, PA 15717. WI4p
Garden
MACADAMIA NUTS. Grow your own with 
untreated nuts from my 35 ft. tree in So. 
Calif. W ill tolerate frost. 5 nuts— $4.50. 
Send check to: Randy Gallagher, 606 N. 
Orange, Azusa, CA 91702.__________ Sp1 p
SEED POTATO EYES FOR HOME GAR­
DENERS. Many rare and exotic varieties 
available. Free catalog. Becker’s Seed 
Potatoes, R.R. 1, Trout Creek, Ontario, 
P0H 2L0, Canada. Sp1p
HYBRID POPLAR, 12 cents each. Other 
trees and shrubs. Coldstream Farm, Box J, 
Freesoil, Ml 49411. Sp1p
PRODUCTIVE KENTUCKY FARMS, aban­
doned farms, and wooded acreage; free 
brochure. Hart County Realty, Box 456W, 
Munfordville, KY 42765. (502)524-1980.
___________   S£l£
NORTHERN IDAHO. 5-10-20 ACRES. 
Choice productive land, big trees, meadows, 
creeks, springs. For homesites, farming, 
mini-ranching, recreation, retirement. Un­
paralleled four-season living in the beautiful 
Northwest. Hundreds of parcels available. 
Easy purchase terms. FREE brochure, maps, 
photos, information. NATIONAL Associated 
Properties, 1121 Sherman, Coeur d ’Alene, 
ID 83814. (208)664-8161._____________Ga3p
REMOTE LIVING illustrated reference. 
Alaska land giveaway; how to stake and 
protect a mining claim; northern gardening; 
drying, smoking, salting foods; water, 
sewer, power; much more. $19.95 People 
Books, 3090 Riverwood Drive, Juneau, AK 
99801.  Ga2p
FREE LIST DOWNEAST MAINE properties, 
contact: Action Agency Realtors, Box 302, 
Machias, Maine 04654. Phone (207)255- 
8611. WI4p
GREENHOUSES— Redwood/fiberglass, 
solar-efficient kits, functional, economical. 
Write for free brochure. Gothic Arch 
Greenhouses, P.O. Box 1564FS, Mobile, 
AL 36633. Sp4p
77 INNOVATIVE PLANS, BARNS, all 
sizes types, styles. Garages, Workshops, 
Sheds. Catalog $4. (Refundable). Ashiand- 
barns, 990FS Butlercreek, Ashland, OR 
97520. Sp3p
Crafts
PLAIN PEOPLE CRAFTS-Amish made 
quilts, aprons, dolls, wooden toys, trivets, 
baskets. Free Catalog. Peaceful Valley 
Farm B & B, RD1 Box 115, Dekalb Jet., NY 
13630.(315)347-2594. Sp1p
Do-it-Yourself
TREE SEEDLINGS: OAK, WALNUT, Con­
ifers & conservation plants. Free catalog. 
Hanchar’s Superior Trees, Box 407FS, 
Carrolltown, PA 15722._____________Sp6p
RASPBERRY PLANTS. Red, purple, black. 
Thornless blackberries, gooseberries, cur­
rants; (Red, Black), Blueberries, seedless 
grapevines, strawberries, others. FREE 
Catalog. Makielski Berry Nursery, 7130F 
Platt Rd., Ypsilanti, Ml 48197.. (313)434- 
3673._____________________________ G12p
BIRD-BEGONE! Protect blueberries, or­
chards, gardens, crops, barns, public build­
ings, ledges, roofs from messy damaging 
birds and pigeons. Absolutely Amazing! 
Birds, unharmed, leave the area. No moving 
parts, electricity, noise, odors, poisons. 
Weather proof! Immediate refund guaran­
teed! $14.95; “ Bird-Begone” ; Box FD, Dept. 
F, Westminster, CA 92683. Ga2p
1986 TILLER RESEARCH SURVEY informa­
tion about financing, warranties, drive 
systems, tilling and PTO attachments. $3.75 
Tiller Research Survey, P.O. Box 101, Flint, 
TX 75762. Ga4p
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MINIATURE PUMPKIN SEEDS. Rare pod 
corn seeds. Pumpkins smaller than your fist. 
Corn with each kernel covered by a husk. 
Send $2.00 and SASE for pumpkins and 
$3.0o and SASE for corn. Memory Lane 
Farm, Box 444, Parker, IN 47368._____ Ga3p
“ MICRO-FARMS”  Grow 600 pounds of food 
in a 6’ x 6’ area. Also “ Build This House for 
$4000!”  Info. $10.00. Carlos Trump, Box 
69F, McGraws, WV 25875.___________Ga4p
FREE! 50 Sweet Spanish hybrid onion plants 
and 12 Green Duke hybrid broccoli plants 
delivered to your door free with any order 
from our 1986 vegetable plant catalog. For 
details of this offer and your free color 
catalog listing 37 garden and fresh market 
varieties, call (912)883-7029 or write Pied­
mont Plant Co., P.O. Box 424-P, Albany, GA 
31703.____________________________ Ga2p
GJNSENG! GOLDENSEAL! Profitable crops, 
good demand. Have select planting stock. 
Comfrey. Free information. Jon Collins, 
Viola, IA 52350._______________ Fa4p
FLY KILLER
Control Odors 
Parasites-Garden Pests
Organic, Natural, Unprocessed
Diatomaceous Earth
Feed a % of the Daily Ration of Food to 
Pets, Farm Animals, Fowl and Get Results. 
45 Day Sample Supply for 1 Small Animal 
$9.00. 30 Pound Box for Garden & Animal 
Use, $23.75. Free Del. Inst. & Information 
Included. SASE for Information only to: 
D.E.Int’ l 5772 Garden Grove Blvd. #305, 
Westminster, CA 92683.
Livestock
HONEY BEES FOR PLEASURE AND 
PROFIT. Increase your yields through 
pollination and discover the fascinating 
world of beekeeping. Send for your FREE 
catalog today. Return this ad with any 
order over $50 and receive a $5 discount. 
THE A. I. ROOT Company, Dept. BF, P.O. 
Box 706, Medina, OH 44258. Manufactur- 
ers of beekeeping supplies since 1869. Sp2p
BEEKEEPERS. STARLINE, ITALIAN, and 
Caucasian bees and queens. Begin with the 
best! Equipment catalogue .50. Refund 
certificate. Sunstream, P.O. Box 225-F, 
Eighty Four, PA 15330.______________Ga3p
FREE DISCOUNT BEEKEEPING SUPPLY 
Catalog. Glorybees, 1015 Arrowsmith, Eu- 
gene, OR 97402. (503)485-1649._______Ga2p
AMERICAN MINIATURE CATTLE Regis­
try. Send stamped self-addressed envelope 
for FREE information 29417-22nd Ave. E., 
Roy, WA 98580.___________________ WI4p
“ DEXTER CATTLE”  by Hays. Send $9.50 to 
American Dexter Cattle Association, RR 4, 
Box 313, Rochester, MN 55904 for book and 
brochure. Ga2p
Miscellaneous
TECHFENCE. For information on how to 
get more forage per acre, write: Techfence, 
P.O. Box 159-FM, Blaine, ME 04734. (207) 
462-6101.________________________ Sp4p
WOMEN’S PIGSKIN WORK GLOVES! 
Excellent fit. Durable, supple. Women’s 
sizes: S-M-L. Free brochure. Womans- 
work, Dept. F., RD 539K, So. Berwick, ME 
03908. Sp1p
CHILDRENS STORIES ON AUDIO Cas­
sette. Self-responsibility stories, highly en­
tertaining and educational. Free catalog. 
Trenna Productions, P.O. Box 2434FS, 
Malibu, CA 90265.________________ Sp1p
SELF-SUFFICIENCY! Modern Grain Thre- 
sher/Winnower $295.00. 100 Watt bicycle 
generator $125.00. Shipping $25.00. Howe 
Engineering, Box2460F, No. Waterford, ME 
04267.____________________________ Ga2p
HERBS, ORGANICALLY GROWN FOR 
COOKING, Teas, Crafting. Fresh cut 
available in season. Essential oils, vinegar 
herbs, herbal books, gifts, wreaths. Send 
$1.00 for catalogue to Oakdale Herb Farm, 
RR#1, Bluford, IL 62814. Sp1p
ESSAY CONTEST WIN A CABIN IN THE 
Maine woods. Send SASE to Cabin In the 
Woods Contest, P.O. Box 69, Coopers 
Mills, ME 04341. Sp1p
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD PUPS Regis­
tered, farm and family raised. Intelligent, 
devoted, loyal; should train easily for stock 
work. Call Carters, Middleburgh, NY (518) 
827-4187. Sp1 p
SWISS ALPS. Awe-Inspiring Day Hiking, 
Amiable Christian Fellowship. Outstanding 
Cuisine. Charming Swiss Inns. Unforget­
table! Tour Dates: June 26-July 12. Write: 
AlpenWeg Adventures, Box 73F, Barnes- 
ville, MD 20838. Sp1p
HONEYBEES, 48-page mail order cata­
logue from the Northeasts’ leading dis­
count beekeeping supply company. Better- 
bee, RR #4 Box 4070F, Greenwich, NY 
12834-9998.(518)692-9669. Sp1p
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Our 
computers can find the help you need. 
Results guaranteed. Write for details. 
Scholarship Finder Service, P.O. Box 55, 
Allegan, Ml 490 9. Sp4p
STOP RACCOON DESTRUCTION in gar­
dens with the guaranteed “ Bye Light”  
method. Free information. Cottage Gar­
dens, Co. Box 144F, Ocheyedan, IA 51354.
Sp1p
SEEDWIGS. Wisdom in verse from south­
ern poet. $3.75 ppd. J-morgan, Box 
450945, Atlanta, GA 30345.________ Sp1 p
SEPTIC TANKS NEED CONSTANT Care. 
Bacto-Safe keeps the bacteria working, 
ends messy pumping jobs, and stops 
unpleasant field odors. Write: Lou-al & Co. 
Inc., P.O. Box 1084, Doylestown, PA 
18901-9990. Sp2p
53 PRACTICAL WAYS TO FIGHT HIGH 
grocery prices. Rush $2 to ; Bayou Enter­
prise, P.O. Box 877-FS1, Thibodaux, LA 
70302,___________________________ Sp1 p
VERMONT COUNTRY CHURCH RE- 
cording: The beautiful church on Crafts- 
bury Common presents three choirs and 
four soloists on a 12”  LP full-color album. 
Ten Dollars Each. Make checks payable to 
the United Church of Craftsbury, c/o Anne 
Wilson, Clerk, Craftsbury, VT 05826. Sp1p
“ PAY TELEPHONES”  for sale!!! Fully 
guaranteed. Low cost, high return. Excel­
lent investment for business and vendors. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. Westar, HC71, 
Box 1835, Prestonsburg, KY 41653. Sp1p
LEASE CASH AVAILABLE: For NEW 
Computers, Copy Machines, Typewriters, 
Farm & Agricultural Equipment, Construc­
tion Equipment & Steel Buildings. Lease 
Payments - Tax deductable on Business 
Equipment. Wrtie JVWS, #15 FFRd. 
Plymouth, MA 02360.______________ Sp1p
FREE BEER-MAKING instructions, recipes 
and catalog. Newman’s Homebrewing, Rd 1, 
Box 3Fm, Port Matilda. PA 16870. Fa4p
DRIVEWAY ALARMS with hidden detector 
Free brochure! Paxton Enterprises, Rt. 1F, 
Fortville, IN 46040, 317/326-2838. Fa4p
ELECTRIC FENCE CHARGER; Battery 
monitor; hearing aid; photovoltaic battery- 
charge controller, much more. Free details. 
Danocinths, Dept-FS Box 261, Westland Ml 
48185.  HA6p
INVENTIONS, IDEAS, TECHNOLOGY 
wanted! Call free 1-800-528-6050. Canada, 
1-800-528-6060. X831._______________Ga6p
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 
through the U.S. Government? Get the facts 
today! Call (312)742-1142, Ext. 5563. Ga2p
FALU RODFARG outdoor barn red paint 
used for centuries in Sweden, protects 
against rot and mildew. MIX IT YOURSELF 
KIT, all ingredients included, even brushes. 
Makes about five gallons. $56.60 plus 5.50 
shipping. Master/Visa accepted. Hightower 
Falls, Inc. Cedartown, GA 30125. Fa4p
Poultry
FREE CATALOG OF
bantams, ducklings, 
goslings, turkeys, 
guineas, pheasants
Beautifu l pictures in natural 
colors. Descriptions and h is­
tory of 100 varieties. Coun­
try 's  largest selection.
69 years of supplying large, small, and hobby flocks for 
eggs, meat and exhib ition. Safe shipment nationwide. 
Surprise g ift fo r early orders.
M U RRAY MC M U RRAY HATCHERY  
C123
WEBSTER CITY, IO W A 50595 
Telephone: 515-832-3280
GEESE-PROFIT OR LOSS? SASE for free 
materials, Route One, Box Eleven, Fox- 
boro, Wl 54836.___________________Sp1 p
EMBDEN, TOULOUSE, AFRICAN, POM- 
eranian goslings. Muscovy, Rouen, Khaki- 
Campbell ducklings. Petkus Hatchery, 
2580 W. Ellsworth, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104. 
(313)662-0757. Sp2p
HARDY GOSLINGS, UNUSUAL DUCK- 
ling. Chicks. Illustrated catalog and book 
list $1.00, refundable. Pilgrim Goose 
Hatchery, FSP-86, Williamsfield, OH 
44093.___________________________Sp2p
FREE CATALOG. 31 Leading Breeds and 
Crosses for eggs, meat. Ducks, Turkeys, 
Goslings, Guineas. Reich Poultry Farms, 
RD 1, Marietta, PA 17547,__________ Sp3p
FREE: Write for Free Colorful Catalog. 
Clinton Hatchery, Box 548-57, Clinton, MO 
64735. Telephone: (816)885-8500. Ga3p
DUCKLINGS, CHICKS, GOSLINGS: Many 
rare breeds. Stamp please. Johnson’s Water- 
fowl, R #1 Box 16, Middle River, MN 56737.
Ga3p
rR are  Breed Chicks
and Bantams from far away lands.
Araucanas lay colored Easter 
eggs. Blue, Green, Pink, Olive,
Gold. Choose from over 40 varie­
ties of Rare and Fancy breeds,
Fighting Games, and popular lay­
ing breeds. Safe shipments guaran­
teed to all 50 states and U.S. 
possessions. Send 50# for Big Colorful Cata­
log. With catalog we send coupon good for 500 
when you order Chicks.
M ARTI PO ULTRY FARM  
Box 27-32, W indsor, M issouri 65360
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DUCKS, Turkeys, Guineas, Chickens, 100 
Varieties. Send .50 for catalog with bonus 
coupon pack. Grain Belt Hatchery, Box 
125-2, Windsor, MO 65360.__________ >Sp2p
FREE CATALOG. 31 Leading breeds and 
crosses for eggs, meat. Ducks, turkeys, 
goslings, guineas. Reich Poultry Farms, 
RD 1, Marietta, PA 17547._________ Ga4p
RIDGWAY’S 63rd YEAR Hatching big 
bronze and white turkeys, ducklings, chicks, 
pheasants, guineas and goslings. Live arriv­
al. Free catalog. Visa and Mastercard. 
Ridgway Hatcheries, LaRue 8, OH 43332. 
(614)499-2163. Ga2p
5 Free Chicks With Every Order
We hatch o ver 35 rare, fancy & exotic 
breeds, excellent broiler and top laying 
breeds. Sent direct to your post office. 
100% live arrival guaranteed. Write for 
Big FREE chick catalog showing pictures 
of ch icke n s in co lor.
ALLEN HATCHERY, Inc.
Box 46-17, Windsor, Missouri 65360 
__ Telephone —  816 647-3101 ____
56 PAGE COLOR PET HOBBY 
AVIARY SUPPLY CATALOG $1.00
M^KE YOUR OWN TRAPS-CAGES
S3
a  Enjoy —  Making 
* 4  Them YOURSELF'
2500 Cage Clempi, Clincher S18.95 Prepaid.
“ Everything— You Name It"
Cast A lum inum  Pop Bottle 
Founts w ith  attached 
springs, 12/S14.95 prepaid. 
Chicks, Hatching Eggs, 
Bantams, Ducklings, Gos­
lings, Poultry Pickers, 
Medications, Bands. Nests, 
Peacock Book $8.95, 
Hatching Guide $4.95.
STR0MBERG CHICKS I  PETS UNUMTE0, Pine Wrer, SO, Minn. 56474
Publications
HOMESTEADING? LET OUR EXPERI- 
ence save you $. Send $3.50 for information 
packed manual. Jackson, Rt 1 Box 48,
Peace Valley, MO 65788.___________ Sp1p
FREE QUILT PATTERNS in “ Quilter’s 
Newsletter Magazine” , plus Catalog Illustra­
ting hundreds of quilt patterns, quilting 
stencils, quilting books, supplies, kits, 
fabrics— $3.00. Leman Publications, Box 
501-F66, Wheatridge, CO 80033. Sp1p
JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE COOKBOOK: 
The “ Other”  Artichoke. Soups, salads, main 
dishes. $6.95 to Leona Farms Press, P.O. 
Box 81197, Salt Lake City, UT 84108. Ga2p
Recipes
NUTRITIOUS WHOLE GRAIN POTATO 
bread recipe. Send $1.00 SASE to Ron’s 
Bread, Box 2369, Burnham, ME 04922. Ga3p
“ HOME BREW”  Recipe. No expensive 
equipment or hard to find ingredients. 6 
gallons under $10. Send $3. Recipe, Rt #2 
Box 183, Fredonia, KY 42411._______ Sp1p
HOW TO MAKE DELICIOUS PASTA! Ten 
recipes-Meat, Vegetarian, Seafood. $2.00. 
Box 303-F, Canandaigua, NY 14424. Sp1 p
HEART OF TEXAS RECIPES. 30 Delicious 
dishes representative of a rich and varied 
culture. All 30-$5.00. D & T Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 1460, Lake Jackson, TX 77566.
Sp1p
RECIPES FOR BASS, TROUT, steelhead 
catfish, salmon. Send $2.00 to: L & J 
Wood, P.O. Box 284, Newburyport, MA 
01950. Sd1p
HARD TO FIND RECIPES. Specify recipe 
desired. $2.00 SASE. Grandma, Box 349, 
Horatio, AR 71842.________________ Sp1p
GRANDMA’S BEST! Mouth-watering en­
trees, desserts, snacks, recipes $2.00. 
Grandma, Box 1602, Corona, CA 91718.
Sp1p
UNBELIEVABLY DELICIOUS OLD Fash­
ioned handed down “ Kentucky Jam Cake”  
recipe. Outstanding for Holidays and 
menfolk. For complete information and 
added suggestions send $3.00 and stamp 
by cash or money order for immediate 
reply. Jay Miller, 8605 Childress Rd., Rt. 1, 
Powell, TN 37849._________________ Sp1 p
WOODSTOVE COOKING: 14 Recipes for 
woodstove or range. Easy, practical. $2.00, 
SASE: Green Valley, Box 53B, Albia, IA 
52531.____________________________ Ga4p
OUTSTANDING SPAGHETTI SAUCE plus 
BBQ Sparerib, Chicken marinade recipe 
$2.00 SASE. Wilson’s, 2125 San Miguel 
Ave., Santa Rosa, CA 95401. WI4p
OLD FASHION COUNTRv APPLE PIE 
Supreme. Bake it once and you’ll agree, 
there’s nothing like it anywhere. Mouth 
watering, delicious! $2.00 to: P.W. Garrison, 
24627 West Chicago, Bedford, Ml 48239. 
10% donation to Farm-Aid.__________ Sp1p
BEV’S EASY ONE-STEP, NO FAIL, always 
crisp, old-fashioned German dill pickle 
recipe. No cooking, no hot water bath, no 
time consuming brines. One jar or full 
batches, same results. Send $3.00 and 
SASE for same day response To: Laueral 
Haven Ranch, P.O.Box 870, Eagle Point, 
OR 97524
Reach a National Market with Your Classified Ad - It’s Easy and Economical!
(T) Just choose your issues:
□  Garden (Jan./Feb.) DFall (Sept./Oct.)
□  Spring (March/April) □  Winter(Nov./Dec.)
□  Summer (May/June) DHarvest (July/Aug.)
Acreage, Business Opportunities, Buiiding/Shelter, Crafts, Do-it-Yourself, Energy, Garden, Livestock,
Miscellaneous, Poultry, Publications, Recipes
(3)W  rite your copy:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
(4) Determine the cost: Number of words____ x$1,50xnumber of issues = $_____ ,to be enclosed.
Less 10% if you run in four or more consecutive issues.
Fill in your:
Name__________________________________________ _____________________
Address— ------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------------------------------
City___________— -------------------------------------- .State___________ Zip_______ ________
® To insure that your ad will appear in the issues of your choice, we must have your copy and full payment 7 weeks prior to the date of publication. If you do not specify the issue, or if your ad arrives after our deadline for the issue, we will place it in the next available issue. Send to:
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE, Box 111, Freedom, ME 04941
The Farmstead Peddler puts you in touch with your best prospects! At 
the very reasonable rate of just $1.50 per word (15 words minimum) for 
national circulation, your classified ad will reach half-a-million readers.
(2, Underline your category:
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Troy put his FARMSTEAD know -how to good use.
You can too!
A year of
FARMSTEAD
means a year’s
worth of the 
best in
home gardening 
and
country living.
FARMSTEAD’S six great issues a 
year deliver the full range of topics 
you need to get the most out of 
country living—expert advice on how 
to grow a productive garden, ways to 
meet your energy needs economical­
ly, how to build and maintain your 
home,and ways to shelter and care for 
your livestock. In addition to a variety 
of articles, you’ll enjoy Ask Farm­
stead, Feedbag, Your Green Garden, 
Kindling Box, Reviewer, the Market 
Basket (including the bookstore), the 
original illustrations and our touch of 
humor. Get more of what you live in 
the country for—get FARMSTEAD.
Troy Gervais and his grandparents were FARMSTEAD Test Gardeners.
Subscribe Now & Save: For just $11.97 a year you get six BIG issues (you’d pay $15.00 on the newsstand).
Or SUBSCRIBE for two years for only $19.97...that means even BIGGER SAVINGS off the single copy price!
M ail Card or Coupon Today! Sp’86 Please enroll me as a subscriber 
to Farmstead.
N A M E □  Check here if this is a renewal.
AD D R ESS _ □  $11.97 (One Year) C$19.97 (Two Years)
□  $27.97 (Three Years)
□  Canadian Subscription $20.00 per year.C IT Y S TATE Z IP
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CREATE YOUR "DREAM
LANPSCAPEltt
YOURS FOR ONLY
Now you can get a professionally 
landscaped look without the profes­
sional fee.
With NATURE’S DESIGN, you’ll get 
all the step-by-step details—plus hun­
dreds of illustrations and colored 
photos—to help you plan and create 
the home landscape that best fits your 
needs and personality.
You’ll get ideas galore about ground 
covers that add beauty and save work 
. . . native perennial plants . . . patios 
and walkways—plus creative ways to 
increase energy efficiency and solve 
drainage and erosion problems.
All yours for $1.95 — with 
your risk-free membership 
in Rodale’s Practical 
Homeowners’ Book Clubml
NATURE’S DESIGN gives you a low- 
cost way to add distinction and per­
sonality to your yard!
It is the perfect introduction to 
Rodale's Practical Homeowners ’ Book 
Club—the club that saves you 20% . . .  
30% . . . 40% and more on some of 
the best books available for your home.
Whether you long for a remodelled 
kitchen . . .  a deck . . .  a sunny green­
house . . .  a solar water heater . . . 
an exercise room and spa . . . some 
new furniture . . .  a giant garden . . . 
or an entirely new home—this is the 
only book club that helps you make 
your “someday” dreams come true— 
at an affordable price.
HOW THE CLUB WORKS:
As a member, you’ll receive our Club 
Bulletin every four weeks. It includes 
a special Editor’s selection and a wide 
variety of alternate choices covering 
many aspects of your home.
If you want to receive the Editor’s 
selection, you don’t have to do any­
thing— it will be shipped to you auto­
matically. If, however, you don’t want 
it, or you want another of our selec­
tions, there will be an instruction card 
enclosed for you to fill in and mail 
back to us.
You never have to buy a book you  
don t want. Each comes to you on 
a 15-day free examination basis.
#691
15-DAY
EXAMINATION!
YES! Please enroll me in Rodale’s Practical 
Homeowners ’ Book Club and send me my 
copy of NATURE’S DESIGN. I understand 
you’ll bill me for only $1.95 (plus shipping). 
I agree to purchase two more books at spe­
cial club prices during the coming year and 
may resign anytime after that.
NO-RISK GUARANTEE! If you’re dissatisfied 
for any reason, you may return NATURE’S 
DESIGN within 15 days. You’ll owe nothing, 
and your club membership will be cancelled.
640
clip and mail to: Rodale’s Practical H om eow ners’ Book Club ™
P.O. Box 10627, Des Moines, IA 50336
So deep-rooted is Amazoy.. 
it grows into practically 
indestructible turf. GRASS SEED WILL NEVER GROW A LAWN LIKE THIS —  DROUGHT AND WEAR 
RESISTANT! Amazoy lawns stay green right thru scorching heat and drought!
itiio Grown men can’t Pull it Apart! zoysia saves Time, worn & money
Amazoy is the Trade Mark Registered U.S.
Patent Office for our Meyer Z-52 Zoysia Grass
By Jack T. Johnson, Agronomist
Every year I see people 
pour more and more mon­
ey into their lawns. They 
dig, fertilize and lime. 
They rake it all in. They 
scatter their seed and roll 
and water it.
Birds love it! Seeds 
which aren’t washed 
away by rain give them a 
feast. But some seed grows, and soon it’s time 
to weed, water and mow, mow...until summer 
comes to burn the lawn into hay, or crabgrass 
and diseases infest it.
That’s what happens to ordinary grass, but 
not to Amazoy Zoysia Grass.
“ MOWED IT 2 TIMES,”  WRITES WOMAN
For example, Mrs. M. R. Mitter writes me 
how her lawn “...is the envy of all who see it. 
When everybody’s lawns around here are 
brown from drought ours just stays as green as 
ever. I’ve never watered it, only when I put the 
plugs in...Last summer we had it mowed (2) 
times. Another thing, we never have to pull any 
weeds — it’s just wonderful!”
And from Iowa came word that the state’s 
largest Men’s Garden Club picked a Zoysia 
lawn as the “top lawn — nearly perfect” in its 
area. Yet this lawn had been watered only once 
all summer up to August!
CHOKES OUT CRABGRASS
Thick, rich, luxurious, established Amazoy 
grows into a carpet of grass that chokes out 
crabgrass and weeds all summer long. It will 
NOT winter kill. Goes off its green color after 
killing frosts. Begins regaining its green color 
at the time when the temperature in the spring 
is consistently warm. This, of course, varies 
with climate.
FOR SLOPES, PLAY AREAS,
BARE SPOTS
If slopes are a problem, Amazoy is your 
answer. Just plug it in, let it establish grass that 
ends erosion, or plug it into hard-to-cover 
spots, play-worn areas, etc.
FREE! UP TO 900 PLUGS JUST FOR ORDERING NOW
NO NEED TO RIP OUT PRESENT GRASS 
PLUG AMAZOY INTO OLD LAWN,
NEW GROUND OR NURSERY AREA
Just set Amazoy plugs into holes in ground 
like a cork in a bottle. Plant 1 foot apart, 
checkerboard style.
When planted in existing lawn areas plugs 
will spread to drive out old, unwanted growth, 
including weeds. Easy planting instructions 
with order.
YOUR OWN SUPPLY OF 
PLUG TRANSPLANTS
Established Amazoy gives you Zoysia plugs 
to plant in other areas as desired!
FREE PATENTED STEP- 
ON PLUGGER WITH ORDERS 
OF 600 PLUGS OR MORE.
Amazoy exclusive! No one else 
can offer you this patented 2-way 
plugger. Saves bending, time, 
work. Light, rugged, invaluable 
for transplanting. Cuts away com­
peting growth as it digs plug holes.
EVERY PLUG 
GUARANTEED TO GROW 
IN YOUR AREA •  IN YOUR SOIL
•  W O N’T  WINTER KILL —  has survived 
temperatures 30° below zero! 
e W O N ’T  HEAT KILL —  When other grasses 
burn out, Amazoy remains green & lovely!
Your plugs are shipped to you not cut all 
the way through, so as to insure maxi­
mum freshness and viability. To plant, 
separate all plugs completely with grass 
shears or a knife. Any plug failing to 
grow in 45 days replaced FREE.
Order now for your FREE Bonus Plugs.
^ o y s ia  Farm Nurseries, Dept. 1836 ^
General Office and Store
110 Painters Mill Rd. Owings Mills. Md. 21117
Please send me guaranteed Amazoy as checked below
CUTS YOUR WORK, 
SAVES MONEY
Your deep-rooted, establish­
ed Amazoy lawn saves time 
and money in many ways. It 
never needs replacement...ends re-seeding for­
ever. Fertilizing and watering (water costs 
money, too) are rarely if ever needed. It ends 
the need for crabgrass killers permanently. It cuts 
pushing a noisy mower in blistering sun by 2/ 3.
NO SEED, NO SOD!
There’s no seed that produces winter-hardy 
Meyer Zoysia. Sod of ordinary grass brings 
with it the problems of seed, like weeds, dis­
eases, burning out, other ills.
Meyer Z-52 Zoysia Grass Was Perfected by U.S.
Gov’t.: Released In Cooperation With U.S. Golf
Assoc, as a superior grass.
Order guaranteed Ama­
zoy now, get your bonus 
plugs FREE. Your order 
will be delivered at earliest 
correct time for planting in 
your area.
We ship ail orders the same 
day plugs are packed, ship­
ping/handling charge collect 
via most economical means. 
(For credit card orders ship­
ping costs will be charged to 
your account).
□ 100 PLUGS □ 100 PLUGS □ 300 PLUGS □ 300 PLUGS
Plus 20 FREE Plus 30 FREE Plus 60 FREE Plus 90 FREE
with Plugger with Plugger
$595 $995 $1295 $1695
Total Totai 130 Plugs Total Total 390 Plugs
120 Plugs Plus Plugger 360 Plugs Plus Plugger
□ 600 PLUGS 
Plus 180 FREE 
with FREE Plugger
$2595
Total 780 Plugs 
Plus Plugger
□ 1500 PLUGS 
Plus 450 FREE 
with FREE Plugger
$4995
Total 1950 Plugs 
Plus Plugger
□ Additional Plugger $695
SPECIAL OFFER!
□ 3000 PLUGS 
Plus 900 FREE 
with FREE Plugger
$6995
Total 3900 Plugs 
Plus Plugger
Md. residents add  
5% sales tax.
I Enclose $_ . □  Check □  M.O.
Charge credit card G VISA G MasterCard
Acct. # ______________________________
Expiration Date _______________________
Signature____________________________
NAME_______________________________
ADDRESS 
CITY____
STATE ZIP
Not available in Wash, and Oregon states.
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